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THE ROLE OF THE BUSINESS EDUCTION TEACHER IN GUIDANCE

IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS WET OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The use of guidance services in our secondary schools

has been expanding rapidly. The trend toward more and

more schools incorporating a program of guidance services

within their systems and the growing interest teachers are

taking in guidance work, are indicative of the continued

need, development, and use for these services. Since Frank

Parsons developed his voctional bureau in Boston in 1908,

to better meet the needs of students, educators have been

unifying these various areas of assistance needs into a

program now identified as "guidance services."

The program of guidance services evolved in order to

aid systematically the increasing numbers of secondary

school youth to meet their problems intelligently. The

growth in population of our country, coupled with the in-

creased development of machines to replace outmoded methods

of work habits, opened many new avenues of specialization

in the world of work. P:s a result the schools were faced

with the necessity for the development of expanded curricu-

la and new methods of preparing and guiding students toward

a useful and happy existence in this more complex society.
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Not only has the need, since the turn of the century,

been for more vocatLnal and technical education, but there

has been the necessity to direct students to assess their

abilities to work and live harmoniously with others as a

team. In order for the schools to accomplish the wise

assistance of students, it became necessary for students,

teachers, administrators, and parents to work as a coordi-

nated body. The students are faced with an array of per-

sonal, social, educational, and vocational problems which

can be met with a well-organized program of guidance

services that revolves about the classroom teacher.

The teachers, working cooperatively with the guidance

specialists, form the core of the guidance program. This

group is in everyday contact with students; therefore, it

is through the activities of the classroom teacher that the

total program takes on meaning. These teachers utilize

techniques that meet the individual needs of each student.

They are in a position to detect strengths and weaknesses

in student progress that lead to the proper utilization of

the guidance services which aid the student in making

proper adjustments. The teachers then, are not only often

called upon to aid the guidance staff in helping a student

determine a course of action, but inevitably are the ones

who must aid the student, through proper guidance
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techniques in the classroom, in the carrying out of his

action program.

Oftentimes teachers find themselves in a school where

an organized guidance program is not in existence. In this

situation they are tree central guidance figures, as stu-

dents invariably have need for help; therefore, these

teachers must incorporate their knowledge of the guidance

services with ti-le understanding of parents and administra-

tors in assisting students to become well-adjusted

individuals.

Business teachers are a necessary part of the team in

carrying out the guidance program. It is believed that a

study designed to discover the extent business teachers

perform guidance activities will be very valuable.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to ascertain the present

guidance activities of the business education teachers in

secondary schools in the twenty-two western states and to

compare the guidance activities of the nonreimbursable

teachers with the reimbursable teachers.

Specific purposes can be stated as follows:

1. To furnish information to business education

teachers thLt may be utilized in their selection of

guidance courses for professional development.
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2. To aid college business teachers in preparing

guidance materials which will most likely benefit prospec-

tive business education teachers on the secondary school

level.

3. To aid school administrators and vocational edu-

cation directors in further understanding the business

teachers' problems in guidance, such as, availability and

accessibility of materials, and a time and place for inter-

views.

4.. To aid guidance directors in better utilizing

business education teachers in the school guidance pro-

grams.

5. To aid business education teachers in determining

and evaluating their own activities in the guidance ser-

vices and their relationship to the total guidance program.

It is hoped that by summarizing the guidance prac-

tices of the business education techers, and the st-te-

ments the teachers make concerning guidance activities,

that (a) more care will be given to the training of teach-

ers in preparation for guidance activities, and (b) the

data will aid business teachers in better organizing their

guidance responsibilities.

The study is not intended to be a panacea for solving

the problems faced by students and by business education

teachers, but it is intended to aid those concerned in
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making a further step in understanding the utilization of

7uidance services.

Scope of the Study

This study involves 334 responses to a questionnaire

mailed to 2248 business education teachers in secondary

schools throughout the twenty-two states west of the Mis-

sissippi River. Of this number, 1902 teachers were in the

nonreimbursable group, and 346 were in the reimbursable,

or distributive education group. The business education

teachers surveyed included as wide a sampling as could be

obtained from the state school directories and from lists

of names received from state officials.

The study was limited to the above sttes in order to

permit a more concentrated coverage of teachers in these

states. This aided in athering the data necessary to

mailing the questionnaire.

Definition of Terms

1. Business Education: The Dictionary of Education,

edited by Good gives two definitions: (19, p.54) (a) "that

area of education which develops skills, attitudes, and

understandings essential for the successful direction of

business relationships"; (b) "an area for study dealing with

the principles and practices of teaching business subjects."
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Strong helps to clarify and makes the purposes of

business education easily understandable when he writes:

(41, pp.70-71)

If the purposes of business education are
based upon the entire economic organization that
is a phase of the social life, as well as of the
economic structure about us, as it should be,
then business education must include the adjust-
ment of the individual to his environment, re-
sulting in schools providing for two types of
business education: (1) training in those phases
of business that concern every member of society,
and (2) specilized instruction for those who de-
sire to become wage earners in business occupations.

2. Distributive Education: Hayden says: (2L, p.49)

"Distributive Education in the secondary school is designed

primarily to prepare students for retail operation and

selling positions." ilanna and Freeman edited a monograph

in which they define the "distributive occupations."

Their definition aids in understanding this phase of the

study. They say: (21, p.)) "Distributive occupations

are those followed by workers directly engaged in merchan-

dising activities, or in direct contact with buyers and

sellers when--

a. Distributing to consumers, retailers, jobbrs,
wholesalers, and others the products of farm and
industry.

b. Managing, operating, or conducting a commercial
service business, or selling the services of such
a business."

3. Guidance: A descriptive definition is given by

the Educational Policies Commission: (13, pp.39-40)
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Guidance is . . . the high art of helping
boys and girls to plan their own actions wisely,
in the full light of all the facts that can be
mustered about themselves and about the world
in which they will work and live.

. Program of Guidance Services: The program of

guidance services includes the individual inventory service,

the information service, the counseling service, the place-

ment service, and the follow-up service. Smith describes

the guidance services as follows: (39, p.5)

The guidance process consists of a group
of services to individuals to assist them in
securing the knowledges and skills needed in
making adequate choices, plans, and interpreta-
tions essential to satisfactory adjustment in a
variety of areas. These services are designed to
result in efficiency in areas which require that
the individual make adjustments in order that he
may be an effective member of society.

5. Nonreimburssble, or nondistributive education

teachers: Teachers in this group are not teaching under a

vocational program, therefore, their salaries are paid

solely by the school district and the school district is

not reimbursed for salaries from federal funds.

6. Reimbursable or distributive education teachers:

Teachers in this gr up work under the vocational education

program, and their salaries are, in part, paid from federal

funds distributed to the states v]o in turn reimburse the

local school district.
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Limitations of the Study

The fact that the study covers such a large area of

the United States and that there were so many teachers in-

cluded to obtain an adeluate sampling, made it impossible

to interview the teachers personally. Therefore, the ques-

tionnaire may have been interpreted differently by some

teachers. This constitutes a limitation.

Secondly, it was not possible to obtain the names of

the teachers in several states, which possibly could be

the reason for a certain number of the questionnaires not

being returned. This constitutes a limitation. In the

case of the distributive education group, it was not pos-

sible to obtain the names of distributive education co-

ordinators in Utah and Missouri. The few names in the

directories in these two States, for some reason, did not

bring results. South Dakota did not have readily available

the names of distributive education teachers, and the di-

rectory did not list them. Nevada and Idaho have no dis-

tributive education coordinators.

The Questionnaire

In order to attack the problem of surveying a large

number of business teachers, both in the nonreimbursable

and reimbursable groups, it became necessary to resort to
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the questionnaire as the instrument to use to obtain the

desired information.

The questionnaire was studied from the standpoint of

other questionnaires having been used, and in regard to

the literature pertaining to the program of guidance serv-

ices. The questionnaire was designed so that it could be

answered as easily as possible. Answers to the points

could be checked "none," "little," "occasionally," and

"frequently," to insure the data bein as nerly accurate

as possible, and at the same time, being easier for the

teachers to check.

The writer then had the business teachers in Cor-

vallis, Oregon, and Albany, Oregon, high schools to com-

plete the questionnaire and make suggestions. A discus-
.

sion w&s held with each one, and after further study the

questionnaire was again revised.

A copy of the questionnaire is included in Appendix A.

The cover letter that accompanied the questionnaire to

teachers in each group is shown in Appendix B.

Selection of Recipients

In order to secure the names of such a large number

of teachers, letters were sent to the state superintendents

of public instruction in each of the twenty-two states,

requesting 1951-52 directories. (See Appendix C for copy
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of letter). All states except Kansas submitted direc-

tories, but the names of a number of teachers in that

state were secured from a business education professor at

Kansas State Teachers College. The directories in eight

states listed the schools and administrators, but not the

teachers. In these cases, the questionnaire was sent to

the business education teachers in the schools in care of

the various principals and superintendents.

An effort was made to cover the states thoroughly by

sending a sufficient number to various sized high schools.

In no case were teachers contacted in schools having fewer

than ten teachers. In the less populated states a greater

number of smaller schools were sanpled than in the states

having more and larger schools. An effort was made,

wherever possible, to send the questionnaire to teachers

with varied years of experience. More questionnaires were

mailed to teachers in states where the directories were

more complete.

The names of the distributive education teachers were

secured by writing to the State Supervisors of Distributive

Education in each state (see AHpendix D for copy of the

letter).

All the names received from state distributive educa-

tion supervisors and other sources were mailed question-

naires. Nineteen of the twenty-two states representing
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the distributive education group are included in the

study. No returns were received from the stte of Utah.

The letters to the state superintendents and the dis-

tributive education supervisors are to be found in Appen-

dices C and D,

Responses to the (:.uestionnaire

Table I shows a list of the st tes in which business

education teachers were contacted by questionnaires. The

percentage of return by the teachers in these states is

also shown for both groups.

January 1953 was established as the month in which no

more questionnaires would be accepted for inclusion in the

study. The responses had practically stopped by the first

of the year. Time was of the essence, too, as compiling

the information for the thesis was necessary.

The totel responses numbered 334 and represented a

return of 37 per cent, which on a comprable basis with

other studies of this magnitude was good. This seems es-

pecially true when the names of the teachers -- for the

most part -- had to be taken from the 1951-1952 school di-

rectories. The nonreimbursable teachers gave a response

totaling 673, or 35 per cent. The distributive education

teachers returned 165, which represented L8 per cent of

this group.



3Y: 5TA.T.1"Z

:,11uer of

;itate Non D's Sent
Nuraber

cturned
Per
Cent DL.$ 3Ont

:;uber
.rned

Per
gent

triz. 7') 23 29 1

Ark. (.,0 19 23 12 3)

Calif 311 12) 37 7 70
.1"Colo.' 50 25 36 1') 6 6)

I daho 65 21 26

Iowa 133 :; 42 16 12 75
1,:ansas 53 16 32 50
La.' 66 12 26 P

1414

_linn. 151 51 34 19 13 63

(:. 156 !49 28 1 13
ont. 36 16 44 4 57

Neb. 56 35 4. 4 51
Nev. 20 9 45
, ",
:4 . :.e-..,,

N. T.)al.'

1 r
145

23
15

9
33
39

7
32

3
4

43
33

01:1a.' 71 35 49 23 1)3 61
Ore. *5o. T)a14.

121

31

55
10

45
29

19 13 63

Texas* 101 42 37 117 '43 37
Utah 79 22 27 17.

) 0
7,Iash*, 134 61 40 32 15 47

52 S 50

Total 1212 673 35 346 165 I (7

12

1.111.0111.1. 7410.1.101111001.-

Combined Total 2248 and per cent of return 37.

'1'States in which names were not included in the 1951-52 directories.
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In some states the percentage of return was lower

than others. Arkansas and Idaho, for example, had a lower

return which may be partially accounted for because of the

greater number of smaller schools sampled. It is possible

that many of the smaller schools do not have the facili-

ties for guidance, nor do they emphasize it to the extent

the larger schools do.

A higher return may be noted from some of the states;

for example, Minnesota, Iowa, and Washington which have

many more larger schools. As a result these schools and

teachers do more from the standpoint of cooperating in

more organized guidance programs.

Table II shows the number of usuable returns, as not

all the responses were usable in the study. Eighteen did

not reach the teachers, others did not feel qualified to

answer the questionnaire, while several did not feel it

applied in their particular cases. A few had dropped out

of teaching.

TABLE II

USALE AND UNUSABLE RETURNS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

Number Percentage
Responses Non-D.E. D.E. Non-D.E. D.E.

Usable Responses ":13 163 92 98Unusable Responses 2 3 2

Total 673 165 100 100



Some teachers asked for copies of the questionnaire

and many requested a surimary of the findings. A number of

the teachers steted their interests and expressed their

feelings as favorable toward the guidance trend in their

schools. Many also sent supplementary materials and news

items pertaining to guidance in their respective school

systems or communities.

A few teachers stated the cluestionnaire would aid

them in better carrying out their guidance activities and

made favorable comments in behalf of the questionnaire

and the study. Some said they intended to broaden their

activities in the guidance function.

Each questionnaire for both groups of business teach-

ers was tabulated by state on a separate master form. A

final master form was then compiled from the state master

forms showing the total returns from the teachers in each

JDup. The two groups were tabulated separately in order

to point up differences and similarities in guidance prac-

tices between the two groups.
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CHAPTER II

SUBSTANCE OF T-IE LITERATURE

1. Introduction: The Classroom Teacher Combines _Guidance

and Teaching.

Not a great amount of material is to be found in the

literature about the role of the business teacher in the

field of guidance. However, several articles are devoted

to this specific subject, and a few books trent the role

of the classroom teacher in the guidance program to some

degree. The importance of the teacher to the guidance

program is irlplied in all the literature dealing with this

specific phase of education. The writers have indicated

that all teachers -- not only the business teachers -- in

the secondary school are in an ideal situation to perform

activities of a guidance nature. The classroom serves as

a laboratory for observing student behavior.

Business education has a two-fold purpose for educat-

ing students. One is teaching basic business concepts

which are utilized in the use of business services; the

other is that of developing skills in specific business

courses that will enable students to utilize these skills

on certain jobs in the business world. The second purpose

involves the vast realm of vocational education, of which

vocational guidance is a very important aspect. The
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business teacher does not wholly escape this phase of

ralidance, as vocational information is a necessary part of

tne materials used.

Though vocational education is not to be considered

apart from ;eneral education, since all subjects have vo-

cational value, the fact remains that thousands of boys and

girls, upon graduation from high school, accept positions

that require definite business and vocational skills. Thus,

many writers have written of vocational guidance to the ex-

tent that one can almost conclude this phase to be the

business teLcher's foremost responsibility.

Another reason why the business teacher cannot wholly

escape the guidance function is due to the fact that guid-

ance is a necessary and inescapable part of education.

Berger points this out when he writes: (50 p.153)

Increased information concerning the learning
process h s caused distinctions between guidance
and instruction. We cannot separate these im-
portant aspects of the educational program, since
both have the saae objective--the development of
wholesome individuals to the fullest extent of
their ability in a manner that is in essence the
basic philosophy of the modern school with its
dual emphasis.

One can readily observe the areas of guidance
possibilities within these broad educational aims.
To attain these -;oals the teacher's role becomes
very significant, since his constant observation
of and contact with the children make him ever
more cognizant of the varying personalities within
the group and the most effective methods to employ
in meeting each individual's needs.
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It can be noted, then, that the more use the teacher

makes of guidance services, the better job he will prob-

ably do in advising the student. The need is definite,

but the effectiveness of the teacher's help will depend a

great deal upon his interest in it. Williams notes that

to teacher who is sensitive to the needs and problems of

students will find ways to develop and take up the major

job of guidance. (52, pp.310-320)

Too, the manner in which the guidance program is or-

ganized will aid the teacher's effectiveness. Enterline

emphasizes this point as follows: (14, pp.15-16)

The need for guidance is always present.
Each high school student is potentially a voca-
tional student. When the student finishes high
school, he is primarily interested in securing
a job, or in securing such additional training
as will better fit him for a job. The business
teacher in the school witP some semblance of an
organized guidance program should work coopera-
tively with it. In the small high schools
where guidance for the most part is still very
much unorganized, the teacher i3 still in a
unique position to give effective guidance. He
is able to know intimately the interests, abili-
ties, family history, likes and dislikes of
each student.

The need is evident for the teacher to know
something about the types of jobs in the com-
munity and requirements of the jobs, whether the
community is expanding in population, business
trends of the community, information about the
school, information about the students, informa-
tion about the library, how are the placement
problems handled, and information about the
graduates and their situations.
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The business teacher must then provide assistance

throughout the day, but to make it more meaningful, the

business teach .r should conform to a guidance philosophy

similar to this one by Spaugh, who writes: (41, p.157)

"The old idea that guidance is the effort to see through

Bill and see Bill through must be thrown aside. We must

accept a new definition which might be: Guidance is the

effort to help Bill see through himself to see himself

through." To do this the teacher must study and know the

individual.

The effective teacher who instructs throughout the

day should be genuinely interested in the welfare of his

students. Prehn notes tht: (35, p.6)

Guidance is the finest aspect of teaching.
It leads to ch-m7es of a permanent nature in
the character of the pu)i1, his personality,
and his philosophy of life....It is a privilege
to be with young people like our boys aad ,irls--
individuals who are essentially idealistic and
loyal. And 7enuine teachers show their appre-
ciation of this privilege by their attitude
toward their pupils. They are kindly, friendly,
altruistic, and willing to aid, even though it
involves hours of work on their own tile.

The teacher who is a student of students--who begins

early in the school year ta learn about the individual and

to cooperate with him--will not have to spend hours of time

outside of the classroom in helping him with his problems.

The teacher will assist each student while he presents

subject matter. Strang writes of this point thusly:
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(42, p.10)

The gifted teacher guides as he teaches.
While the pupils are lerning about the world
in which they live, the teacher is learning
about the individuals in his class. He uses
this understanding to provide the experiences
they need.

The thought is gathered from an article by Woellner

that the business teacher is fortunate to be in a situa-

tion where assistance can easily be given. This is so,

because the business teacher is in somewhat the position

of the athletic coach. The students, for the most part,

are interested in the subjects and are receptive to aid.

Numbers of many business classes are limited. This situa-

tion -lives the business teacher the op ,ortunity to be in

close personal contact with the students, and, as El re-

sult, he lay give iore individual ',ssistance to them. In

the skill buildin: courses, the business teacher is in a

position to observe the students' neatness, attitudes, and

ambitions. The student is oftentimes able to understand

what the teacher is able to do for him in these courses,

as he can see his improvement and accept the challenge. A

sense of competitive spirit exists within the individual

and among friends in the class. (54, pp.379-330)

There are teachers, however, who do not fully realize

the great port they play in the lives of the students.

Rosencrance writes of a group of college freshmen who were
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discussing the influence of their high school teachers on

their own lives. One student mentioned what the teacher

taught, but the others referred to what the teacher was as

a person and the interest he took in pupils as persons.

These students brought out the great amount of guiding the

growth and development of adolescents that teachers ac-

tually do. (37, pp.208-209)

Students are always high in their praise of a teacher

who is willing to help them progress, and who is concerned

about them as individuals. It is these virtues in a per-

son that help make him a better teacher.

Arbuckle notes that teachers are doing the major part

of guidance, but many are thoughtlessly neglecting the

areas in which they have the greatest opportunity to serve.

Often they put their subject ahead of the individual in-

stead of using the subject as a guidance tool. He also

points out that many teachers never become acquainted with

any of their students. (4, pp.140-42)

It is a well-known fact that the teachers who 1/.,e an-

noyed by problem behavior and do nothing but rebuff the

student are not able to gain the confidence of many of the

students. Their guidance contribution may not be effective.

Their thoughtlessness may hinder the development of the

individual. Anderson writes of the thoughtless teacher--

the one who feels he has no responsibility to the guidance
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She notes that cases are on record of students

who have become openly defiant toward the unfriendly

teacher. (3, P.14-2)

Hart makes note of the fact that the least teachers

can do is keep in mind that very often the individual who

brings confusion to the classroom is not necessarily a

menace to society. If the teacher can keep this in mind,

it may help him understand the guidance function. (25

Do50)

2. The Classroom Teacher Assists the Guidance Specialist.

A number of writers have noted the relationship of the

classroom teacher to the guidance expert. The teacher must

realize how he can best serve the proram and help the

guidance shecialist. The specialist in auidance must un-

derstand the teacher's feelings toward the program and to-

ward the students. To think of one without the other

would be to think of the surgeon without the nurse.

Zeran furthers this understanding when he states:

(55, P.4)

Has the teacher a part in the guidance pro-
gram or is it only for the expert? This ques-
tion can best be answered if we think of guidance
as a staff service which can make instruction,
supervision and adninistration more effective
in their performance.

This means that all teachers must act as a
team so that each individual boy and girl will
have the benefit of their collective thinking
and acting.
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Each teacher can assist in one or more of
the guidance functions. For example facts must
be available about each pupil as an individual--
his school record, health record, test results,
hobbies, etc. Since the value of these data
lies in their cumulative nature it can be seen
that all teachers have a part in their compila-
tion.

A comment occasionally heard among business teachers

indicates that they do not feel their opinions are re-

garded as too important by some school counselors. This

may be true in some cases, but it is doubtful that it is

a reneral feeling among guidance directors or counselors.

Mamminga points out that: (29, p.)77)

The heart of guidance, however, lies in
an intelligent interest of every teacher in
every pupil. In short, that pinnacle of light--
the specialized guidance instructor and nothing
more in the form of guidance--is on the way out.
Every teacher must guide every pupil, conscious-
ly or unconsciously, constantly. Teachers must
be selected Who have not only subject-matter
knowledge but personality and tact.

Even though the techer may not be called upon to

serve directly on a guidance committee, the teacher should

always realize that he is assigned as a committee of one

to carry out guidance activities. Certainly the guidance

specialist is foremost in any guidance program but, as

Williams points out, it is easy for a guidance-minded

teacher to notice students with troubled looks on their

faces. He can show his interest by being friendly and

ask the student to drop by for a little talk. The teacher
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must remember that the specialist does not always see the

student in the light that a teacher does. (Si, PP.343-

30)

If the teacher has had some training in the field of

mental hygiene, he will probably have a better feeling

about the work the guidance specialist is trying to do. He

should be better equipped to recognize certain symptoms of

disturbance which may be bothering an individual. This

training would undoubtedly help the teacher make a better

report to the counselor. Montag notes a few of these symp-

toms to be, unsocialness, resentfulness, domination, and

lack of interest. He makes this comment: (31) p.35) "In

spite of the fact that she has large numbers of students

to deal with it is possible for the skillful teacher to

identify some of the students in need of individual help.

For this she needs a mental hygiene point of view and a

knowledge of the disturbance."

The important thing is not so much that the teacher

have a thorough knowledge of the disturbance, but rather

that he recognize that the student does have a problem,

and then realize that he should refer the student to the

guidance specialist. lie should then work with the special-

ist in following a course of action designed to help the

student.
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Turrell makes a statement that aids in a better under-

standing of the teacher's place in guidance. He writes:

(434 pp.337-333)

Regardless of needed increases in the number
of specialists in guidance, the teacher will con-
tinue to play the central role in such a program.
The teacher's greatest contribution will be made
as a. part of his regular classroom activities,
not in a special period set apart for guidance
purposes.

As a teacher's success in the guidance process may be

measured by the contribution he makes from within the

classroom, Cox and Duff have this to say about the special-

ist: (9, p.71) "The specialist's success may be meas-

ured by the extent to which he stimulates and directs the

advisory activities of the regular teachers."

Cox and Duff disagree with Turrell on whether a

special period should be set aside for guidance purposes.

They believe a classroom teacher should have a free period

a day so thet he can deal with personalities, and point

out thet if a teacher is going to be more than a lesson-

giver, he must be given responsibilities for the education

of his pupils. This is a most debatable phase of the

teacher's role in program of euidance services. The answer

no doubt lies in the administration of the school and the

organization of the guidance department. The extent the

teacher is interested and qualified in guidance work
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would govern, in part, whether or not he should have a

free period for this work. Generally, what could be ac-

comalished in a free period shculd probably be left up to

the specialist. Many schools, of course, have teacher-

counselors acting in a dual capacity. However, these

teachers have had training in the field of guidance. If

a school d es not have an, adequate guidance staff, then

enough teachers with guidance training should be assigned

a free period for guidance in order for all students to be

assured of an opportunity to have assistance in working

out their problems. At least one weakness that can be

found with secondary eduction at present and that has

been true in the past is that the majority of students are

not being given adequate assistance in determining the

source of their difficulties, and determining a course of

action to follow to solve their difficulties.

That it is vital for the teacher to work with and fol-

low a course of action in a case that has been planned with

the guidance specialist is highlighted by Rathbun: (36,

P.75)

The classroom teacher in performing his
daily duties is a unique guidance worker. In
no other place in school is there an equal op-
portunity to provide for the desirable growth
of youth....

Even though clinicians and other special-
ists are working on a case, the teacher must be
recognized as a vital factor because adjustment
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must be made in terms of daily relationships
which only he can constantly observe and ad-
just properly.

At least one writer feels that there is no place for

the unspecialized teacher in guidance activities. She is

Elizabeth Chase, who makes the following comments: (7,

p.210) "Unfortunately guidance and teaching are like oil

and water. They have no chemical affinity. Ciluidance

keeps right on being guidance, and teaching keeps right on

being teaching, no matter how briskly you stir them up to-

gether", Miss Chase is certainly in the minority in her

attitude and thinking regarding the teacher and the spe-

cialist. A number of authors replied to her article, with

which they disagreed. For example, Fulton replied: (20,

10.415)

We shall continue to need and use some
specialists but, pray Heaven, even the special-
ists will acknowledge the need for a strong
common underpinning to meet the needs of the
youth of today.

Harney also replied to lass Chase's article with this

contribution: (24, p.411)

Let us try to dissipate the idea that guidance
can be done only in a private room, with pupil
seated in a large, comfortable chair. Of course,
there is value in pleasant surroundings, but it
often happens that the teacher who works in an
informal atmosphere has more real influence on
the life of a child than any counselor with a
doctor's degree. Any sympathetic teacher whose
everyday work demonstrates his interest in the
lives of his pupils can tell dozens of experiences
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where a casual question or statement has led to
conversations which have made a real difference
to the pupil.

Williamson points out in reply to the article by Miss

Chase that a teacher does not have to be a specialist to

take an interest in helping the individual. This interest

alone will help the teacher be more capable of imparting

an understanding of the subject matter to the student.

(53, P13.414-)45)

Thus, it can be readily seen that the specialist in

guidance and the classroom teacher must work cooperatively,

and combine their efforts to adequately aid the students.

An article by 3-oshorn reveals a statement which sums up

the vital need of both parties. She relates: (22, p.76)

We need the specialist wo is trained and
skilled in the art of diagnosing needs, organ-
izing procedures, and executing plans. But
specialized personnel services can never re-
place the day-by-day intimate contact of teach-
er and student. Valuable as a separate coun-
seling service is, a personnel office must
depend upon the teacher to identify students
with problems. Students most frequently will
ask for help from an instructor whom they al-
ready know, when they will not go to an office
set up especially to help them. At the end of
the period, in the hallway, at the soda fountain,
and in dozens of other spots, the teacher is
exerting a personal influence upon some of his
students.

3. The Classroom Teacher Contributes Valuable Information

to the Students' Cumulative Folders.

The value of the individual's cumulative record lies
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in the teacher's use of it, as it contains the personal

history of the pupil. To know the pupil is the first step

in being able to help him and to be able to know him makes

it essential that a great deal of information be compiled

and analyzed. The more complete the personal h.is'ary is

the more valuable it will be. Also, if the data are sys-

tematically recorded, and if veracity has been used in

compilinFr, the data, it will aid materially in the teacher's

being able to formulate a more complete picture of the

case. The teachers' help in contributing to guidance rec-

ords is vital to the success of the program. Smith

writes: (39, pp.97-93)

Pupils are likely to reveal first to
teachers their special talents, hobby and
leisure time interests and activities, adjust-
ment difficulties at school and at home, and
other information pertinent to a better under-
standing of them as unique individuals.
Teachers have two major res ,onsibilities with
respect to the collection cf information about
pupils: (1) gatherinia and recording informa-
tion helpful to other staff members and assist-
ing them to make choices, plans, interpreta-
tions, and adjustments; and (2) using the
data collected for understanding pupils and
their needs and interests which may be met
in the classroom.

Traxler writes of the use of information found in the

cumulative record folder in this manner: (45, p.314)

The cumulative record--particularly the
less objective part of it--may furnish valuable
leads concerning the pupil's behavior and pos-
sible ways of modifying, it.
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All teachers know that there are many mat-
ters of personal and social adjustment in which
they may aid pupils who seek their advice.
Teachers have always helped with this kind of
adjustment, but they should remember that in all
such cases, they can do a better job if they
will utilize the information that can be ob-
tained from complete and carefully kept records.

The home background of the individual may be the di-

rect cause of a student's problem. A knowledge of the

student's health status is useful to student understand-

inc?. Knowing what the abilities of a student are, what

experiences he has had, what he likes to do and dislikes

to do, what his school achievements are, what his social

and personality ratings are, and what his educational and

vocational plans are, can be made available primarily

through a well-organized set of records.

The teacher's use of test results is pointed out by

several authors. Traxler notes that it is the responsibil-

ity of the teacher to explain the results of tests to in-

dividual pupils, as well as in group discussions. (La5,

p.311)

Dunsmoor also mentions that as a part of their regu-

lar job, teachers should play an important part in the

testing program; and in so doing, should administer, score,

and interpret tests--particularly general achievement

tests in their own subject areas. (12, p.61)

The business teacher will have use for the test data
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from the cumulative records for directing students into

certain business subjects. Albert writes of placing stu-

dents into a subject such as shorthand. She states: (2,

p.17) "Encourage for enrollment in shorthand only those

students who have an I.Q. of over 100 and are carrying

averages of 80 or above in English I and Typing I." She

elieves too, that no student should be admitted to short-

hand until he had completed at least one year of instruc-

tion in typing. It would be wise to use recorded data

even for selecting students for tryout courses.

If a student is strong in typewriting and weak in

shorthand and bookkeeping some attempt should be made to

locate the underlying conditions contributing to these

achievements and the supporting data should be placed in

the cumulative record.

4. The Classroom Teacher Does Do Counseling.

As has been previously pointed out, the student often

will put confidence in one he knows. Zeran mentions the

counseling aspect of pupil adjustment as part of the

teacher's work in guidance. He writes: (5': P.4-)

While a school should have at least one part-
time counselor, all teachers will do counseling
at times. Because th.e classroom teacher is in
everyday contact with her pupils, she is in a
strategic position to discover individual strengths
and weaknesses.
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A study th..t revels that a teacher's day consists of

more than mere subject matter instruction, but rather is

one that involves much personal counseling was made by

Norton. The study, made on 1,536 pupils, showed that

t ese pupils presented a grand total of at least 4,682

problems to 285 teachers--an average of 20 per teacher--

in one school month. As a result, the author states:

(32, p.404)

That high school pupils are beset by problems
of many types, touching virtually every conceiv-
able phase of their life in school, out of school,
and beyond school, and that every teacher, by
virtue of his position, is inescapably a counse-
lor are amon-, the conclusions emerging from a
study recently completed by the writer.

It will be necessary for business teachers to counsel

with students regardin7, vocational information. However,

Parker notes the rich opportunity business teachers have

for gaining valuable data from student-teacher interviews:

(34, p.17)

The classroom teachers, particularly com-
mercial teachers, however, have a rich oppor-
tunity to contribute. Through observations of
the student learning process, coupled with an
understanding of the relationship between school
work and office practice, these teachers have a
basis for giving sound advice. Teacher-student
interviews yield valuable information regarding
attitudes toward work and emotional and volitional
qualities for which no measurements exist.

Goshorn summarizes the teacher's role in counseling

when she compares the teachers today with those prior to
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the present technological era. She comments: (22, p.76)

Today the teacher is faced with a much dif-
ferent problem. He is expected to encourage
growth in subjective, intangible, and difficult
to define areas, such as honesty, dependability,
citizenship, morality, inter-cultural understand-
ing, and the improvement of adult and family
living. Whether he wants to be or not, the
teacher is a counselor in a definite sense of
the word. It is not possible for the teacher
to see his responsibility toward the student
strictly in terms of teaching subject-matter.

5. The Classroom Teacher Refers Students for Special Help.

A most important area of guidance in which the teach-

er has a vital responsibility is that of referring the

pupil to the proper department, person, or agency, for as-

sistance regarding his adjustment. Turchin points out the

great need for proper referral of students when he writes

of the many problems in his school: (V, p.76) "In the

school in which I have been teaching 30 per cent of the

pupils receive aid in some manner either from a private or

public welfare agency." He cites the case of the uncon-

trollable neighborhood boy who was a bully with other stu-

dents. After the boy was referred to the social service

counselor of the school, and aid was given in the form of

health care (eyes, teeth), clothing, and carfare, he was

given several tryout courses at school. He was happy, re-

laxed, and made progress in Art. This is what he liked to
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do, and was one of the courses he had wanted in the first

place. Several steps led to solving the boy's problem.

The first was a review of his mental, physical, economic,

and social history. Other steps were home visits and in-

terviews with parents and friends, as well as continued

talks with the boy, including the health, social service,

and vocational counselors.

Matthews points out how teachers help in solving

these problem cases when she states: (30, p.131)

Teachers detect implications of social, emo-
tional, or academic problems of pupils and make
plans that will enable pupils to solve their own
problems. Teachers act as advocates for young
persons needing help by enlisting the cooperation
of other teachers on the staff, by referring pu-
pils te counselors, or by referring counselors to
pupils.

Overn brings out the necessity of sensing the need

for proper referral when he says of a delinquent 13-year-

old boy: (33, p.93) "If a teacher could have sensed the

situetion early enough in his school life, he might have

become properly adjusted to his environment and avoided

delinquency." It is not uncommon to her people make

statements such as this.

Davis aad Norris note though, that: (11, pp.95-96)

The thoughtful classroom teacher will be
understanding, will explore possibilities of
solution with the child, and, if she feels the
problem is one that needs specialized help, will
guide the child to the proper person.



Another author, Adams, brings out the value of refer-

rals when speaking of a typical problem case. It is the

case of the 14-year-old 4r1 who had to assume all house-

hold duties due to the illness of the mother. These duties

required the care of several smaller children. The girl

could not keep up with her school work and fell asleep in

class. The case was referred to the Home Relief Bureau,

who handled and solved. te.e girl's problem, by sending a

housekeeper to relieve her. Guidance conscious teachers

can help cause a decline in problems of this type. (1,

p.52)

6. The Classroom Teacher Enlists the Aid of the Parents

and Recognizes the Value of Home Contacts.

Every teacher soon learns that the importance of sin-

cere relationships with the parents are vital to the mental

health of the pupil. If the teacher and the parent ac-

tively cooperate in discussing a pupil's problems in terms

of the best interests of the pupil, a harmonious feeling is

likely to exist. The pupil is generally consulted or in-

cluded and he feels this cooperative spirit. With this

kind of understanding, the student is not pushed into a

course of action he does not want to take.

It is a known fact that a student's problem often
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stems from the fact that the parents have chosen the life-

work for their child, without regard for the child's

ability or interest in his career.

It is the teacher's responsibility to become acquaint-

ed with the home situation of many of his students and talk

with the parents. Dunsmoor makes an excellent ooint re-

7arding the teacher's responsibility in dealing with

parents. He notes: (12, p.61)

The teacher should know something of the home
background of each of his students, particularly
if the student is inclined to be a problem. He
should therefore avail himself of every opportu-
nity to come in contact with parents. The best
way to make this contact is by a tactful visit
to the home at a convenient time, through school
programs, activities, and meetings of the parent-
teacher association offer good opportunities for
contacts with parents....Clearance of information
with parents is often very helpful to them in
solving the problems of their child at hoe, and
the information gained is invariably useful to the
teacher in understanding the student better.'
Parents and teachers thus become co-workers in
the interest of the child's development.

7. The Classroom Teacher Provides Vocational and Educa-

tional Guidance.

Many students in our secondary schools enter business

occupations upon graduation from high school, while many

more continue studying in advanced fields of business. In

this particular aaea, the business teacher must help her

students receive pertinent information and understanding
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about the world of work. This area is vitally important

to the students and they have many problems regarding what

they should d .

Eyster's article tends to show the need for the busi-

ness teacher to be properly informed in business trends.

(16, p.72)

In 1940, approximately 25 per cent of all
persons gainfully employed were engaged in of-
fice, distributive, management, and kindred
occupations; approximately 15 per cent more
were engaged in occupations in which knowledge
of business procedures and practices is essential.

Thus, in 1940, approximately 40 per cent
of the gainfully employed people were in occupa-
tions in which business knowledges and skills
were needed.

Thus, it can readily be seen that vocational guidance

becomes an important part of the business teacher's work

day. This being the case, Snypp points out that the

teacher should utilize the vocational help the subject has

that he is teaching. ()0 p.116) In order to utilize the

subject matter for this purpose and meet the needs of our

students, Cooper comments: (3, p.150) "It behooves us to

be and to keep informed about vocational techniques."

Blackstone is another writer w o feels the business

teacher should utilize the classroom situation in present-

ing vocational guidance. (6, p.161) "The teachers of the

dApartment should adjust the classwork, so far as possible,

to permit the student to make applications of the course
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being studied to his own immediate vocational needs."

The business teacher is obligated to inform the stu-

dents of the implications and demands of certain jobs in

the business occupations. Frankel stresses that business

teachers should encourage the right students for the right

clerical positions, and should inform students where the

jobs can lead. (19, p.13)

The personality of the student cannot be overlooked

by the business teacher. All individuals should be coun-

seled wisely as to the type of job best suited to them.

Turille notes tht if proper guidance techniques are used,

much time may be saved through rehabilitation made neces-

sary by the vocational adjustments that take place in a

person's work or vocational life. (L7, p.17) All teach-

ers have some realization of the enjoyment and success a

person derives from a position due to his adaptability or

suitability for it.

Parker notes the importance of learning the student's

potential for various positions when he writes: (34, p.17)

Taken together, careful measurements of in-
telligence, cleric:D1 aptitude, motor skills and
personality traits throw much light on the pros-
pects of an individual's potential for office
occupations and are in a much better position to
advise him on the probable success or failure in
the field.

It is apparent then, that teachers realize the im-

portance of the fact th :.t the whole individual must be
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considered in vocational and educational guidance. Unsick-

er notes that, (49, 10.8) "Surveys indicate that poor per-

sonality traits are the largest single cause of job fail-

ure and employers know and appreciate these facts."

Business teachers have, through personal experience,

been assisting students in the development of their per-

sonalities to meet job requirements. They must continual-

ly realize that students must develop the ability to get

along well with other people.

Two very effective methods teachers can use in ade-

quately presenting vocational and educations/ information

is noted in the literature. Walraven po7Jits out that

teachers can perform a great service by suggesting and

often seeing to it that students use the library. She

notes the librarian will do the work in helping the stu-

dents choose the materials, but the influence of the teach-

er is often needed in getting the students started. (50,

pp.30-36)

The other method involves the teacher's use of visual

aids. Many fine films are obtainable at a nominal fee, or

at no cost at all to the school. In the article, "Choos-

ing Your Occupation", it is noted that business teachers

are obligated in so far as possible to use films for guid-

ance purposes. This one film is particularly helpful in
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stimulating the student to think and plan his future care-

fully. It is pointed out that: (13, p.27) "The student

cannot choose his right job unless he has previously chosen

his occupation."

8. The Classroom Teacher and Placement and Follow-up.

The areas of placement and follow-up are ones in which

the business teacher can be of great assistance. Teachers

of vocational subjects are naturally interested in the suc-

cessful placement of their pupils, and it is necessary to

know how they Lre etting along in their post-school work

in order to evaluate the effectiveness of their classroom

teaching,. The teacher's work is mainly to cooperate with

the guidance department in the placement and follow-up of

students, but oftentimes the teacher is responsible for

direct placement of students and the follow-up work as well.

The teacher's help is necessary if the best interests of

the student are to be served.

The placement service also includes the. wise place-

ment of students in courses and activities within the

school and community. Kiethley and Boisclalr point out

that the student should be aided so th.t he will, choose

the subjects in which he will most likely succeed. His

choices must be based upon his aptitudes, interests, and

personality. All available sources of information should
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be utilized in the attempt to aid the pupil in selecting

his courses--including consultation with parents. (2L;,

p.16)

Smith also notes that the educational placement pro-

cess involves assisting pupils to obtain informatThn re-

lating to educational opportunities and aiding the student

to adjust to the next grade, or the next school. This

process of assisting the individual to progress from one

school to the next is a placement function. (3(), pp.299-

300)

Many students will look to the teacher for aid in fur-

thering their progress on the job after they have been out

in the business world. This being the case, the business

teacher will perform a valuable follow-up service. It is

not uncommon to have a business executive stop a teacher

and discuss the quality of work and the personal charac-

teristics of a former pupil.

In regard to placement and follow-up by the school,

Dame writes: (10, p.163)

If there is no school provision for place-
ment, however, the business department itself
should assume the responsibility of placing its
product in the job. In some schools, both large
and small, this function is performed by various
persons, among whom are the guidance counselor,
the depetrtment head, the teachers, and other ad-
ministrative officials.

Enterline specifically points out one of the functions
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of the business teacher is that of: (15, p.25) "conduct-

ing placement and follow-up activities."

s a means of facilitating placement of business grad-

uates Shipley writes: (33, p.42) "The business teacher

can keep a list or card file of former students and firms

for which they are working. This list can be compiled

through inquiry and incidental meeting of friends of these

former students. The firms on the list zre good sources of

employment for later graduating classes."

The activities are numerous that the business teacher

could and does do to aid the development of this vital

area of guidance service. The teacher can help the place-

ment phase of the guidance department by assisting in the

preparation of the follow-up questionnaire for mailing to

former pupils and employers. This assistance is vital to

a well-organized program. The teacher who makes it a point

to occasionally call upon an employer; makes recommenda-

tions to the former student that will help him overcome

problems; makes suggestions regarding reading materials,

corres ondence and evening courses th:,t will aid in his

self-improvement; and makes recommendations regarding

other methods of improving and preparing for advancement

to better positions, is one who is performing most ade-

quately in the areL4.5 of placement and follow-up.
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In many schools, if the teachers did not aid the stu-

dent in obtaining a job, selecting a school for further

training, and helping him adjust on the job, many students

would receive no help at all. This is true, because most

schools--even the large ones--are not equipped to deal with

the vocational and educational problems of each student.

Teachers are naturally looked to for this help.

A head of a high school business department mentions

her part in guidance activities in placement. Hertwig

writes: (27, p.22)

The major part of the placement which I have
done to date has come by way of business friends
who know I am in a position to recommend the best
graduates- -and each likes to feel he, or she, is
receiving the best. However, we do hear of vacan-
cies through former students calling on us, and
also through the managers of local business machine
offices. The latter have been most cooperative
and feel they have a better opportunity to sell
their machine if they can promise to provide a
trained operator. In fact, some of our best paid
graduates owe their position to this cooperation.

It can readily be seen that teachers who have no know-

ledge of the quality of work of their former students nor

who have no knowledge of the problems and needs of these

former students, will be hindered in attempting to utilize

subject matter to a better advantage.

9. Summary of Business Teacher Guidance Functions.

It is difficult to say in which area or phase of
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guidance the teacher is able to serve best. A number ofguidance

authors have laid down the responsibilities of the class-

room teacher. Thomas writes of the foremost responsibili-

ty of the teacher when he says: (14, p.240)

It is through those members of the teaching
staff that experiences will come to life, will be
understood, and will have significance and last-
ing meaning. Here is the first and foremost re-
sponsibility of the teacher in the &;uidance pro-
grams to provide the means of developing essential
educative experiences, to direct student energies
and interest through those experiences toward
worthwhile and satisfying objectives, to use wisdom
and understanding and intelligence in the interpre-
tation of those experiences in terms of student
needs....

There is much overlapping in the statements of the

authors in regard to the many guidance duties the teacher

should perform. Fahey seems to have an excellent list

that serves as a summary of these duties. He points out

that the small school, due to its lack of guidance facili-

ties and machinery, may do more effective guidance work be-

cause of the more intimate knowledge the teacher may have

of the students, and the closer contacts between the

school and the community. He points out, however, that

regardless of the size of the school system, every teacher

should be responsible for certain guidance functions.

They are: (17, pp.516-522)

1. State clearly objectives of instruction.
2. Apply the life application values of the

instructional offerings.



3. Aid pupils to analy4e own strengths and
weaknesses.

4. Develop desirable mental and physical
health habits.

5. Develop desirable chracter and moral
attitudes and habits.

6. Allow students to experience joy of
success.

7. Aid pupils to adjust to school and com-
munity life.

8. Develop in fellow-teachers, in pupils,
and others favorable attitudes toward atypical
children.

9. Aid pupils in the acquisition of facilita-
tinE skills.

10. Adjust content, time and methods to needs
of individual pupils.

11. :3et clen.rly defined but flexible stand-
ards of work.

12. Detect and prevent failures in the in-
cipient stages.

13. Avoid teaching procedures which inhibit
adjustment. (don't misuse examinations)

14.. Make patient, tactful, and sympathetic
attempts to understand each pupil and his prob-
lems.



CHAPTER III

FINDINGS 1.1D INTERPRETATIONS

The purpose of this Chapter is to interpret the re-

sponses to the 781 questionnaires received from the busi-

ness teachers. In order to present the data obtained from

the questionnaires in a logical manner, the structure of

the sections in the questionnaire are followed in their

original order.

Information Regarding Student in the Cumulative Folder.

One of the most important points to be considered in a

good guidance program is the cumulative record of each in-

dividual pupil. Certain information about the pupil should

be kept in order that an effective program may function.

This is apparent, because the business teacher, in order to

teach well and assist the student, must know as much as

possible about the individual. The extent business teach-

ers utilize this information will indicate the closeness

of the teacher to his pupils.

Unless the teacher is in a very small community and

knows each individual and his family background extremely

well, he must use the record folder for its true value--

that of helping him learn more about the student. Whether

the student is a person with a.problem or not, the record
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folder information will aid the teacher in determining the

best course of action to take in guidance activities.

Real teachers are enthusiastic about knowing more about

each pupil. The7 realize there are many reasons why they

should use the data. Teachers have their own problems,

their whims, and their prejudices. They well realize the

value this type of information can have in keeping their

thinking on a sound, unbiased basis.

There are certain guidance eoints that are easier for

teachers to interpret than others. The foremost problems

of tee student will also be ones with which the teachers

will be most concerned. The information grouped toeether

to give as complete a picture of the individual as pos-

sible is the significant feature of this cate-ory. The

distributive education teachers, it must be remembered,

are working with vocational students. The vocational

students, or part-time work students, are selected for

certain types of work-training and attend school for a

half-day only. On the other hand, the nondistributive ed-

ucation teachers are working with business students and

nonbusiness students. This group attends school all day.

The nonreimbursable teachers average six periods a day in

tee classroom, w Ile the reimbursable teachers supervise

students on the job as half of their work-day. Thus the

reimbursable teachers have more time for guidance
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activities. That there will be quite a diffe 'ence in the

extent the two groups perform guidance activities is to be

expected.

Table III shows the extent t'e nonreimbursable croup

is performing guidance activities in the rea of utilizing

information ..bout the student. Table shows similar

information for the reimbursalbe or distributive education

group. Each table shows the extent the teachers are uti-

lizing tne guidance information regarding each point in

the category. This catepory, as is noted by the large

percentage of response to it, is one upon which most busi-

ness teachers place a groat deal of emphasis.

Both groups of teach)rs evidently reg rd the use of

home background data as highly significant in directing

students, as 43 per cent of the nonreimbursable and 71 per

cent of the reimbursable group frequently utilize this in-

formation. Several other points received much emphasis by

bota groups of teachers. Glass achievement ratings are

used frequently by 54 per cent of the nonreimbursable

group and by 57 per cent of the reimbursable group. The

three other areas in this category the t are 1-e,aaarua: le

very significant by both groups are work experience out-

side school, data concerning educ tionrlplans, and state-

ments of vocational nlans. Regarding work experience data,



TABLS III

UTTLIZAT:TON OF GUIN'A C JN 0NHf lTION BY HON LI14.BUR.SABIL TLA C1LES

To what extent do you, the
business teacher, utilize
',:;uidance in in per-
foring guidance activities?

Number of
Non D.
lesoonses

Representative Number and
Per Cent Per Cent of Responses
of 618 None Little Occasionally Frequently
Schools No. % No. No. 5 No.

1. Nome back round data 534 86 28 5 38 16 190 36 220 43

2. Health status 591 96 33 6 2 15 231 39 234 40

3. Statement of unusual abilities 565 91 49 9 99 18 211 37 216 36

4. Statement of leisure-time activities 587 95 66 11 225 33 180 31 116 20

5. Anecdotes of class incidents 563 91 171 30 169 30 152 27 71 13

6. Class achievement ratings 583 94 50 3 59 10 161 28 313 54
7. Work experience outside school 591 96 29 5 57 9 164 23 341 58

8. Data about coununity activities 579 94 106 13 173 30 190 33 110 19

9. Anecdotes of personality qualities 572 93 121 21 146 26 160 31 125 22

10. Ratings and anecdotes of social
qualities 564 91 149 27 164 29 165 29 86 15

11. Ratings and anecdotes of emotional
qualities 594 96 142 24 1149 25 109 32 1]i 19

12. Data concerning occupational fields
discussed 571 92 57 10 109 19 155 27 250 44

13. Data concerning educational plans 591 96 27 5 71 12 103 31 310 52

14. Statements of vocational plans 579 94 29 5 45 8 167 29 338 58



TABLE 1II-A

UTILIZATTON 02 (NJ DANCE INFOTEATION NY IZEIIDURSABLE TLACIL11S

To what extent do you, the
'usliness teacher, utilize
guidance information in per-
forming guidance activities?

Number of
D.

73,,esponses

Representative Number and
Per Cent Per Cent of Responses
of 163 None Little Occasionally Frequently

Teachers No, 2; No. 4 No. ;;

1. Hone background data 160 98 0 0 8 5 r, 39 24 113 71
2.

3.

Health status
Statement of unusual abilities

159
157

97
96

3

4
2

3

16

22

10
14

47 .3 93

57

58

55
h. Statement of leisure-time

activities 159 97 8 5 39 25 56 35 56 35
5. Anecdotes of class incidents 141 86 34 24 35 25 45 32 27 19
6. Class achievement ratings 157 96 9 6 14 9 44 28 90 57
7. Work experience outside school 158 97 0 0 0 0 13 8 145 92
8. Data about community activities 154 94 21 14 35 23 148 31
9. Anecdotes of personality qualities 153 94 12 8 24 16 45 29 )7/

10. Ratings and anecdotes of social
qualities 157 96 25 16 29 18 142 27 61 39

11. Ratings and anecdotes of emotional
qualities 157 96 21 13 29 18 WI 29 63 40

12. Data concerning occupational
fields discussed 154 94 3 2 11 7 33 21 107 70

13. Data concerning educational plans 156 96 1 1 13 8 41 26 101 65
14. Statements of vocational -At= 156 96 14 3 4 3 19 12 129 82

P-
%0
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58 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers checked they

utilize this "frequently", as do 92 per cent of the reim-

bursable group. This is the most "frequently" used infor-

mation of any point in this section, and clearly shows the

necessity for this information being available. Data con-

cerning educational plans are "frequently" utilized by 52

per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers and by 65 per cent

of the reimbursable teachers. Statements of vocational

plans are utilized by 333 or 58 per cent of the non-

reimbursable and 129 or 82 per cent of the reimbursable

group. These latter two phases tend to indicate the neces-

sity for teachers handling guidance duties in regard to

the students' future plans.

In regard to future planning done by the students, a

point in this section that is given high significance by

both groups is data concerning occupational fields discussed.

Forty-four per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers and 70

per cent of the reimbursable teachers "frequently" utilize

this information. Many more of the nonreimbursable teach-

ers utilize it on an "occasionally" basis. This clearly

shows the wisdom of recording data concerning occupational

fields discussed so that teachers can counsel the student

in his planning for the future.

Another area that is highly significant in this sec-

tion is information regarding a student's health status.
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Practically all of the teachers in both groups use this

information to sole degree, although not as frequently as

some of the other points. This is natural as once the

health status of a student is established a teacher does

not need to refer to it so often. Nevertheless, it is

certainly considered vital by them.

Statements of unusual abilities is also a phase that,

like health status, is not utilized very often by either

group. It was checked most often on an "occasionally"

basis by the nonreimbursable teachers, wile 55 percent

of the reimbursable teachers used this type of information

"frequently."

Three areas tht are quite significant on a "frequent-

ly" basis to the reimbursable or distributive education co-

ordinators, but which evidently are not so often used by

the nonreimbursable teachers, are anecdotes of personality

qualities, ratings or anecdotes of emotional qualities and

ratings and anecdotes of social qualities. Information in

these areas is "frequently" utilized by 40 per cent or

more of the reimbursable group, while the nonreimbursable

teachers utilize this information more on a "little" or

"occasionally" basis. The reimbursable teachers evidently

have a more immediate need for information regarding the

personality of the student.
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The three points in Tables III and III-A that are

significantly low for each group when compared to the

other areas, are statement of leisure time activities,

anecdotes of class incidents, and data about community

activities. More of the teachers in each group utilize

information regarding how the students use their leisure

time on a "little" or "occasionally" basis than they do

on a "frequently" basis. However, this information is

utilized often by 35 per cent of reimbursable teachers,

which really is not too low when it is noted that only 5

per cent state they never use it. Likewise, only 11 per

cent of the nonreimbursable teachers state that they never

use this information. Approximately the same percentages

exist for data about community activities.

The only area that tends to be quite insignificant

is anecdotes of class incidents. This phase of the cate-

gory is not checked "frequently" to any great extent by

either group, and 30 per cent of the nonreimbursable teach-

ers and 24 per cent of the reimbursable teachers checked

that they never used this information. However, 57 per

cent of the teachers in both groups utilize this type of

information on a combined "little" or "occasionally" basis,

which tends to indicate the relative importance of such

information.
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It is well to note that even though the reimbursable

group incorporates the information in this category more

on a "frequently" basis than do the nonreimbursable teach-

ers, nevertheless both groups stress all phases to such a

'reat extent that each one must be considered important

information by the business teachers in adequately working

with students.

Guidance Information Ke t in the Teacher's Own Files.

Since some teachers find it inconvenient to use the

centralized guidance department records, a number of them

keep records of a sort on their pupils. The extent teach-

ers stress the importance of certain information by keep-

ing it in their own files is of the utmost importance.

Students need the individual attention which will fit them

to meet their needs for personal and educational growth.

It is reasonable to assume that teachers will attempt

to keep records that they can use as means of developing

the greatest needs of their students. Without such in-

terest on the part of the teachers, the rapport needed be-

tween students and teachers is neglected and the amount of

help necessary is not developed as it should be.

Table IV and Table IV-A give evidence that teachers

do keep certain types of informtion in their own files to

quite a great extent, thereby showing the importance of
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TABLE IV

GUIDANCE INFOXIATSON MAINTAINED IN NONREIMBURSABIE
TEACHAS1 FILES

To what extent do you,
the business teacher,
utilize guidance infor-
mation in performing
guidance activities?

Do you keep
information in
tqis category

Number of Per Cent in own files?
Non D.E. of 618 Yes No
Iesponses Teachers No. No, "6

1. !Tome background data . 542 88 193 36 349 64
2. Health status 522 ua

,1
128 25 39)4 75

3. Statement of unusual
abilities 522 (.,

(1Lt1

167 32 355 68
4. Statemeit of leisure-time

activities 493 79 116 24 374 76
5. Anecdotes of class incidents 502 81 93 19 409 31
6. Class achievement ratings 523 85 281 54 242 46
7. Work experience outside school 547 89 263 b3 284 52
8. Data about caummity activi-

ties 508 82 121 24 387 76
9. Anecdotes of personality

qualities 508 82 136 27 372 73
10. Ratings and anecdotes of

social qualities 492 80 92 19 400 8].

11. Ratings and anecdotes of
emotional qualities 504 82 104 21 400 79

12. Data concerning occupational
fields discussed 522 84 265 51 257 49

13. Data concerning educational
plans 530 86 256 )48 274 52

14. Statements of vocational olans 539 37 294 55 2'15 45
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TA73LE TV-A

GUIDANCE I7.7011AT7014 71A.INTAINE1', IN REIMBURSABLE

TEACH :!:;FIS F:f LIZ

To what extent do you,
the business teacher,
utilize guidance infor-
zlation in performing
guidance activities?

Po you keep
information in
this category

Number of Per Cent in own files?
of 163 Yes No

Responses Teachers lo. No.

1. Home back :round data 152 92 105 69 47 31
2. Health status 147 89 82 56 65 44
3. Statement of unusual

activities 133 81 87 65 L6 35
I. Statement of leisure-tine

activities, 143 87 77 5t 66 L6
5. Anecdotes of class incidents 136 82 l7 35 39 65
6. Class achievement ratins., 146 3,38 111 76 35 2L

7. Work experience outside school 150 91 139 93 11 7
O. Data about comunity activities 139 83 68 50 69 50
9, Anecdotes of personality

qualities 145 68 88 61 57 39
10. RatJns and anecdotes of social

qualities. 140 85 71 51 69 49
11. Ratings and anecdotes of

emotional qualities. 140 35 69 49 71 51
12. Data concerning occupational

fields discussed 145 ou 'n 114 79 31 21
13. Data concerning educational

plans. . 1414 87 96 67 143 33
14. Statements of vocational plans 146 33 114 78 32 22
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teachers keebin- their own guidance files.

This particular section is interesting in that cer-

tain areas of infor:1tion are kept by te,chers to a rather

great extent. The nonreimbursable teachers do not keep

nearly as much information as the reimbursable group does,

but as is noted in tae preceeding tables, the areas high

for the nonreimbursable group are also high for the reim-

bursable group.

Five areas are relatively high. Fifty-four per cent

or 281 of the nonreimbursable teachers maintain informa-

tion in their own files on class achievement ratings, while

75 per cent of the reimbursable group maintain this infor-

mation. Work experience outside school is important in-

formation to 263 or 48 per cent of the nonreimbursable

group, and for the reimbursable group this phase is noted

as having the highest meaning, in that 93 per cent keep

this information in their own files. Data concerning edu-

cational plans are kept by L3 per cent of the nonreimburs-

able and 67 per cent of the reimbursable group. State-

ments of vocational plans has the highest implication for

the nonreimbursable croup in that 55 per cent keep this

information in their own files, w ile 73 per cent of the

reimbursable group maintain this information.

Home background data is kept by 36 per cent of the
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nonreimbursable teachers, while 69 per cent of the reim-

oursable teachers maintains this information in their own

files. Likewise, statements of unusual abilities are kept

by approximately a third or 32 per cent of the nonreim

bursable group, while 65 per cent of the reimbursable

teachers maintains this information.

Information on health status, statements of leisure-

time activities, data about community activities, ratings

and anecdotes of personality qualities, and ratings and

anecdotes of emotional qualities are kept by approximately

one-fourth of the nonreimbursable respondents. Regarding

these same categories, the reimbursable group maintain this

information to a much greater degree. Over 50 per cent of

the reimbursable respondents maintains this information,

and in one area -- ratings and anecdotes of personality

qualities--6l per cent keep this information in their own

files.

The two points which the nonreimbursable teachers do

not stress highly in regard to keeping information in

their own files are anecdotes of class incidents and

ratings and anecdotes of emotional qualities. Nineteen

and 21 per cent respectively checked to indicate that they

keep this inform,.tion. The sale two areas, however, are

the lowest for the reimbursable group, but a gre ter
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percentage maintains this information--35 per cent and 11,9

per cent respectively.

It is readily noted that the reimbursable teachers

aintain personal files on their tudents to a much f,Teat-

er extent than do the nonreimbursable group. In every

area except anecdotes of class incidents, 50 per cent or

more of the reimbursable people keep the information in

their own files. On the other hand, the only areas which

total approximately 50 per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers maintaining information in their personal files

are class achievement ratings, work experience outside

school, data concerning occupational fields discussed,

data concerning educational plans, and statements of voca-

tional plans.

Extent Teachers Gather Guidance Information and Pass It On

to the Guidance Department.

The guidance department is dependent upon the teachers

for much of the information needed for the individual stu-

dent's cumulative record.

Oftentimes teachers will say the files are incomplete

or are not up to date, when it may be their fault that

this situation exists. Information pertaining to class-

room activities and student behavior can best be supplied
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by the teachers themselves.

Table V and Table V-A reveal that business teachers

are actively engaged in gathering this information. Of

course, they supply more information in certain areas than

in others.

The points in which the nonreimbursable group gather

and supply the most data to the guidance department are

also the points in which the reimbursable group supply the

most data. Home background data is gathered by 45 per

cent of the nonreimbursable teachers and by 66 per cent of

the reimbursable teachers; health status by 45 per cent of

the nonreimbursable group and by '--;3 per cent of the reim-

bursable group; statements of unusual abilities by 44. per

cent of the nonreimbursable and 65 per cent of the reim-

bursable people. Class achievement ratings are gathered

and passed on by 46 per cent of the nonreimbursable group

and by 54 per cent of the reimbursable group. Data in the

area of work experience are gathered arid passed on by L.6

per cent of the nonreimbursable group and 77 per cent of

the reimbursable group. Data concerning occupational

fields discussed are gathered by 41 per cent of the non-

reimbursable people and 57 per cent of the reimbursable

group. The two areas in which the most information is

gathered by the nonreimbursable people are data concerning
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T.P.BLE V

THE EXTENT NOTiaMBURSABIZ TEACHERS
GATHER GUIDAXE INF07AT10N

To what extent do you,
the business teacher,
utilize guidance in-
formation in performing
;uidance activities?

Do you gather
any of this in-
formation and
pass it on to
the guidance

Number of Per Cent department?
Non D.E. of 618 Yes No
Responses Teachers No. No. i;

1. Home background data 538 67 240 45 298 55
2. Health status L93 30 223 45 270 55
3. Statement of unusual abilities 470 76 206 )4 26)4 56
4. Statement of leisure-time

activities 1473 77 132 25 341 72
5. Anecdotes of class 'noidents 11.36 79 136 2i 350 72
6. Class achievement rat!.ngs )472 76 210 46 2)i 54
7. -:ork experience outside school 490 79 22L 46 266 54
3. Data about co .munity activities 466 75 122 26 344 74
9. Anecdotes o:C personality

qualities 401 75 163 35 313 65
10. Ratings and anecdotes of

social qualities l68 76 132 28 336 72
11. Ratings and anecdotes of

eotional qualities 466 75 172 37 294 63
12. Data concerning occupational

fields discussed 492 30 204 41 238 59
13. Data concerning educational

plans 486 79 237 49 249 51
14. Statements of vocational -plans 474 77 231 I.9 243 51
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TABLE V-A.

TIIE EXTENT 1.6=URSABLE TEAC11R3 GATNER
GUI DANC INFO ATION

Do you gather
any of this in-
formation and

To milt extent do you, pass it on to

the business teachers the guidance

utilize guidance in- Number of 1;er Cent department?

foraltion in performing D.E. of 163 Yes No
guidance activities? i'lesponses Teachers MT:7 No,

1. Home background data 133 34 91 66 47 34
2. Health status 126 76 67 53 59 47

3. Statement of unusual abilities 128 73 03 65 t5 35

4. Statement of leisure-time
activities 122 74 52 43 7') 57

5. Anecdotes of class incidents 116 70 45 39 71 61

6. Class achievement ratings 125 76 67 54 53 46

7. work experience outside school 132 80 102 77 30 23
3. Data about community activities 121 73 44 36 77 64
9. Anecdotes of personality

qualities 123 75 66 54 57 46
10. Ratings and anecdotes of

social qualities 121 73 54 45 67 515

11. :atinge and anecdotes of
eiotional qualities 127 77 54 43 73 57

12. Data concerning occupational
fields discussed 125 76 71 57 54 43

13. Data concerning educational
lans 124 75 73 56 54 44

14. Statements of vocat:onal plans 124 75 76 61 40 39
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educational plans and data concerning vocational plans.

Forty-nine per cent stated that they gathered this informa-

tion and passed it on. Fifty-six per cent of the reim-

bursable people gather informtion about the educational

plans of the students, and 61 per cent gather information

about the vocational plans of the students.

In a few areas the nonreimbursable teachers do not

snther information to any great extent for the guidance

department files. The sa.ie is true for the reimbursable

group, but, percentagewise, then still rather more infor-

mation in these areas than do the nonreimbursable teachers.

Statements of leisure-time activities and anecdotes of

class incidents are passed on by 28 per cent of the non-

reimbursable teachers, while this information is passed on

by 113 per cent and 39 per cent respectively by the reim-

bursable people. Data about community activities of the

students passed on by 26 per cent of the nonreimbursable

and 36 per cent of the reimbursable teachers. Anecdotes

of personality qualities are :gathered and passed on by 35

per cent of the nonreimbursable group and by 54 per cent

of the reimbursable group. The nonreimbursable teachers do

not gather much information in regard to social and emo-

tional qualities; however, the reimbursable teachers do

compile this type of data to quite a large extent.
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Twenty-eight per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers

checked that they gather and pass on information about

social qualities, while 45 per cent of the reimbursable

group said they do so. Thirty-seven per sent of the non-

reimbursable group gather information about emotional qual-

ities and 43 per cent of the reimbursable group gather and

pass along information in this area.

Thus it is noted that the areas in which the nonreim-

bursable teachers gathr more information for the guidance

department than other reas are also those areas in which

the reimbursable people are extensively gathering informa-

tion. The four areas in which over 6o per cent of the re-

imbursable teachers pass on the most information are home

background data, unusual ability_ILt2, work experience

data, and data about the vocational plans of the students.

These same areas are high for the nonreimbursable people.

Approximately 45 per cent of these teachers gather this in-

formation.

The areasin which both groups of teachers gather the

least amount of information are anecdotes of class inci-

dents and data about community activities. Twenty-eight

and 26 per cent respectively of the nonreimbursable and 39

and 36 per cent respectively of the reimbursable groups
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gather and pass on this information.

It is interesting to note that no area is considered

lightly by either group. At least 26 per cent or more of

the nonreimbursable teachers gather the guidance informa-

tion listed in each section and pass it on to the guidance

department. The percentage of the reimbursable group is

much higher, as at least 36 per cent or more of these

teachers -,J1.ther information regarding each point. Since

the reimbursable techers utilize guidance information to

a greater extent than do the nonreimbursable teachers, it

is natural that they would gather the information to a

greater extent. The vital point is that a high percentage

of business teachers in both groups are engaged in helping

the guidance department obtain all the facts about a stu-

dent that is possible. The ccoperation between the teach-

ers and the guidance department in many of the schools is

evidently quite good.

The Use of Test Results

The cumulative record folder contains data of test

scores made on standardized tests. The utilization of

these results by the business teacher is an accepted means

of gaining a better understanding about a student; especial-

ly when the scores are considered in relation to all the
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other vital information about the student.

Testing is an important function of the guidance pro-

ram and requires the aid of the teachers in carrying out

the administration of them, and often the interpretation of

the results. Tests are often given and used by the busi-

ness teacher in the specialized areas of stenographers and

sales training. An example of this is the state civil test

for clerical workers, or a retail selling inventory for

students in the distributive education program. The re-

sults of these not only are contained in the teacher's

files for his use$ but are also incorporated in the stu-

dents, individual folders in the guidance department for

use by all concerned.

The area of testing is one which should be supervised

by a guidance trained person. One of the main functions

of a counselor is to help teachers interpret tests and use

them wisely.

Some schools do not have such experts, but teachers

have the facilities of state colleges and universities in

ootaining the advice of experts in this field. Some coun-

ties, such as are located in California, have guidance ex-

perts on the staff of the county school superintendent to

do the testing for the small high schools and work with

the guidance people in the larger high schools.
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Table VI and Table VI-A show that both groups of

teachers do not utilize test results to as great extent

as they do the type of guidance information listed in

Table III. It is well to note, though, that the results of

eeneral intelligent tests and achievement tests are utilized

quite extensively by both groups. Forty-four per cent of

the nonreimbursable teachers and 51 per cent of the reim-

bursable teachers "frequently" use intelligent test data.

In re[.1:ard to achievement tests, 40 per cent of the nonreim-

bursable and 44 per cent of the reimbursable teachers "fre-

quently" utilize these data. The two groups are quie close

to7ether on these two test areas, and as far as the nonre-

imbursable group is concerned, these two are the only ones

that are used to any 7,reat extent on a "frequently" basis.

However , the reimbursable teachers stress the use of in-

terest inventories and adjustment inventories, as 57 per

cent state they "frequently" use interest inventory re-

sults, and 46 per cent state they "frequently" use adjust-

ment inventories. It can be seen that a large percentage

of the nonreimbursable teachers use these "little" and

"occasionally" but not "frequently." The other high point

for the reimbursable group was that 24 teachers indicated

under "other" that they utilized "sales aptitude" or "math-

ematical ability tests" as part of this category. Of this



TABLE VI

TIE EXTENT NON:.,,EIT:IT;UT:SAZLE T.E..'CII1.2.3 UTILIZE,' TEST RLS' ULTS

To what extent do you,
the business teacher,
utilize results of each
of the following in your
guidance activities?

Number of
Non D.E.

Responses

Per Cent
of 618 None

Schools fi

Representative Number and
Per Cent of Responses

Little Occasionaerr'reit7
O, No. No

1. General intelligence test.... 597 97 72 12 75 13 136 31 264 44
2. Clerical aptitude test 549 89 189 34 65 12 129 24 166 30
3. State civil service test 530 86 251 L48 64 12 97 18 118 22

L. Interest inventory.... ...... . 528 85 161 30 91 17 1l0 26 136 27

5. Adjustment inventory or
personality rating 538 87 209 39 91 17 121 22 117 22

6. Achievement tests 547 89 101 19 72 13 154 28 220 40
7. Other



TABI VI -A

THE EXT'ENT 7,E117.3U13.ABLE TEAC IERS UTILIZE T.LST

To What extent do you,
the business teacher,
utilizc results of each Number of Per Cent

aepresentative Number and
Per Cent :of aes)onses

of the following in your D.E. of 163 one e Occasiona Frequent
guidance activities? Responses Schools No. fTo. No. A;

1. General intelligence test 152 93 11 7 15 10 49 32 77 51
2. Clerical Aptitude test 145 39 55 38 13 9 34 23 431 23

State civil service test 136 83 100 73 16 12 16 12 3.

4. Interest inventory.... 152 93 18 12 10 6 36 25 86 57
5. Adjustment inventory or

personality rating 147 90 31 22 15 10 33 22 68 46
6. Achievement tests 142 37 30 21 14 10 26 25 62 44
7. Other 24 15 0 0 0 0 5 21 19 79
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number, 79 per cent said they utilized these "other" tests

"frequently."

State civil service test results are a factor in

assisting students by the nonreimbursable group, but are

not used "frequently." Approximately 50 per cent utilize

these tests to some degree and the other half do not use

them at all. The reimbursable group use those results very

little. This is understandable, as most students are

interested in civil service from the standpoint of type-

writing and shorthand proficiency.

It is not too surprising that clerical aptitude is

not used to a greater "frequently" extent by more business

teachers. Most students in the high school can take busi-

ness subjects if they choose, therefore the teacher really

has no great need for an aptitude test result, when in a

short time he learns this from experience through working

with the student. Too, clerical aptitude tests have not

been stressed by testing authorities to any great degree.

It appears then, that business teachers have a high

regard for the results of general intelligence tests and

achievement tests. Also, the reimbursable group utilizes

the results of interest inventories and adjustment inven-

tories to such an extent that it seems wise that all busi-

ness teachers should be given specific training so that

they will become familiar with their use. Certainly the
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indication is such that a greater number of the reimburs-

able teachers should be more concerned with such special

tests as "sales aptitude."

The Extent Teachers Keep tie Results of Tests in Their Own

Files.

Teachers trained in guidance procedures will no doubt

keep results of standardized tests. Others who are

interested in guidance activities and have learned the

meaning of test results, also have a desire to record this

type of data in a folder. Teachers who give the state

civil service examinations for clerical and stenographic

positions, likewise will have use for these results in

counseling students.

Tables VII and VII -.A show the percentages of teachers

who maintain test results in their own files. The tables

also reveal the specific test results the teachers tend to

keep. This section, as is noted by the response to it, is

emphasized more by the reimbursable aToup than it is by

the nonreimbursable group of teachers.

It is interesting to note th; t approximately one-third

of the nonreimbursable teachers keep the results of each

test as compared to one-half of the reimbursable teachers.

Intelligence test results are kept by 35 per cent of the
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TABLE VII

TE EXTENT NONREIMURSABLE TEACHERS '';AINTAIN TEST 7iESULTS
IN TH-,::uz cy,,nz *FILES

Question

Do you keep in-
formation in this

Per Cent category in your
Number of of 618 own files?

on D.E. Non D.E. Yes No
Responses Teachers o. 3 No. 7'

1. General intelligence test 497 81 175 35 322
2. Clerical aptitude test 474 77 174 37 300
3. State civil service test 449 73 137 31 312
4. Interest inventory 454 73 120 26 334
5. Adjustment inventory or

personality rating 445 72 126 28 319
6. Achievement tests 472 76 193 41 279
7, Other

65
63
69

714

72

59

TADLE V-11-A

THE EXTENT REII2URSABIA TEACHERS EAINTAIN TEST aLsuus
IN THEIR OWN FILES

Question

Do you keep in-
formation in this

Per Cent category in your
NuMber of of 163 own files?

D.E. D.E. Yes No
Responses Teache,1 177-77 Le.

1. General intelligence test 146 90 74 51 72 49
2. Clerical aptitude test 131 80 49 37 82 63
3. State civil service test 111 69 20 13 91 82
4. Interest inventory 130 80 75 58 55 42
5. Adjustment inventory or

personality rating 126 77 68 54 58 46
6. Achievement tests 125 77 60 48 65 52
7. Other 22 13 20 91 2 9
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nonreimbursable teachers and by 51 per cent of the reim-

bursable group.

The area emphasized the :most by the nonreimbursable

group is achievement tests, the results of which are main-

tained by 41 per cent of this group, as co.3pared to i8 per

cent of the reimbursable teachers. The area emphasized

the most by the reimbursable group is interest inventory

results. Fifty-eight per cent of this group keep these

results, whereas only 26 per cent of the nonreimbursable

people keep the results of interest inventories.

The few reimbursable teachers who give special tests

of one kind or another keep those results in their own

files almost exclusively.

Thirty-one per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers

keep the results of civil service tests in their own files.

Not many reimbursable teachers, percentagewise, keep the

results of state civil service tests. This phase is low

for this group, as only 18 per cent state that they have

this information in their own files.

Thirty-seven per cent of each group maintain results

of clerical aptitude, which seems to indicate that business

teachers are attempting to be as factual as possible in

establishing whether or not a student has aptitude for cer-

tain types of clerical work. With wider use of clerical
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aptitude tests, more and improved testing in this area may

aid the business teachers in oeinz better able to predict

the chances of a student's succeeding in certain clerical

positions.

The fact that better than 14.0 per cent of each group

maintain results of achievement tests tends to show the

desire teachers have for doing an adequate job of counsel-

ing students.

The Extent Teachers Gather Test Information and Pass It On

to the Guidance Department.

Testing by teachers other than guidance personnel

often becomes necessary in many school situations due to

lack of staff. Tests of achievement have been used by

many schools and many teachers for a long time; hence quite

a few teachers have some fahliliarity with them. Teachers

have always been giving their own achievement tests in

their specific subjects. In order to carry on the great

task of standardized testing in a school system, it re-

quires the aid and cooperation of teachers.

Teachers who have been interested in guidance, and

who have studied in the area, are sympathetic with the

testing program. They are better able to understand the

purpose of the guidance program, as well as the value of
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using test results as a guidance tool. It is in the area

of testing that guidance directors and teachers can come

to a better understanding of each other's problems. Teach-

ers often like to give their opinions on tests and would

like special tests for their specific subjects. The tests

on which teachers obtain results z,..d pass them on are shown

in Table VIII and Table VIII-A, The extent to which busi-

ness teachers perform guidance duties in this area is

small in comparison to many of the other guidance areas,

but the tables reveal that testing is emphasized to an

appreciable extent by many.

It is interesting to note that the nonreimbursable

Troup participate a little more in the gathering of cleri-

cal aptitude results and achievement test results than any

other area. Twenty-six per cent and 25 per cent of the

teachers respectively said they gather and pass on this in-

formation to the Euidance department. Approximately one-

fourth of the nonreimbursable teachers checked that they

participate in gathering results of all the various tests

listed.

A substantially higher percentage of the reimbursable

teachers checked that they gathered test results. Approxi-

mately one-third of this group as compared to one-fourth

of the teachers in other groups are actively engaged in



TABLE VIII

THE EXTENT NONREIMSURSABLE TEACHERS
GATHER AND PASS ON TEST RESULTS

uestion

75

.*Na1
Do you gather any
of this informa-
tion and pass it

Per Cent on to the Guidance
Number of of 618 Departlent?
Non D,E. Non D.E. Yes No

Responses Teachers Jo, No,

1. General intelligence test 436 71 102 23 334 77
2. Clerical aptitude test /129 26 111 26 313 74
3. State civil service test 404 65 77 12 327 ta
4. Interest inventory )412 67 92 22 320 78
5. Adjustment inventory or

personality rating 416 67 34 20 332 30
6. Achievement tests 424 69 107 25 317 75
7. Other

TABLE VIII-A

THE EXTENT REII13USABLE TEACHERS
GATHER AND PASS ON TEST RESULTS

Question

Per Cent
Number of of 163

Responses Responses

Do you gather any
o1 this informa-
tion and pass it
on to the Guidance

Department?
Yes No

No. :1 No.

1. General intelligence test 117 71 42 36 75 64
2. Clerical aotitude test 108 66 32 30 76 70
3. State civil service test 102 63 14 14 33 36
4. Interest inventory 114 70 43 37 71 62
5. Adjustment inventory 103 66 36 33 72 67
6, Aehievement tests 110 67 35 32 75 63
7. Other 20 12 10 50 10 50
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this area. Thirty-six per cent of the reimbursable teach-

ers noted that they gathered results of general intelli-

gence tests, and 33 per cent checked they gathered results

of interest inventories. The fact that few stated that

they gave "special" tests in their field is interesting;

fifty per cent of these stated that they gathered the re-

sults and passed them on to the guidance department.

These tests probably are given during class time, as

most business teachers would not have the extra time. The

percentages indicate that business teachers are able to

perform this sort of duty adequately.

A few of the reimbursable people give-special tests of

their own and pass the results on to the guidance depart-

ment. This is indicative that more teachers are using

these tests in the business field. It is true that some

teachers are more interested in the special abilities of

their students.

The Extent Teachers Recognize Individual Differences in

Pupils and Refer Them.

Business teachers have long been attempting to diag-

nose pupil-difficulty in their classrooms, as they realize

that a definite amount of skill, as well as adequate per-

sonal adjustment is necessary to meet the standards of the
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modern business office. Today, there are guidance ser-

vices within the well-organized school, as well as many

community agencies willing to cooperate with the school

and to aid the teachers in furthering pupil adjustment.

Every teacher should take the initiative to help a student

with a personality deficiency or to help adjust him to his

school program.

In most cases, the maladjusted pupil should be re-

ferred to a specialist and/or to a group that can help

him. However, teachers will aid each other by helping

pupils in their own classes, as well as helping students

who are referred to them. Teachers are specialists in

their subject matter fields and are able to help many stu-

dents referred to them who need answers to problems of an

academic or vocational nature. Certainly, the business

teacher can provide valuable services for a student in-

terested in business occupations.

Tables IX and IX-A show the extent to which business

teachers recognize student differences and refer them for

assistance in solving their problems.

The tables clearly reveal that business teachers are

actively engaged in arovidini, information and services to

pupils in their own classes. Sixty-three per cent of the

nonreimbursable teachers "frequently" engage in this



T. ZXTT TIONT=ISATYLL ?L:AC'AL,-;,S RECO:=7, I7DIVIDUAL
DIFF.J11:17::C2S TN PUPILS AND NiNN fTI!

To what extent do you, the business
teacher, recognize individual dif-
ferences in pupils and then refer them?

Number of
on T)..

Rea;)onses

Per Cent
Representative Number and
Per Cent of Responses

of 618 None Little Occasionally Frequently
Schools No, No.

1. Refer pupils to school counselor
2. Refer pupils to social agencies
3. Refer pupils to local agencies, 3e.

service clubs, Camber of Co merce
4. Refer puplis to other teachers
5. Provide inforlation and services

to pupils in your classes
6. Provide 4.nforlation and services

to other pupl_s

573
536

2(J3

575

585

93

87

92

93

or',)

95

91
339

1118

45

10

54

16
63

26

3

2

9

90
111

122

92

39

110

16
21

22

16

7

1323

244
74

201
283

166

5

2.2

14

35
49

23

43

143
22

97

155

370

177

26

14

17

27

63

30



TABLE IX -A

T:i-I-Ac.r RS
`)IV

D.

I7FF,R2,XES IN ZU2Tal AN7 J.L212 TuEn

To what extent do you, the business
teacher, recognize Individual
differences in pupils and then
refer .tem?

Nuilf,-,er of Per Cent
irepresentative :;-amber and

Per Cent of jesponses
of 163 None attie Occasionally Frec41Iontaz

aesonses Schools 7377 1.7 ,..r7"."""'"7d 110.

1. Refer pupils to school eounselw' 151 93 18 12 214 16 39 50 33

2. Refer pupils to social a ,encies 153 914 63 41 43 23 38 25 9 6
3. Refer pupils to local a_encies, i.e.

service clubs, Cha=nger of Co Tierce 150 92 22 15 29 19 52 35 147 31
4. Refer pupils to other teachers 1142 87 3 2 21 15 65 36 53 37
5. Provide infortation rtnd services

to ,upils in your class. 156 96 0 0 4 3 16 10 136 87

6. Provide infortation and services
to other pupils. 1514 914 3 2 12 52 34 87 56
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activity, while 37 per cent of the reimbursable teachers

"freauently" assist students in their own classes on the

basis of individual differences. In regard to the point,

provide information and services to other pupils, over 90

per cent of both groups checked that they do. Fifty-six

per cent of the reimbursable teachers say they serve other

pupils "frequently" as against 30 per cent for the nonre-

imbursable group. The nonreimbursable group performs this

service more on an "occasionally" basis.

The other phase in which over 90 per cent of the

teachers in both groups are referring pupils is the area,

refer pupils to other teachers. Approximately 50 per cent

of t ?ie teachers in both groups "occasionally" refer pupils

to other teachers. Furthermore, approximately one-third of

the teachers in each group "frequently" refer pupils to

other teachers. This certainly indicates thet teachers

are working together in attempting to help each other deal

with individual differences.

That business teachers utilize the services of the

school counselor is indicated to quite a great extent by

the response to the first item of this section. Approxi-

mately 40 per cent of the teachers in each group refer

pupils to the school counselor on an "occasionally" basis.

Only 16 per cent of the nonreimbursable, and 12 per cent



of the riembursable teachers state that they never refer

pupils to the counselor.

The two points in this section which teachers utilize

the most are community-social agencies and service clubs.

Teachers, for the most part, refer pupils to the counselors

and administrators, and they in turn enlist the aid of a

social agency or service club. Teachers in both groups

refer pupils to local agencies more on an "occasionally"

basis. Thirty-five per cent of the nonreimbursable teach-

ers "occasionally" utilize local agencies, such as the

service clubs and business groups. The sa2e, percentage--

3 per cent-- of the reimbursable teachers "occasionally"

refer pupils to local agencies. Over 74 per cent of the

teachers in each grcup utilize local agencies to some ex-

'ent. This is interesting, in that it tends to show the

very great service and contribution these agencies are

making to the welfare of the school and the students. The

other point, which is utilized the least, is refer pupils

to social agencies. Teachers in both groups utilize this

phase more on a "little" basis. About one-fourth of the

teachers checked they utilized social agencies a "little."

Even this point remains relatively high, as approximately

40 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers and approxi-

mately 60 per cent of the reimbursable teachers sometimes
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refer pupils to social and/or welfare agencies.

It appears evident that teachers are becoming more and

more cognizant of the fact that more individualized in-

struction leads to better guidance of the student through

the use of adequate and proper referrals.

The Extent Business Teachers re Active in the !Tea of Home-

School Relationship.

.0.1.1.00NO

One of the main purposes of the Parent Teachers Assoc-

iation is to enable both the parents and the teachers to

better understand each other's problems, and thereby co-

operate in helping the students realize this mutual feel-

ing. The home is the first training center for the child.

After the child enters school, and until he drops out or

until he is graduated from high school, the school and the

parents share in the intricate task of helping a student

develop a well-adjusted personality.

For the not part, teachers come from middle class

families, therefore many may have difficulty understanding

the factors affecting the development of a student coming

from a lower class home. The parents may be transient

workers or of a foreign background with little knowledge of

the English language.

Teachers who take it upon themselves to personally
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visit the home in the interests of their students, should

realize that they are performing one of the most valuable

of the uidance services in regard to pupil adjustment.

When the parents feel that the teacher is interested enough

in. their child to visit the home and become acquainted with

them, a sense of rapport can be established that will aid,

rather than hinder, the continued development of the pupil.

Certainly, the better the relationship which exists be-

tween teachers and parents, the more seriously the child's

problems will ae considered by both parties. This may re-

salt in fewer pupil problems.

The extent to which the teachers participate in in-

proving their relationships with parents is brought out in

Tables X and X-A. The teacher must know the feelinas and

attitudes of th.e parents in order to deal more effectively

in guiding the student. The tables show evidence that this

problem is not taken lightly by the teachers.

This particular section is interesting in that the

great majority of teachers in both groups, and practically

all of the reimbursable resaondents have parent interviews

concerning failin and exceptional children,. and parent

interviews concerning vocational, educational, and social

plans of pupils. Regarding the .first point, '0,5 per cent of

the nonreimbursable teachers have such interviews on an

"occasionally" basis, whale only 12 per cent stated they



TAHL X

ACTIV1TI:S 07 NON ETIMURSABLE Ti,ACIIERS IN T1L=; ARiA.

OF HO7iL-SCHOOL RIJJATIONSHIPS

To what extent do you, the business
teacher, utilize the following pro-
cedures in performing guidance
activities in the area of home-
school relationships?

Number of
Non
aesponses

Representative Number and
Per Cent Per Cent of Responses
of 618 None Little Occasionally Frequen"-
Schools 7E7 No. No.

1. Parent *nterviews concerning failing
or exceptional children )68

2. Parent interviews concern tug. vocational,
educational, and social lans of

92 70 12 151 27 258 45 rU7 16

pupils 91 106 19 196 35 205 37 54 10
3. Parent :nterviews concerlinL,

behavior 90 137 25 229 41 157 26 35 6
4. TTor.o. visits 551 69 346 63 141 25 53 10 11 2

Pr,:nts vlsits to classes 537 67 200 37 213 40 112 21 12 2

b. Oth_rs.



TABLE X-A

ACTIVITIZS TEACIT.E.RS 1 TVL APA
Of HOI1-SCOOL RELATIONSIFS

To what extent do you, the business
teacher, utilize the following
procedures in Jerforminz guidance
activities in the area of home-
school relationships?

Representative Number and
Number of Per Cent Per Cent of Aesponses

of 163 None Little Occasionally Frequently
lesponses Schools 77677Z do. :4 No No

1. Parent interviews concerning failing
or except3nal cnadren 156 96 7 5 24 15 73 47 52 33

2. Parent interviews concerning voca-
tional, educational, and social
plans of pupils 156 96 11 7 17 11 7'J 58 37

3. Parent interviews coqcernin pupil
lehavor 157 96 17 11 50 32 59 37 31 20

it Home visits 155 95 26 17 38 24 51 33 26r
-= Parents visits to classes 150 92 113 32 60 40 35 23 7 5
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never had such interviews. On the other hand, t4.7 per cent

of the reimbursable group stated that they hold these in-

terviews, while only five per cent of this group stated

that they never hold these interviews. The same is true

for the other point, point number two, regarding the plans

of students. Thirty-seven per cent of the nonreimbursable

group and 45 per cent of the reimbursable group respe

tively state that they hold interviews concerning the fu-

ture plans of the students.

The other three points were not marked "frequently"

to any great extent, but are quite important. Forty-one

per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers note that they

hold parent interviews concernina_mpil behavior on a

"little" basis. The reimbursable teachers are signifi-

cantly higher in that approximately 90 per cent note that

they hold interviews with parents regarding the behavior

of their pupils ranging from "little" to "frequently."

This seems to concur with the literature by revealing that

many pupils have problems that affect their behavior. It

is interesting to note th_t a number of teachers probably

feel tht these problems are important to the extent that

an interview with parents is deemed necessary.

It is also interesting to note that parents do not

often visit the classes on a "frequently" basis, but 40

per cent of the teachers in each group state they have
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parents visit their classes on a "little" basis. This

point is low for the reimbursable group. As it is often

difficult for a teacher to find the time to visit the

homes of many of his students, it is important that as many

parents as possible visit the classes.

The low point in the ctegory for the nonreimbursable

teachers is home visits. Sixty-three per cent said they

11 neverTV

visit the homes and 25 per cent stated that they

do a. "little". It is different for the reimbursable group,

however. Twenty-six per cent state that they make home

visits "frequently," while 33 per cent point out that they

make home visits "occasionall:y." As far as this group is

concerned, the majority of teaches make home visits quite

often. This does not mean that the nonreimbursable teach-

ers are not doing their part in making home visits. The

rlture of the work of the reimbursable teachers requires

that they have the parents' consent in re.ard to placing a

student on a part-time job. This might have a tendency to

cut down the necessity for home visits by the nonreimburs-

able business teachers, as the reimbursable group probably

obtain valuable information for the record through their

visits to the homes.
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Teachers, Comments Regarding Successful Practices They

Have Been Using.

The importance of proper home-school relationships

cannot be minimized, as this association is one of the best

public relations media of the school.

Many teachers did not make a comment regarding this

section, but a fair percentage did make brief statements

as to trio most successful practices that they used in

strengthening their relationships with parents.

Tables XI and XI-A show in rank order the number of

teachers who stated a certain practice was their most suc-

cessful one. In regard to the nonreimbursable group, 196

or 32 per cent made comments, and 51 or 31 per cent of the

reimbursable group made comments.

It is interesting to note that 2LE911ALmplata
house ranks number one by nonreimbursable teachers, and

number wo by the reimbursable group. Home visits ranks

first for the reimbursable group, out is in sixth place

for the nonreimbursable teachers. This, of course, bears

out data in tile previous table, in that so many of the

reimbursable teachers need to call on the home. As a re-

sult, it may become a more successful practice in becoming

acquainted with parents than other practices.

Conferences with parents at school is a very
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T ABU; XI

NON tEIMI3U Za Af %L TEAC HE 1S COMILNTu A RDIN G T. HEI oar
SUCCESSFUL SOME -SCOOL RELATIONSHIP PjACTICI;S

Comments Number of
aes;Donses Rank

Parents night and (men house 32 1
PTA and other school meetings 23 2

Conferences with parents and one or
more teachers 21 3

Contact parents by telephone 20 4
Contact parents by letter or report con-

cerning failing and outstanding students 19
Home contacts 9 6
lefer to counselor and attendance officer

who contact parents and refer them to
teacher 9 7

Conferences with parent and student w' en
serious problems 7 3

Informal social contacts 5
Church meetings..... 1 10

Total 196

TAB
it

REIMBURSABLZ TLAC1L COMMENTS REGARDING THEIR :OST
SUCCE;:,3FUL HOME...SCHOOL RUAT:ONSHIP PRACTICE'S

Comments
Number of
aesponses

ome visits 15
Parents n%ht 10
Conference with parents at school 6
Contact parents by telephone 5
:anquets 4
Contact parents by letter and reports 3
Visits on job. 3
PTA meetings 2
Parent, student, coordinator conference 2
Meeting with parents and employer,, 1

Total 51

:tank

1
2

3

5
6

7
8

9

10
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successful practice for many of the teachers. This paint

ranks third for each group.

As many teachers and parents are not able to visit

each other personally, a technique which is highly used is

to contact parents by telephone. It is efficient from the

standpoint of the time element and is certainly a good

substitute for a personal talk. As calling parents on the

telephone is fle of the easiest Aays to contact the parents,

this method will probably become more popular as time goes

on.

A successful practice that ranks fifth for the nonre-

imbursable teachers is to contact parents by letter or re-

port concerning failing and outstanding, students. A simi-

lar successful practice, which ranks sixth for the reim-

bursable teachers is contact parents by letter and reports.

It is also of interest thDt PTA and other school meet-

ings is stated as a successful practice to the extent that

it is in second place for the nonreitbursable teachers.

This is not placed quite so high by the reimbursable group,

as they rank PTA gatherings as eighth in importance. This

:rwoup does, however, list banquets in fifth place, which

might be considered a school meeting. Nevertheless, this

phase is an insignificant practice as compared to the non-

reimbursable group.
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A few teachers in each group listed a few other

practices in dealing with the home and parents. They are,

informal social contacts and church meetings which were

noted by the nonreimbursable group, and Parent, student,

coordinator conference and meeting with parents and employ-

er were mentioned by the reimbursable group.

The only wide difference between the two groups seems

to be that PTA meetings were listed high for the nonreim-

bursable group and low by the reimbursable teachers, while

home visits were listed high for the reimbursable teachers

and low for the nonreimbursable group.

A number of teachers' comments from both groups fol-

low:

Selected Nonreimbursable Teachers' Comments

"I seek cooperation of parents in getting
pupils to try for jobs, interviews and scholar-
ships. Very successful."

"Telephone conversations with parents to
discuss work or attitudes or job possibilities
are very effective."

"I write an individual letter to all mothers
of Shorthand I (one) students (some 65) explaining
importance of learning shorthand well and how to
do so and expressing desire to know them too."

"A report to parents every three weeks in
case of unsatisfactory work and an appointment
to talk with them."

"Our semi-annual open house (evening) brings
parents to school to talk with all teachers. It
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is arranged to follow first quarter report card
issue each semester."

"Conferences with parents in regard to study
habits in the home."

"The interview is the best procedure I use.
The drawback is that some parents are reluctant
to be interviewed."

"In shorthand, I try to get mother's coopera-
tion in dictating assignment to slow learners."

"We have held annual spring meetings for
parents of 8th graders and have outlined courses
for high school students and pointed up the vo-
cational opportunities."

"I find, that an informal chat with parents
over a cup of coffee in their home or down town,
oftentimes'does wonders in ratting across a point."

"During our open house we have a chart ready
to show pupil progress and discuss with parents
the reactions and abilities of students. The
greatest opportunity we have to meet with the
parents."

"To inquire what parents want them to do is
of value."

"Give pupils magazines with vocational infor-
mation to take home and discuss with parents."

"Each time a pupil is assigned a project in
mimeoscoping, mimeographing, dittoing, or if he
has an exceptional paper, I suggest that he take
a copy home to show his parents."

"Send letters to all parents saying your
child will be taught the following this semester,
please feel free to contact us at anyti:ne."

Selected Reimbursable Teachers' Comments

"Inviting parents to the classroom for ob-
servation and understanding."
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"Visiting individual homes--arranging for
parents and employers to meet for a better under-
standing of each others views of the child and
the employee."

"We hold an annual Employer-Employee-Parent
Banquet."

"Special invitation of parents to classroom
to learn about distributive education. Also
a Parents Night at school wherein parent follows
the schedule of child for 10 minute periods."

"My classes entertain their mothers at a
dinner each year."

"Inviting parents to the classroom for
observation and undereanding."

"I visit all parents at le:::st once every two
months. Once a semester we have parents night
and the students at that time report on the pro-
gress they have made."

"Home visits are an important part of my
job. I attribute about 9:0X) of the success of
my program to this fact alone. It helps me to
understand many of the pupils better."

"When a student has excelled or has performed
well in some way, either at school or work--call
parents to report good performance--helps when
necessary to call on more difficult matters."

"Have found home visits very successful in
understanding student and in receiving sympathetic
support of parents."

"Prior to enrollment in DE class, I try to
meet with the parents in a group during our open
house, or individually later, to explain the co-
operative program and how they can help to make
it successful."



The Extent Business Teachers Utilize Guidance Materials

and Information in Presenting Occupational Information.

One of the foremost objectives of business education

is to fit the student to make use of business skills and

knowledges that will enable him to hold a position and

make a living. That this area is one of the most impor-

tant responsibilities of the business teacher in the guid-

ance function, can be noted by the fact that so many stu-

dents are concerned about their future work plans.

Many business leaders and educators have recently

lectured that this is an era of specialization. If the

student can direct his talents toward becoming specialized,

he will have no worries about the lack of demand for his

services.

One has only to note the great demand for persons

skilled in merely one phase of the stenographic area.

Typists are needed without a knowledge of shorthand, filing

clerks are needed with little or no skill in business ma-

chines, and bookkeepers are needed even though they have

little or no knowledge of typing or shorthand.

Today, teachers have at their disposal many types of

materials that they can and should use in presenting occu-

pational information. The publishing firms produce pam-

phlets and books dealing with practically all the
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occupations; also, the government employment agencies and

large manufacturing firms have excellent materials and are

fine sources for occupational information. Films are pro-

duced and are available at nominal fees. Even the news-

papers and magazines periodically run articles dealing with

careers.

The guidance department could not possible meet the

requirements of all the students in this area. The

specialized subject teachers must realize their duties and

take steps to utilize every means at their disposal to do

an adequate job of disseminating occupational information

in their areas. Naturally, the guidance department will

help the teacher acquire much of the material he needs, but

even so, the business teacher should constantly be on the

look out for, and keep up with, current information dealing

with careers in the business world.

The shorthand teacher for example, is much more

logically qualified to inform the students about jobs and

careers involving this subject than is any other person in

the school. He needs to know, not only where the jobs are,

how one gets started, the amount of training needed for the

various levels of stenographic positions, but also the per-

sonal qualities needed by the worker, the financial return

one can expect, the working conditions usually encountered,
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and where the jobs can eventually lead. True, much of

this is brought out in the teaching of the subject matter,

but many other students might want to discuss the work

problems of this specific area with the teacher. All

students in the secondary schools should be briefed in as

many occupational fields as possible.

Tables XII and XII-A indicate many of the means of

presenting occupational information, and the extent busi-

ness teachers utilize them. It can be noted that practi-

cally all are utilized to some extent. A number of the

points are regarded highly by both crroups of teachers.

It is interesting to note that on a "frequently"

b.sis, the reimbursable teachers utilize the points in

this section much more than the nonreimbursable people.

The nonreimbursable teachers utilize the points more on an

"occasionally" basis.

The points that rate highest for both groups are: use

of occupational books, occupational briefs, pamphlets and

monographs, film strips and motion pictures of occupations,

emphasis on occupations considered by pupils, instruction

on source of occupational information, information on

p_p:y2s2:._._timaltroortunitiesforcj21:21EE, and aid pupil in

rating his pel-sonality from the viewpoint of the employer.

The nonreimbursable teachers "frequently" utilize

occupational books in that 32 per cent checked this
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T:f3 UTILIZATION OF OCCUP;,T.J. '74LL DY n.Lt: Tia=RS

To what extent do you, the business Number of
teacher, make use of the following in Non
presenting occupational information? qesponses

Per Cent
of 618

Schools
done

No. s

teprosentative I-Illy:11.)er and

Per Cent of -3,esponses
Litt Occasionally Frecmertly
No, No, o.

1. Occupational books 534 9t 46 8 129 22 223 38 136 32
2. Occupational 'Lricfs, paL.pUcts, and

monozraPlis 5.88 95 37 6 111 19 196 33 211, 42
3, Career days . 571 92 167 29 112 20 165 29 127 22
4. Film strips and -lotion pictures of

occupations 556 95 76 13 112 19 235 40 I65 26
5. The socicwram 533 66 394 74 75 14 48 9 16 3
6. Tours of business and industries 596 96 97 16 167 28 244 41 88 15
7. Community occupational survey 569 92 239 37 160 28 136 24 64 11
3. Study of employment trends 585 95 120 20 159 27 197 34 109 19
9. Guest speakers discussing occupations 585 95 105 18 145 25 231 39 104 18
10. Study of entry occupations 551 89 156 28 163 30 157 28 75 11.

11. Emphasis on occupations considered by
pupils. 586 95 44 7 112 19 220 38 210 36

12. Instruction on sources of occupational
information 568 92 60 10 147 26 193 34 160 30

13. Job analysis informat:on 575 93 106 18 140 24 205 36 124 22
14. Information on opportunities for

vocational trainint: 592 96 37 6 26 16 245 41 214 36
15. :usiness education groups of students

to study careers .2...mi558 90 220 39 149 27 124 22 65 12
16. Aid pupil in rating; his personality from

the view-o niTt of theelployer -,020,-.585 95 78 13 121 21 197 34 139 32

0



TABLE III-A

THE UTILIZATION OF OCCUPATITAL LIFOTIATION BJ itEL'all'ISABLE Ti AC

To what extent do you, the business
teacher, ':ake use of the following in
presenting occupat onal ilformation

Number of
D.E.

Aesponses

Per Cent
of 163

Schools

Representative Number and
Per Cent of Responses

None
17777

Little7 Occasionall Pr7zenty
77. No.

1. Occupational books 159 98 3 2 15 9 33 21 105 63
2. Occupational briefs, namp!Ilets and

Iono:raphs 159 98 3 2 11 7 28 10 117 73
3. Career days 140 ..,.

ol 35 23 31 21 35 24 L7 32
4. aim strips and :Ilotion pictures of

occupLtions.... '53 94 4 3 14 9
1,4, 29 90 59

5. The socioCram 134 82 90 67 20 15 17 13 7 5
6. Tours of business and industries.. 156 96 9 6 31 20 65 41 51 33
7. CoNmunity occupational survey 151 93 34 23 39 26 46 30 32 21

Study of aaployment trends 150 92 12 3 28 19 57 38 53 35
9. Guest speokers discussing occupations. 155 95 5 3 19 12 63 44 63 41
1). Study of entry occupations 151 93 26 17 32 21 57 33 36 214

11. Emphasis on occupations considered
by pupils 152 93 6 4 12 8 34 22 130 66

12. Instruction on sources of
occupational information 152 93 5 3 27 13 39 26 31 53

13. Job analysis information 151 93 3 5 23 15 44 29 76 50
14. Information on opportunities for

vocational training 155 95 3 2 15 10 32 20 105 63
15. 9usIness education groups of students

to study careers 144 83 40 28 31 21 40 23 33 23
16. Aid pupil in rating his personality

from the viewpoint of the employer 157 96 2 1 13 8 35 22 107 68
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category. A much greater percentage of the reimbursable

teachers use them on a "frequently" basis. Sixty -eight

per cent of this group checked "frequently." The high

pont for the two groups is occupational briefs, pamphlets,

and monographs as 42 per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers and 73 per cent of the reimbursable teachers

checked that they "frequently" use this means of present-

ing occupational information to their students.

Film strips and motion pictures of occupations was

checked "frequently" by 59 per cent of the reimbursable

and 28 per cent of the nonreimbursable people. The non-

riembursable teachers utilize this means more on an "occa-

sionally" basis. Another point ranking high is guest

speakers discussing occupations. Forty-one per cent of

the reimbursable teachers use this means "frequently."

Not many of the nonreimbursable teachers do so "frequently"

but 39 per cent st te that they do so "occasionally."

Two other points utilized by practically all the

teachers in both groups are emphasis on occupations consi-

dered by pupils and information on opportunities for voca-

tional training. Thirty-six per cent of the nonreimburs-

able teachers utilize both points "frequently" while

approximately 66 per cent of the reimbursable group

"frequently" emphasize both points.

Two points checked "frequently" by more than 50 per
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cent of the reimbursable teachers, but which re utilized

more on an "occasionally" iasis by the nonreimbursable

teachers are, instruction on sources of occupational infor-

mation and job analysis information. Another point uti-

lized by the vast majority of the teachers in both groups,

but much more "frequently" by the reimbursable people than

by the nonreimbursable people, is aid pupil in ratinp his

personality from the viewpoint of the employer. Sixty-

eight per cent of the reimbursable teachers "frequently"

use this means, while only 32 per cent of the nonreimburs-

able people utilize this means "frequently." More of this

2roup utilize it on an "occasionally" basis.

There are a number of points in this section that are

utilized to a great extent by both groups. They ire such

means as career days which is utilized by approximately 50

per cent of the teachers on a combined "little" or "occa-

sionally" basis and tours of businesses and industries,

which is utilized "occasi:nally" by approximately 40 per

cent of all business teachers. The community occupational

survey is utilized "little" or "occasionally" by about 50

per cent of the teachers in both groups, as is the point

study of employment trends. It is interesting to note that

many teachers consider study of entry occupations quite im-

portant, for approximately 60 per cent of the teachers in

both groups utilize this means.
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Business education groups of students to study careers

is significant in that more than 60 per cent of the teach-

ers use this means of presenting occupational information.

It is not a means often used, but it is used "little" or

occasionally" by about 50 per cent of the teachers.

The low point in the section is the sociogram. Only

about 25 per cent of the teachers in ench group use this

to some extent. Except for this point, however, it is

noted that none of the other points was looked upon light-

ly.

The nonreimbursable people utilized most of the tech-

niques in this section "occasionally" while the reimburs-

able group utilized the techniques to a greater extent.

The Extent Business Teachers Utilize Guidance Materials

and Techniques in Presenting Educational Information.

Students are constantly asking questions of teachers

about their future educational plans. In the area of busi-

ness there are many ways a student can prepare for a cer-

tain type of position with respect to his interests,

abilities, and financial status.

Many students are capable of entering, and do enter,

positions of a stenographic and retailing nature upon

graduation from high school. Oftentimes though, it is de-

sirable for most students to acquire more skill and
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knowledge beyond the high school program to enable them to

meet the needs of business standards. Still many other

students have the ability and desire to enter fields of

business where extended technical training, is necessary.

The business teacher is one who should encourage a

capable student to continue with advanced schooling, but

should be able to discuss the many requirements of the

colleges and universities in regard to such training. He

should be able to point out the meaning of course content

as listed in college catalogs and the advantages of a

business curriculum in one school over the advantages of

another.

Many students desire and need a short specialized

course to adequately prepare them for immediate employment.

As such, there are usually good business schools, junior

colleges, adult education and evening school classes, ex-

tension and corresondence courses available in larger

communities. The teacher, then, must know the needs of

the student and be able to help him plan his educational

program to the best possible advantage in the light of the

requirements, curricula, and purposes of these various

types of schools. The teacher is in a position to inform

the needy student concerning educational loans and scholar-

ships, as well as sug7estin7 ways of working his way
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through school. The business teacher must help a student

realize how he can best plan his educational future and

continue in it once he gets started.

But do all teachers understand the meaning of counsel-

ing students along educational lines? Tables XIII and

XIII-A on the following pages present the emphasis teach-

ers are placing upon practices used in offering educational

information to the students.

Although the response to any one item in this section

was not 100 per cent, it is interesting to note th7A 50 per

cent of the nonreimbursable 57 per cent of the reim-

bursable teachers "frequently" utilize information about

curricular offerinc's in school. Forty-two per cent of the

nonreimbursable teachers and 0 per cent of the reimbursable

teachers "frequently" utilize this phase. Aain, less

than 10 per cent of both groups indicated that they never

use this point. Regarding scholarships and their realliE2-

ments, the vast :lajority of the teachers utilize this

means, but not "frequently." However, approximately 90

per cent of the teachers in both groups utilize this phase

to some extent.

Two other points in this section are net used "fre-

quently" by either group, but more t:an 50 per cent of the

teachers sta'..ted that they utilize entrance requirements

to colleges and entrance requirements to technical or



TABLE XIII

TIE UTILIZATION OF .LJAJCA.TIONAT., INFOTEATION BY

NON107,1BU2SABI MACILaS

To what extent do you, the business
teacher, make use of the following
in presenting educational information?

Number of
Non D.E.
lesJonses

Per Cent
of 613

Schools

Representative Number and
Per Cent of Hes ,onses

None
737-7

Little Occasi)nall FrequentJr
No. , .0. u ;o.

1. Information about curricular offerinf,s
in school. 593 96 40 7 71 12 184 31

2. Information about extra-curricular
offerin,2s in school 590 95 48 8 103 17 193 33 2146 1,2

3. Schol--ships and their requirements 591 96 46 8 167 28 194 33 184 31

4. Entrance requirements to colleges 5914 96 76 13 111 19 196 33 211 35

5. Entrance requirements to technical or
business schools 588 95 52 9 132 22 134 31 220 37

Information about comolet'n school
requirements w ile workin' 535 95 99 17 116 21 187 32 183 31



TABLE XIII -A

T'IE UTILIZATION OF LON !:TI INFORITATION BY

REINBURSABLE TEACHERS

To what extent do you, the business Number of
teacher, make use of the following D.E.
in presenting educational information? Responses

Per Cent
of 163

Schools

Representative Number and
Cent f Res-oonses

igone
737-77

Little
717,77

.

Occasionally Frequentl7
1;0. No.

1. Information about curricular offer. ins
in school 156 96 7 L 18 12 112 27 39 57

2. Information about extra-curricular
offerings in school 1.;5 95 9 6 24 l 74 )tf3

3. Scholarships and their requirements 156 96 19 12 33 21 52 33 52 33
4. Entrance requirements to colleges 153 94 7 5 48 31 42 27 56 37
5. -ntrance requirements to technical or

business schools 153 94 9 6 3019 56 37 53
6. Information about co: l)letLng school

requirements while working . 157 96 2 1 13 C 22 14 120 76
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business schools either on a "little" or an "occasionally"

basis.

The high point for the reimbursable teachers, but one

that is rather low for the nonreimbursable people, is

information about completing school requirements while

working. Seventeen per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers said that they never use this point. Although low

for this section, more than 80 per cent indicated they

utilized this point either "little," "occasionally," or

"frequently." The reimbursable group regard this point

much higher as 76 per cent stated that they use this

information "frequently" and only one per cent never do.

No item in this section was taken lightly by the

business teachers. In all the areas listed, approximately

90 per cent of the teachers in both groups are actively

engaged in presenting educational information.

The Extent Business Teachers Utilize Placement Techniques.

This study indicates that most positions are obtained

through a letter of application followed by a personal

interview. However, there are important steps before this

stage is reached. Finding a position suitable to one's

qualifications and in the community desired is a primary

step prior to the interview.

Certain acceptable techniques in regard to placement
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should be a part of the student's information. He should

state his qualifications in answer to a want-ad and in a

manner that coincides briefly with the statements of the

want-ad. He should have a data sheet arran7ed before he

answers a want-ad by telephone or letter, the same as he

would in preparing a letter of application. The impres-

sion one makes on the employer from the standpoint of being

"well prepared" is most important. If a prospective em-

ployee appears to know how to apply for a position and

shows he is interestd in the value he can be to the em-

ployer by the way he completes forms, answers letters,

and interview questions, his chances of employment will

be greatly enhanced.

This section is one in which the business teacher

should be particularly strong as these placement tech-

niques should be included in the course content of a num-

ber of the business courses. A teacher can overlook the

importance of the student kclowing how to fill out applica-

tion blanks. He should have experience in this, as well

as in writing letters of application. Teachers may often

overlook the value in the student understanding what

should be stated in the letter of application and in

realizing that he should be interested in what he can do

for the employer rather than only what the employer can do
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for him.

The placement office is primarily set up to help the

student acquire a position. The student should understand,

however, the techniques he will be required to know before

he actually is faced with the tasks of obtaining employ-

ment.

Teachers appreciate the task students have in train-

ing for the interview and stating their qualifications.

Most teachers have one through this procedure a number of

times and can call upon their experiences in presenting

these techniques. Certainly, the practice and training a

student acquires in dealing with all these points is ex-

tremely important.

Tables XE; and XIV-A show that business teachers put

much emphasis on tne placement techniques.

How to answer want-ads is frequently utilized by 39

per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers and 56 per cent

of the reimbursable people. Very few teachers do not

stress this point. How to write letters of application

is the high point for the nonreimbursable group in that

6o per cent utilize this point "frequently." Sixty-seven

per cent of the reimbursable people "frequently" stress

this phase. How to fill out application blanks is highly

rated by both groups. Fifty-eight per cent of the nonre-

imbursable and 34 per cent of the reimbursable teachers



TABLE XIV

THE A TIVITIES OF NONALIMBURSABLE TEACHERS IN THE AREA
OF PLACEMENT TECHNIQUES

To what extent do you, the business Number of
teacher, provide guidance services Non D.E.
in the area of placement techniques? Responses

Per Cent
of 610

Schools

Representative Number and
Per Cent of Responses

`_lone

itir3777

Little Occasionally Frequently
No. /:, 'lo. ,. No.

1. How to ansJer want-ads
2. How t.) write letters of application
3. How to fill out aopliclt.on Lion's
4. Now to make a brochure or to state

qualifications for employment
c,
_, How to dc,tain fork perlits and fill

them out ....

6. How to re;,ister w5th placevient agencies
and pertinent 'nformaVon about
placement agencies

7. How to maintain :roper eaeloyer-
employee relationships

8. ':How to conduct oneself during interview
9. How to secure social security number

591
552
591

596

''4

590

596

537
585

96

94
96

96

94

95

96

95

95

6L 11
26 4
26 4

55 9

171 29

102 17

30 5
28 5

100 17

P4 16

39 7

44 7

87 15

100 17

127 22

69 12

56 10
101 17

199
167
176

183

164

183

161

155
161

34
29
30

31

23

31

27

26
27

231L

350
3145

271

149

178

336
343
224

31
60
58

15

26

30

56
59
38



TABLE XIV-A

THE ACTIVITIES OF ILIMBURSABLE TEACHERS IN THE ARIA
OF PLACEMENT TECHNIQUES

To what extent do you, the business Number of
teacher, provide guidance services D. L.
in the area of ?Lace: ent techniques? aesponses

Per Cent
of 163

Schools

Representative Number and
Per Cent of iZesponses

one Little Occasionally Frequently
No. N. 1,o. A,

1. How to answer want-es. r'n 98 10 6 28 13 32 20 59 56
2. Now to write letters of ap 159 93 4 2 20 13 29 15 136 67
3. How fill out applicativablanks
h. How to make a brochure or to state

qualifications for employment

155

159

95

98

1

7

1

4

3

10

2

6

20

45

13

23

131

97

34

61
5. :low to obtain work perlits and fill

them out 156 96 9 6 18 12 27 17 102 65
6. now to register with placement agencies

and pertinent information about
placement agences 156 96 11 7 23 15 42 27 53 51

7. How to maintain proper employer-
employee relationships 159 98 0 0 2 1 10 6 147 92

8. How to conduct oneself during interview. 158 97 0 0 2 1 16 10 140 89
9. How to secure social security number 154 94 0 3 9 6 21 14 124 30
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stated that they "frequently" emphasize this point.

Other points high for the nonreimbursable group have

even a higher ranking by the reimbursable group. How to

make a brochure or to state oualifications for emplo m nt

is "frequently utilized by 115 per cent of the nonreimburs-

able teachers and 61 per cent of the reimbursable people.

How to maintain 2Eoper employer-employee relationships is

stressed on a "frequently" basis by 56 per cent of the non-

reimbursable people and 92 per cent of the reimbursable

group. How to conduct oneself during interview is utilized

"frequently" by 59 per cent of the nonreimbursable people

and 39 per cent of the reimbursable teachers.

The nonreimbursable teachers do not stress how to

obtain work permits and fill them out as "frequently" as

the reimbursable teachers. Twenty-six per cent stated

that they "frequently" utilize this point, while 65 per

cent of the reimbursable teachers checked "frequently".

Two other points that are fairly low when compared to the

nonreimbursable teachers are how to register with place-

ment agencies and .Rertinent information about placement

agencies and how to secure social security number. Regard-

ing placement agency information, the great majority uti-

lize it, but only 30 per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers checked "frequently," while 51 per cent of the
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reimbursable teachers marked "frequently." The same is

true for the point regarding the social security number.

Only 38 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers stress

this point "frequently." However, 83 per cent, do so once

in a while. On the other hand, 00 per cent of the reim-

bursable people stress this point "frequently."

It is interesting to note that the vast majority of

both groups utilize all of the points in this section in

providing help in the area of placement techniques. The

reimbursable group is extremely high for the section as a

whole, in that 93 per cent or more of the teachers empha-

size every point, to some extent. Approximately 75 per

cent or more of the nonreimbursable group stress every

point, though not as frequently as the reimbursable group.

The Extent Business Teachers Provide Assistance in Place-

ment and Follow-up.

Vith the gradual increase of students attending the

secondary schools has come a need for more and improved

services in aiding the students in placement and follow-up.

The increase in students entering the secondary school has

placed a heavier burden on the schools and the teachers as

more students seek work immediately upon graduation from

high school. These are mainly vocational students who have
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had some special training and work experience. The dis-

tributive education or reimbursable teachers are training

many of these people in the business area. Many schools

do not have distributive education programs. The nonreim-

bursable business teachers have had to handle this phase

by helping to organize some sort of cooperative work train-

ing program. Also, they have had to take a greater share

of resonsibility in placing students in jobs and helping

them to advance. Many students look to their teachers for

help and advice after they have accepted full-time employ-

ment. Employers and teachers frequently work together to

provide the best possible training for secondary business

students.

Table XV and Table XV-A show that, in some areas at

least, the nonreimbursable, as well as the reimbursable,

teachers are extensively active in the area of placement

and follow-up.

The reimbursable people are more active percentage-

wise than the nonreimbursable group, but there are a few

high points for each group. The four points that tend to

be quite important for the nonreimbursable group, as well

as the reimbursable group, are: contacting potential

employers, which is "frequently" emphasized by 32 per cent

of the nonreimbursable teachers and by 94 per cent of the



TABLE XV

TTE EXTENT 0I ACTIVITY OF N0 N721=23ABLE LACHER'S
IN PLACLLENT AND FOLL0:-UP

To what extent do you, tie business Number of
teacher, provide guidance in t'ie Non 3).b.
area of placement and follow-up? Responses

1. Contacting potential enployers
2. Providing placement in work experience

opportunities or part time jobs
outside of school .

3. Placing of business graduates
4. Assisting in placing other graduates
5. Placing of business drop-outs
6. Assisting in placing other drop-cuts
7. Making r-gular follow-up studies of

business :raduates
3. Assisting in -laking regular follow-up

studies of all graduates
9. ::aRing regular folloel-up studies of

business drop-outs
10. kssisting in akin<g regular follow-up

studies of all drop -outs
11. Counsel former pupils

Representative '::umter and
Per Cent Per Cent of Response
of 618 None Little Occasionally Frequently

Schools 7377; No. /4 No.

596 96 102 17 108 18 1914 33 192 32

533 94 129 22 67 11 133 31 204 35
597 97 91 15 90 15 158 26 258 43
572 93 185 32 134 23 143 25 110 19
550 89 262 48 178 32 34 15 26 5
567 92 348 61 147 26 54 10 13 3

96 212 35 153 26 137 23 94 16

572 93 329 57 133 23 72 13 33 7

566 92 331 67 125 22 40 7 20 4

5614 91 411 73 118 21 25
,

4 10 2
536 95 90 15 147 25 234 40 115 20



TABL,.1

T LAM: :T OF ACTIVITY OF 7iLIBURSABLE TEACILRS
IN PLOE'JET AND FOLLMI-UP

To what extent do you, the business Number of
teacher, provide tlidance in the
area of placement and follow-up? aesponses

Per Cent
of 163

Schools

Representative Number and
Per Cent of _responses

None Little Occasionally Frequently
No. No. ;TT; No. ;;;

1. ContactIng poi,ential e :1ployers 159 98 1 1 1 1 7 4 150 9I.

2. ii.,-ovidinc placenent in -ork experience
opportunities or part time jobs
outside of oc'iool L'3 97 1 1 1 1 7 14 149 fl

74
3. ;lacing of business Lraduates..... 155 95 19 12 12 3 37

2214

37 56
4. Assistirk; in placing other graduates 155 95 17 11 25 16 70 45
5. Placing of business drop-outs 153 94 44 29 39 25 31 20 39 25
6. .Assisting in placitv other drop- oats 155 95 51 33 31 20 33 24 35 23
7. akin; r: ,:;:ular follow-up stuAies of

business :graduates..
0u . Assisting in ,akin,_; r,,,lular follow-up

157 96 24 15 30 1c 39 25 64 4 1

studies of all .raAlates 151 93 61 LO 37 24 31 21 22 15
9. -akin::, regular .follow -up studies of

business drop-outs 159 98 73 i6 3 27 24 15 19 12

10. Assisting in aakinz; regular follow-up
studies of all drop-outs 150 92 76 51 49 23 14 9 11 7

11. Counsel former pupils. 159 98 14 9 ,_A,, 23 a 33 48 30
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reimbursable people; providing placement in work experience

opportunities or part-time jobs outside of school, which

is utilized "frequently" by 35 per cent of the nonreimburs-

able group and 94 per cent of the reimbursable group;

placing of business graduates, which is emphasized "fre-

quently" by 0 per cent of the nonreimbursable people and

56 per cent of the reimbursable teachers; and counsel for-

mer pupils, which, although it is not utilized "frequently"

by either group, is emphasized to some extent by more than

elf- per cent of all the teachers. The fact that so many

former students are counseled by teachers indicates the

need for good judgment on the part of teachers.

Two other points are not checked "frequently" by a

high percentage of the respondents but are important from

the point of view that the vast majority emphasize them to

some degree. Assisting in placing other graduates is an

area in which approximately 30 per cent of the teachers in

each group are active. Placing of business drop-outs is

quite low for the nonreimbursable group in that only 47

per cent stated that they do so to a "little" or "occasion-

ally" extent. Forty-eight per cent stated that they "never"

do. It is quite meaningful for the reimbursable teachers,

however, for 45 per cent checked that they do so a "little"

or "occasionally" and 25 per cent stated that they do so
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"frequently." This tends to indicate a strong need for

continued attention on the business students who are drop-

outs.

Making regular follow-up studies of business gradu-

ates is an area in which approximately 50 per cent of the

nonreimbursable group emphasize a "little" or "occasion-

ally," and 41 per cent of the reimbursable group checked

"frequently."

A point that tends to be low for the nonreimbursable

teachers is assisting in placing other drop-outs. Sixty-

one per cent checked "never." It is quite low for the re-

imbursable teachers, too, in that 33 per cent stated that

they emphasize this point "none" of the time.

Three other points that stand out as being quite low

for the two groups are, assisting in making regular follow-

up studies of all graduates, making regular follow-up

studies of business drop-outs, and Issistiazininal-

ular follow-up studies of all drop-outs. More than 56 per

cent of the nonreimbursable teachers checked "none" in re-

7ard to these three points, and more than 40 per cent of

the reimbursable teachers checked "none." The teachers

who do emphasize these points do so more on a "little"

basis than a,1 an "occasionally" or "frequently" basis.

One of the best ways to evaluate the business depart-

ment curriculum is to follow-up drop-outs of business
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students and others who have taken business courses. This

is true because so many students do not complete high

school. The fact that so many teachers do not engage in

this activity would indicate that this important area

should be stressed in the teacher-training curriculum.

The Extent Business Teachers Discuss Various Types of

Problems in Interviews with Their Students.

A formal or informal interview is one of the best

techniques used by teachers to aid students with their

problems as well as to gain further information about them.

Oftentimes the interview, whether it is planned or

incidental, will give both the student and the teacher a

c ance to discuss factors dealin-;' with a student's home

life, future plans, and feelings about his school, friends,

courses, dates, dances, and so on.

When a student is showing lack of interest in a sub-

ject, or appears overly tired, or is displaying signs of

being withdrawn from his friends, or overaggressive in

his relationships with his fellow students, it behooves

the business teacher to give him a chance to discuss his

feel ins, any stwients desire to talk to someone about

a problem, especially teachers whom they know.

Even though there may be no signs of a problem,
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a friendly discussion with a student in a sense of inti-

macy will give the teacher a chance to learn more of his

experiences and desires. Thus, he will be better able to

direct the student along lines that will lead him to gain

a better understanding of himself in relation to his plans.

Each student has questions of one sort or another for

which the teacher should help him find answers, even

though they may be about present subject matter. It is

not necessary to wait for the student to come to the

teacher with his problems in order to make the personal

interview a desirable ah.d profitable experience.

Table XVI and Table XVI-A reveal the extent teachers

help along certain "problem" areas through the use of the

interview. The tables give evidence that the interview

is of vital importance in assisting students, as the great

majority of business teachers in both 7roups use it to a

great extent.

Among the high points of this section is current class

work and course planning in which 56 per cent of the non-

reimbursable teachers and 79 per cent of the reimbursable

teachers checked that they "frequently" discuss this point

in interviews. Also, receiving heavy attention was future

educational and vocational plans which was emphasized

"frequently" by 57 per cent of the nonreimbursable and 77

per cent of the reimbursable teachers.



TOTL XVI

ExT.2,NT PI103:1,7 ARLAS I,NcLut-,-,1,13TIny.L:'.:T INTaTTI.,:413

:;011,L_.1:::13U1?.,L.:4...

To what extent do your Number
interviews with pupils Non
include the followin6 points? Aesponsos

of

D.:.

Per Cent
of 618

Schools

Representative 1:Suml:,e..- and

Per Cent of aes:onses
None Little Occasionally 2requently

1. Current class work and course planning... 592 96 17 3 61 10 183 31 331 56
2. Future educational and vocational plans.. 575 93 9 1 56 10 185 32 325 57
3. Social adjustment 590 95 56 9 144 24 2W4 41 116
4. Home life 557 95 103 17 234 40 168 29 82 1)4

5. &totional adjustment 586 95 7L 13 211 36 199 34 102 17
6. Understanding of individual rat4n:s 562 91 74 13 133 24 214 38 141 25
7. Personal probleiss i.e., ioral,

religious 95 92 16 205 35 181t 31 103 13



TABLE XVI -A

THE EXTENT PRODLLL AREAS L6:: INCLUDED 1:: STUDENT INTRVIS
13Y REIMBUR3ABLE TEACilERS

To that extent do your
interviews with pupils
include the following?

Nunber of
,r

Responses

Per cent
of 163

Schools

Representative i-:11Aber and

Per Cent of Aesenses
!one it e Occasiona y Frequent y

1,. Current class work and course olannin 159
2. Future educational and vocational nlans., 159
3, Social adjust 160

4. 'fale life. 153
.). .(otIonal adjust7lent.. .. 159

J./6 Understandin of :7)ndividual ratilvs. .. eW, .4-1, n

7. Personal .)ro'LlOn, %S., loral,
relip:lous 153

93
of).,,,

,t,) 0

;:

97

98
93

97

0
0
1

6

1

5 _)

8

0
0
1
14

1

5

5
5

l

34.

2r>

13

23

3

3
9

21
16
11

15

7,,,v
,,,..1

32

50-"
,;.,

0)
63
46

55

13

20
3t;

41

40
30

.I-L;

13
12

90

:;3

69

67

79

77
56
3
43

42
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The five other points also receive much attention by

both groups of business teachers, but not to the same

extent as the previous two points. Social adjustment is

emphasized more on a "little" or "occasionally" basis by

the nonreimbursable teachers in that 65 per cent checked

"little" or "occasionally" and 25 per cent checked "fre-

quently". However, this point is even higher for the re-

imbursable people, as 56 per cent checked this point "fre-

quently." Home life and emotional adjustment are dis-

cussed by more than 30 per cent of the teachers in both

eroups, but more on a combined "occasionally" or "little"

basis than a trequently" basis.

Understanding of individual ratins and personal prob-

lems are also recognized in interviews by the vast majority

of teachers. The nonreimbursable teachers recognize indi-

vidual ratins more on a "little" and "occasionally" basis

as 62 per cent checked these categories. Twenty-five per

cent of the nonreimbursable teachers checked this same

category "frequently" as compared to 5 per cent for the

reimbursable group. Personal problems is emphasized on a

"frequently" basis ey 13 per cent of the nonreimbursable

and 42 per cent of the reimbursable teaches. These two

categories are highly rated in that so few teachers in

either group marked "never."
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The table definitely reveals that over 80 per cent of

the nonreimbursable teachers end over 90 per cent of the

reimbursable group include the points in interviews with

students. In the phases of current class work and course

planning, and future educational and vocational plans, the

teachers in the reimbursable group were unanimous in stat-

ing that they included these points in their interviews.

The nonreimbursable group also were practically. unanimous

in statin that they included them in points in their in-

terviews with students. All the points are stressed to a

great extent by the teachers.

The 3usiness Teachers' Comments Reeardine the Most Common

Problems of Their Pupils.

It is the teacher's responsibility to be cognizant of

the many problems the pupils have and to initiate measures

to help solve them. The previous tables regarding the in-

terview show the extent to which teachers regard these

problems in their interviews. The following tables, Tables

XVII and XVII-A show the student problems most frequently

listed by teachers. Taken from the teachers' comments,

they are classified and shown in order of frequency.

The problems most frequently encountered by pupils

are the most common ones for both eroups of business teach-

ers. Also, the range in the number of different problems
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TABL2 XVII

commN 9i1:T PP,OBLEMS DEavEn TIIROUGH
an-LEIMBUTISABLE TEACHEIS' CON SNTS

Problems Number of
aesponses Rank

Future plans (vocational and educational) 1)3 1
Social or emotional adjust-r,nt 66 2
Academic 47 3
Lome conditions 46 14

untrillinL; to recognize need for school or work . ... , 39 5
York conflicts 29 6
Ltetra curriculnr activities and lack o time

due to these activities 23 7
Lack of fundalentals and carelessness 27 8
aacial and class standln: 6 9
Students not started in business courses soon

enough and have conflicts with other courses 6 10
Lack of abilty :Cor school and work pregrams 5 11
Transfers or transients, 1,, 12

Total 411

TABLE XVII -A

commoN STU "ENT PlOBLEAS DERIVED TIIROUGH
REinu iSAB TA TEACHERS COMMENTS

Number of
Problenr- Responses Rank

Future plans (vocatlonal ana Gducatonal) 23 1
Social or e.otional adjustAent 21 2
Tfome 9roble,as . 13 3
Illployer-enployee relations 11 4
Academic 9
ork habits and attitudes 9 6
Other activities and budget time for work and

leisure 3 7
Not assumilv responsibility and working to capacity 7 8
Lack of a. ibiti on

14 9

Total 105
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is quite noticeable.

Sixty-six per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers

made comments categorizing the most common problems of

pupils. Sixty-four per cent of the reimbursable teachers

responded to this request.

The tables tend to show that the students are quite

generally concerned about their future plans. This point

ranks number one for the nonreimbursable teachers and num-

ber two for the reimbursable people. The number two point

for the nonreimbursable teachers, emotional, personal, and

social problems, is rated number one for the reimbursable

teachers.

Other problems of hih impliction are problems of an

academic nature, and problems having to do with home condi-

tions. Lack of time due to extra-curricular activities

and problems due to work conflicts and employer-employee

relations are noted to be quite common among the pupils.

It is interesting to note that a number of teachers

singled out unwilling to recognize need for school or

training, for work as a common problem of the students.

This is rated number five by the nonreimbursable teachers

and may incorporate some of the factors existing in prob-

lem five and six as mentioned by the reimbursable teach-

ers.
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Several problems were not listed often, but are stated

by a sufficient number of teachers and tend to further

point out the number of different types of problems with

which the teacher must deal. Some students have racial

problems, others lack ability for school and work programs,

and still others do not assume responsibility and wo

to their capacity. A problem listed by many of the nonre-

imbursable teachers is one which may have a close relation-

ship with lack of ambition--it is lack of fundamentals and

carelessness.

The following comments made by the teachers regarding

the most common problems of the students signify the feel-

ings teachers have about them. Several comments from each

group follow:

Nonreimbursable Teachers' Comments
Regarding Student Problems

"Not enough jobs available in the community
of the type they prefer. We seem to have an es-
pecially high calibre group. A large percentage
go on to school."

"Lack of stability and maturity at their age
for doing a real job for employer. Hard to teach
initiative and accuracy in all things."

"Inability to budget time for proper amount
of study at home."

"Developing the attitude within the student
that work is necessary, wholesome, and can be
done and still remain happy."

"Worry about grades, laaking Scholarship So-
ciety and at same time 'being popular.'"
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"To be accurate and complete the assign-
ment properly."

"Absence from school--working outside of
school--instead of tying the outside work with
the school program-COE--they try to hold down a
full-time job and carry a full load in school.
The school does not approve of this, of course,
but can do nothing about it when the parents
approve."

"Emotional and moral problems frequently are
brought to me by the girls in my classes. Our
guidance teacher is a man, and so often I hear the
remark, 'I can't tell my mother, and I've just got
to tell someone I If

"Getting all the courses they want. Gradu-
ation and college entrance requirements permit
limited selection of business courses."

"Future educational and vocational plans
(long range problem)."

"Social adjustment (present problem)."

"Our community is agricultural. Studying
in the field of business is a little foreign to
their thinking. 'My dad is worth thousands and
he didn't even complete the 8th grade.' This is
heard in our school quite often."

"They become too involved in outside activi-
ties,--school, church, work, etc;"

"What to do after graduation. Most want to
go to a larger city to work. Parents won't Give
in. Some would like ta go on to scaeol, but no
money for it."

"Practically every pupil has a part-time job.
In fact every pupil has such a job who wants one.
The problem is to get them to do any home work
assignments after having expended their energy on
the Ijob."

"Many from lower social economic groups lack
the desire to try to rise above their present
level or feel it is an impossibility."
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"Finding time for all the extra-curricular
activities they would like to do. The main
offices and programs in such are almost without
fail added to those who are majors in business
education."

"The good students want to take too many courses.
Many of the students take 'glamor' courses where
they are seen in public, but they don't see the
value of doing their business subjects well. If
they understand fully that they will be able to
earn a livelihood after graduation if they do this
work, they make better progress."

"Too many responsibilities and duties put
upon the youth. They feel frustrated from too
many things pulling them this way and that,
consequently cannot do things well."

"Lack of self-confidence: fear of initial
interview for employment. Many of my students
seem unwilling to accept a beginner's salary.
They feel they should start at the top without
experience."

"Perhaps the one great problem is what to do
with children who are not particularly interested
in business subjects but who feel that they must
make a living and that is the easiest way to do it.
In other words, their parents have encouraged them
in a particular phase of business when they (the
pupils) should be steered into some phase of work
which is more suitable for them. We have no test-
ing program, therefore we cannot do much guidance
along these lines."

"Lack of interest in courses. Counselors
frequently regard business classes as places in
which they can dispose of counseling problems."

"Inability to maintain the standard of work
they are capable of doing, due to home conditions."

"Ignorance of the direct relation between
their future ability to perform and their present
effort and type of effort."

"Most problems in their work come about
because of their lack of spelling and English."
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"What college should the student attend, or
what business classes should I take as I cannot
afford to attend college."

".Fear caused by having to adjust."

"In this particular school the more gifted
students are encouraged to take college prepara-
tory work. The students in the shorthand depart-
ment are on the whole not as well equipped
mentally as one would desire."

"Over anxiety to be skilled in very short
period of time."

"Lack of social and professional adequacy.
Need for encouragement and grasp for training
for 1-2-3 year hence jobs."

"Lack of understanding of the student and his
school affairs on the part of parents. Lack of
understanding might also be called 'disinterested-
ness.' Another problem is the 'cost of going, to
high school.' The need for money that is not
earned and hard to get from parents."

"Lack of interest on the part of the pupils. fl

"Tension due to pressure of school tasks
against limitation of time. Tension due to
unhappy or poorly adjusted home conditions. Too
many addicted to habit of 'no breakfast.'"

"Shall I go on to school, or get married
immediately."

"Being able to do work well enough to meet
business needs."

"Lack of confidence and easily discouraged.
Many children are encouraged to enroll in busi-
ness courses in this community because of the
many opportunities for employment with oil com-
panies, insurance companies, and others. This
brings into the business classes pupils who are
probably better fitted for other occupations."
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Reimbursable Teachers' Comments Regarding Student Problems

"Knowing how to find work to do while on
the job. Lack of ability to get meaning from
printed 'page."

"Thinking they are getting a 'raw deal' from
his employer. Want help in buying their better
clothes, color, size, etc. Want to talk over
moral and religious problems."

"Unwillingness to accept responsibility. The
necessity of understanding and practicing good
human relations."

"Ambition--I have a large number of Latin-
American students and because of the 'alleged'
discrimination in parts of Texas, it is difficult
for them to realize the many opportunities avail-
able."

"Iletting the student to work to capacity on
the job. Getting students into the habit of being
punctual both to school and work. Developing
loyalty to employer and a better attitude of work-
ing for experience rather than the mney involved."

"How to adjust individual personality problems
as shown in class and in job performances. How
to meet home problems which affect job performance."

"Learning to budget their limited time. Under-
standing that 'on-the-job' they are looked upon as
adults and must compete with them."

"Lack of genuine motivation and interest in
preparing themselves for their future work. Lack
of ambition is evident."

"I have noticed that most of my students who
have problems come from homes that are broken by
divorced or separated parents, resulting in econo-
mic and emotional problems."

"Making them realize that they have to start
at the bottom. Too many feel that they shouldn't
have to do the necessar7, menial, dirty jobs when
they start."
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"Trying to fit their job in with other
school activities. Most of my students feel
they need the work but have a difficult time
fittin their hours in school to those needed
on the job."

"Lack of initiative and enthusiasm causing
a definite decline in interests."

"Utilizing time to the best advantage,
whether in class or not, and overcoming shyness
seem to be the outstanding difficulties. The
latter is recognized by the student, but rarely
is the former."

What Do Business Teachers Consider to be Their Greatest

Responsibility or Difficulty in Interviewing Pupils.

1. The teachers state they have certain responsibili-
ties in interviewing pupils.

Many of the teachers responded to the request for

comments regarding their greatest responsibility or dif-

ficulty in interviewing pupils. Numerous comments were

written from the standpoint of their responsibility;

therefore, these are classified and shown in rank order in

Tables XVIII and XVIIIA on the following page. Other

teachers commented on the greatest difficulty encountered

in interviewing pupils. These points are classified and

are shown in Tables XIX and XIX-A on pages 133 and 139.

It is interesting to note that so many business

teachers feel their grestest responsibility in interview-

ing pupils is to gain their confidence and get them to tell

their problems. This is number one for the nonreimbursable
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TABLE :VIII

17.0N1ETYPU"?.5 ADIL: '117.;ACILIZS C0iIT.ITS L A. PIG TH
CUEATL'ST FLES ?MIST BI LI TY IN INTLRVI1ING PUPILS

Responsibility
runber of
stones lank

To ain their confidence and get them to tell
their problemsencouragement 1

To develop in student a. sense of responsibility
(proper attitude, confidence, understand
himself) 53 2

To help them with what they want and what they
can doguide them into proper courses and
develop study habits 40 3

To understand student, his background, and his
point of view 31

To get at real problems of student and help him
improve 20 5

To learn I an to help and keep bias out 19
To help them witk parental and future and

vocational plans 13 7
To help them work to capacity and realize value

of education 13 8

To determine maladjustments In terms of emotional
and social areas and then help them 9

To present accurate and 'n)ortant occupational
information 3 10

Job placement 14 11

Total 279

T3L XVI TI -A

MINEURSABLE TE'ACUISI Cu: ENTS TILL2.
Glii;ATEST Ri!a?ONSIDILITY IN INTELTiVI...7,7N(.1 PUPIL

Number of
Responsibility Aesoonses Rank

To (A student to "see hi-self" and make changes.. 11 1
To get student to do his part 6 2

To inspire them to do so , 3
To gain confidence of student so he will know I

am only trying to help him 5 4
To give guidance in good human relations 3 2
To help find vocational interest 2 6

Total 32
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group. The next several points all have a certain amount

of overlapping for both _To'ips. The nonreimbursable

teachers were more explicit in their statements than were

the reimbursable teachers; however, the first three points

listed by the reimbursable people have a close relationship

to the first five points shown for the nonreimbursable

It is readily noted from the classifications of both

groups that teachers feel it is their main responsibility

to undersi; nd the student so that they can help him to

make wise choices and decisions about his problems what-

ever they may be. The comments tend to show that business

teachers are eager for the student to become aware of his

responsibilities, and do something constructive about

following a course of action and not waste too much time

in doing so.

The fact that so many teachers recognize the fact that

t'ley should gain the confidence of the student backs up the

thinking of many authorities that students want to feel

they can confide in someone. Many students evidently feel

that it is necessary to talk to someone whom they know

quite well in regard to a aroblem.

A few teachers in both groups note that their main

responsibility is to help students with vocational plans
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and job placement.

A number of interesting statements denote the feelings

teachers have regarding their responsibility in inter-

viewing pupils. A sanple list of comments are:

Nonreimbursable Teachers' Comments
Regarding Their Greatest Responsibilities

in Interviewing Pupils

"Development of desirable personality traits."

"Responsibility in getting each one to
evaluate himself and the job he is interested
in and work toward that job or goal."

"Banish discouragement."

"Responsibility of getting them to take work
suited to their ability.

"Determining and adjusting their abilities to
the work they are assigned and to the field they
are most interested in."

"To get them to carry through on their ideas
after they have been discussed rather than the
thought that the discussion is an end in itself."

"To find their real interests and capabili-
ties. Do they have a sincere need and desire
for the courses."

"Bolster the student's ego."

"To make them aware of their abilities and
means for using them and 'going the extra mile'
toward success."

"Responsibility to suit student for course
which he can use in later life. Example - 90%
of girls want to become secretaries, whereas the
majority should be salespeople."

"Inspiring confidence in the student himself."

"Drawing out their opinions, likes and dis-
likes readily."
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"Finding out what is really troubling the
student - which reason is not always recognized
even by the student."

"To get them to see and accept their responsi-
bility. To believe in themselves."

"Getting them to look at a job in considera-
tion of future possibilities instead of just
present."

"Encouraging work well done, and a day's
work for a day's pay."

"Responsibility is great in not having a
pessimistic attitude as students are worried during
these war yer.rs."

"Help student think constructively."

"1-he need for understanding the students'
point of view. The need not to superimpose my
wishes or frustrated desires on to some one else.
The need to point out as many sides of the prob-
lem, solutions, guides, evidences, etc., so that
the student will ao aile to make his OWN choice."

"Social adjustment--especially the underprivi-
leged, 'back-of-the-yards' child wno has ability
but the social environment of their neighborhood
is a handicap."

"Every student should be interviewed. I be-
lieve there should be separate classes for those
who wish to take business subjects strictly for
vocational purposes and a different section for
personal use."

"Takes some time gaining their confidence in
personal matters, but once they understand you
want to help them all goes well."

"Greatest responsibility to have students know
and feel teachers are helpers and have each pupil's
interr3st at heart."
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Reimbursable Teachers' Comments Regarding
Their Greatest Responsibilities in Interviewing Pupils

"Greatest responsibility is to get down on
level of student. I think it's the greatest dif-
ficulty too. The student regards the teacher,
too often, as a self-appointed god on a pedestal."

"Responsibility of helping them to understand
themselves--their strong points and weak points."

"My 7,reatest responsibility is to win their
confidence so they will feel I am sincere."

"My 7reatest responsibility is in placement
of student on proper job. One that the student
likes and in which he will progress."

"Accurately interpreting what a student means
in his conversation."

"I feel my greatest responsibility in counsel-
ing with my pupils in D.E. is to help them effec-
tively adjust to an adult business world. To learn
how to :et along with others, to adopt a pleasing
and businesslike manner, to be loyal, dependable,
interested and industrious both in school and on
the job."

"My greatest responsibility is to make the
student realize a sense of responsibility to him-
self, the school, the home, and his employer and
also that the money earned is not the only criteria
of the job."

"Responsibility of giving accurate and practi-
cal guidance."

"Greatest responsibility: to develop a feel-
ing among the on-the-job trainees to give full
measure of their ability to their employer. TT,,

financial return depends on service rendered."
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2. Difficulties eacournic,red by Jusiness teachers
in interviewing pupils.

In most cses the teachers in the nonreimbursable

group commented on their responsibility as noted in the

previous table, but 133 made comments on their "diffi-

culties" encountered in interviewing pupils. A greater

number of the reimbursable people nide comments on

"difficulties" encountered. sixty-seven of the reimburs-

able teachers commented on the "difficulty" phase of the

question.

Tables XIX and XIX-A on the following pa-es reveal

th t teachers p,e concerned about the difficulties that

they have In interviewing students.

The foremost difficulty is lack of time due to the

teachers' schedules which, for the most pqrt, include six

periods a day. Too, many of the students ride Pusses, or

leave early to ,:(7_1,k or rticipste in other activities.

Teachers complain that stident and teacher schedules do

not permit time for guidance activities (difficult to get

together with student)--this is the number two problem.

Privacy is frequently listed as a difficulty by several of

the reimbursable people. When a separate room is not

available, or teachers do not have a period to utilize a

separate room, it is apparent that a formal interview

would be practically impossible.
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TABLE XIX

GREATEST DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCLD BY T;ONZIMBURSABLE
TEACILLRS IN INTERVID(1ING PUPILS

Number of
Difficulty Responses Rank

Lack of time and overloaded
Difficult to get to-ether with student

(scheduling.)

Lack of knowledge of pupil and guidance
Trying to help students solve home and parental

conditions and probler;,s

63

26
13

,c,

1

2

3

4
venerate interest

. r....; 5
Can't establish rapport and not sure what to do

for student 5 6
Lack of cooperation on student part and student

unwilling to disclose plans 3 7
To learn where to step in and where to 'llnd own

business - lack open ind 2 0u
To narrow problems to important points 2 9
Lack of information about pupil 2 10
Outside influences--student has already ,ade up

mind what he will do,
bstablish true eotional basis for att;tudes

2

1
11
12

Student expects to) wages 1 13

Total 130
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TABLE xix-A

GREATEST DIFFIC"..;LTIES laP53RTENC: ,..1.311`771.3ASADLE

TEACV;;I:S IN INTERSTIE7:1113 PUPILS

Difficulty
Number of
Responses

To find t-*!--
To get and keep student's confidence
To have privacy in interviews
To find student's real interest
Student indifference and student-teacher

1
2
3

barriers 7
Gettin:, all the information 6 0
Locating proper job for student
Settin,-, student to speak freely and honestly 2

7
0

Getting student to accept responsibility on job 2 9
To get student to unders band real significance

for future planning 2 10
To get student to have proper attitude toward

school 2 11
Not to betray student confidence 2 12
Availability of student (schedulin,) 2 13

Total 67
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The reimbursable teachers listed as their number two

difficulty getting and keeping confidence of student. By

comparison, the nonreimbursable teachers listed this point

first as their gretest "responsibility" rather than a

"difficulty."

The reimbursable teachers and the nonreimbursable

teachers have similar difficulties as can be seen from a

study of the tables.

The following comments are relevant to the difficul-

ties encountered by the teachers in interviewing students.

Nonreimbursable Teachers' Comments
Regarding Their greatest Difficulties

in Interviewing Pupils

"My insufficient knowledge about guidance
work. The need for guidance is big."

"To learn when to step in and still attend
to my own buslness. Sometimes I feel the pupils
think I'm their aunt, mother, and grandmother
rolled up in one."

"getting the student to talk about his prob-
lems."

"Convincing pupils of the importance of
general education and inforiaation as well as
vocational skills in acceptance of jobs and
citizen's responsibilities."

"To be certain I've said the right thing
and have given the proper advice."

"Finding the time. The schedule is tight,
and the pupils are unwilling to come to school
early or stay after school."

"Pupils seem difficult to get 'close to.'
Perhaps it's as much my fault as theirs, however."



"To frankly evaluate and state their abili-
ties. It's difficult to tell an earnest pupil
that his abilities are limited."

"Measuring the degree of real interest in
finding and making a success of a future job."

"Some girls though, after they have their
training and have accepted an interview or two,
develop a feeling that they are not really ready
to go to work. This presents a problem of coun-
seling for Should they 70 on to some other
school? And if so, what type of school? Or
should they be cajoled into accepting employment
in spite of their lack of r..adiness?6

"Time-280 students as Counselees--3 hours
a day. It seems I'm always working against time
in order to see the students. Much clerical work
done at night."

tt,
gre-test difficulty is the large num-

bers in classes (49 in one and 42 in the otHer)
and that so :many ride school busses or work. It
is difficult to find adequate time except in
class and there is little time there."

"Knowing how to attack the problem tactfully
and get the greatest amount of information from
tnem."

"Time and place. Fifty typewriters being
used in my room from 8:00 until 4:30 gives little
opportunity for confidential interviews."

"Getting the student to feel it's a case of
trying to aid him rather than just 'prying' into
his personal affairs."

"I have a tendency to wLrit to settle their
problems by actually giving advice--it is diffi-
cult not to-- especially when they re asking for
it. also - -I am inclined to 'weed out' lower
range from my classes whenever possible."

"Since so much of my information has been
obtained in either the classroom or homeroom, it
would seem that not enough information is
athered for each pupil to enable me to guide
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him constructively into what may eventually be-
come his final choice."

"Getting the pupils to trust you. Often the
child is self-conscious and is more axious to
hide many of the problems both socially and economi-
cally, than telling someone else of his troubles."

Reimbursable Teachers' Comments Re,7arding Their
Greatest Difficulties in Interviewing Pupils

"Difficulty--to comeat student indifference
toward achievement*"

"To listen with sympathetic ear and let them
talk themselves into the proper decision."

"Getting the pupil to see himself as others
do so as to fit himself best into the occupational
field in which he is interested."

"Allowing and getting a student to express
himself freely."

"Inadequate knowledge of home background, and
interpreting emotions of students."

The Extent to Which Teachers Answered "Pertinent Points Re-

7arding the Interview.

The number and variety of student problems end the

difficulties teachers have in interviewing students have

a close relationship to the extent teachers can help stu-

dents. It must be remembered that teachers often choose

teachin?7 because they feel a closeness to their fellow men.

When teachers feel that they should help the students, but

find they are accomplishing very little because of inherent

difficulties, the results may lower their morale. This may
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be a definite reason why some teachers leave the teaching

profession.

Tables XX and XX-A show the effort being made by

teachers to interview students, and further reveal the

handicaps faced by them. In answer to the first question,

is an Interview required of each eupil in your classes?,

18 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers said "yes" and

82 per cent of the reimbursable teachers said "yes." To

the second question, is the interviewine you do done by

scheduled appointment?, 2'3 per cent of the nonreimbursable

group answered "yes," while 57 per cent of the reimbursable

group answered "yes."

It is interesting tc note that to question number

three, is special time provided in your schedule for in-

terviewinil?, 20 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers

said "yes," while 70 per cent of the reimbursable stated

that they have time provided for the purpose of interview-

ing. In regard to question number four, do you have a

223.1.t,ocrivatet2al.eintheinterview?, )40 per cent of

the nonreimburse le teachers stated "yes," while 70 per

cent of the reimeursable teachers said "yes."

A significant feature of question number five, do you

make notes of your interviews?, is that ik5 par cent of the

nonreimbursable people and 84 per cent of the reimbursable
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TABLE Li

IESPONSES 3Y NONIEIMAJZABLE TLACNERS TO
QIESTIONS alA1D:NO Tr INTITV.17L;W

uestions

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent .34-eakdown

Non D.E. of 61 ! Yes No
aesponses Teachers No. No.

I. Is an interview re-
quired of each pupil
in your classes?

2. Is the interviewing
you do by scheduled
appointment?

3. Is special tie pro-
vided in your sched-
ule for interviewing?

it. Do you have private
place to carry on the
interview?

5. Do you Aake notes of
your interview?

6. Is the interviewing
you do done in an in-
formal, incidental
manner as the occasion
calls for -'t?

7, 20 you nake special ef-
fort to individually
help students resolve
their problems?

3. ::ow often would you
say you made social
effort to individual-
ly help students re-
solve their problems?

531

534

543

534

511

510

523

491

36

36

33

86

33

32

3 5

79

93 15 433 12

1L7 26 387 72

110 20 433 30

215 40 319 60

231 45 230 55

1(1
aee 21 46

493 94 30 6

None Little -lecas. Freq.
7E77 7677 77 No .

2 0 34 --1 2104 SO
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TABLE XX-A

7.".SPITSI:Z 3Y ilE=IZSABLE T:ACEAS TO
QUTSTIONS REGAIT 0 INT;:aVIEW

Luestions

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown

D.E. of 163 Yes No
iesDonses Teachers TOT-7 No,

1, Is an interview re-
quired of each pupil
in your classes?

2. Is the interviewing
you do by scheduled
appointment?

3. Is snecial tie pro-
vided in your schedule
for interviewing?

4. Do you have private
place to carry on the
interview?

5, Do you 'lake notes of
your 'interview?

6. Is the interviewing
you do cone in an :n-
formal, incidental .an-
ner as te occasion
calls for it?

7. Do you make special ef-
fort to individually
help students resolve
tneir problems?

3. How often would you
say you made s-lecial
effort to individual-
17 help students re-
solve their problems?.

153

161

97

99

129 82 29

92 57 69

13

159 93 111 70 43 30

153 97 110 70 43 30

156 96 131 34 2" 16

10 9? 133 89 17 11

156 96 156 101 0 M. .0

:one Little -.,_cas.

.o. S No. .0.

153 97 0 0 3 2 24 15 131 33



people state that they do. If this many teachers make

notes of their interviews, it tends to show the wisdom of

atteeptine, to conduct interviews by teachers. The vast

majority of the business teachers hold interviews of the

inforn 1 niture, out the interes in7 point is that so

many teachers reard the holding of an incidental inter-

view as highly important. In answer to question number

six, is the interviewinz- 'cu do done in an informal, inci-

dental manner as the occasion calls for it?, 91 per cent

of the nonreimbursable teachers say "yes," and 39 per cent

of the reimbursable people say "yes."

It is well to note the other two ouestions receive

much attention by the business teachers in most of the

second ry schools. jinety-four per cent of the nonreim-

bursable teachers and 100 per cent of the reimbursable

teachers answered "yes" to the question, do you make spe-

cial effort to individually help students resolve their

problems. This cle.rly shows the feeline, teachers have

toward trying to cork closely with students. In relation

to this question the following one was asked, how often

would you say :you made special effort to individually help

students resolve their problems? The rosoonse reveals

that 100 per cent of the teachers in ooth groups try to

help students individually resolve their problems. Fifty
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per cent of the nonreimbursable people do so "frequently,"

and 33 per cent of the reimbursable people do so "frequent-

ly."

With this lnroe number of business education teachers

attempting to "frequently" help students, the value of

their efforts to the overall school and guidance proc;rams

is undoubtedly inestimable. If they were able to make

some sort of plans for a formal interview, the majority of

the students probably would be receiving the personal at-

tention they need.

The Main Difficulties business Teachers Have or Encounter

in Usinfr, Guidance Information.

Oftentimes guidance information of the nature in which

the business teachers is particularly interested is diffi-

cult to obtain or is located in the dninistrative offices

and is inconvenient or difficult to acquire when needed.

,^s most of the business teachers must utilize

information quickly -,nd efficiently in the little spare

time they can find, this information should be clarified

and made as easy as possible for theta to interpret; also,

it should be made easily accessible to the teachers. Even

tnou;h many keep certain ,luilf,nce records in their own

files, the bulk of the important and confidential data is

located in the school's central guidance files.
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The latter of availabilit7 of data cannot be over-

looked by the guidance st, ff. It seems only wise to al-

range the files and locate the rooms in such a manner that

the teachers could obtain the 'nfor,,...tion which they are

seeking a matter of ninut,,s. Teachers sqotld be

oriented in the use of t-e files and their :leaning, and

t,eir suggestions should be received .s to the placement

of the records.

Teachers have difficulties in usis- guidance informa-

tion for a number of reasons. Tables XXI and XXI-A show

the difficulties listed by the teachers. The comments

have been classified and placed in order of frequency in

which the problems exist.

The outstanding difficulty listed by both groups of

teachers is that of lack of time. This difficulty also

includes the factors which ,re closely associated with the

element of tine, such as unavailability of students and/or

student records. Many students ride busses which leave

shortly after the 1,st class is over. One hundred nd

eleven teachers in t e nonreimbursable -roup and twenty in

the reimoursade group commented tn t this is their most

prevalent difficulty.

Man other teachers wrote of their difficulties. It

can be seen th t the next four outstandin; orobles which
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TO US XXI

DIFFICULTIES fliCOUNTERED BY 1.,ION1:EIT,DURSABLE TEACHERS

IN UTILIZING- GUIDANC

afficulties
Number of
Responses ?ank

Lack o2 time and unava:labL ty o2 student.. . .... 111 1
Information is insufficient and incomplete 67 2

Information not readily available - inaccessible Itl 3
Information difficult to secure and keep up to

date 29
Lack of training in using guidance information, 26 5
Information is not apaicable, or is too flexible

and unreliable 23 6
Lac,: of organized pro,-;ram atd lack of well-

organized placement and follow-up ;pro ram 19 7
'teachers have conflicting view)oints and lack

cooperation 11 3

Counselors do not recognize classroom problems 9
Insufficient personnel and lack of help from

counselors due to their h avy loads > 10
Lac': of interest and cooperation on part of

students 6 11

Total 349

TABLE na
MFFICUETIES 3NCOUNTERED BY ..ZEIaSAT3 EACERS

r UTILIZIN:1 ClUIDANCE II:F0:111ATION

Difficulties
Number of
responses Rank

Time factors 20 1
InfornatLon not readily available 13 2
Information is incomplete or insufficient 10 3
Difficulty in interpreting and applying

tiformatIon 10
Information is not up to date and/or records

lac': continuity 8 S
Lack of interest on part of students 6

Total 63
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teachers h ve in using guidance informetion deal with the

guidance records and materials. The second and third

points classified fro the comments for both groups of

teachers are information is insufficient or incomlolete and

information is not readil available or it is inaccessible.

Tee following comments are relevant to the difficul-

ties teachers encounter in using guidance information.

Selected Comments by Nonreimbursenle Teachers as to
Difficulties Encountered in fie ng Guidance Informetion

"Students just coeing in have no guidance
records with them and by the time they are received,
if at all, the crisis is passed. However, our
counselors are very cooperative and their records
and assistance are available to teachers at all
times."

"It frequently proves of no value. Have
found aptitude tests to work out contrary to the
pursuit of students. Hare found intelligence
score can be a handicap if eelied won. Have
found teachers enthusiasm, ,g,enuine interest,
excellence of teaching excel guidance informa-
tion and helps."

"The inaccessibility of guidance informa-
tion at the moment it is needed. The fact that
students are often not treated as individuals,
but are considered as cards, or grade stetistics,
or parts of a normal curve, etc."'

"I have difficulty obtaining information
from our counselors. They in erview students
where the records are kept, so I must lock at
records when I do not interrupt counselling.
However, I can 7,et this inform tion from coun-
selors if I am persistent."

"Guidance information consists many times
only in test scores. -.Because many of the stu-
dents have language handicaps, the test score
apparently does not reveal the correct IQ or
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ability because the tests are entirely verbal."

"I question the accuracy or dependability of
most of the tests given. Not because the tests
sre poor, but because they are not administered
nor graded under the best or even good conditions."

"Obtaining the money necessary to purchase
good guidance information and pamphlets. Problem
of fitting guidance informtion to opportunities
open within the community."

"Relying on the opinion of other instructors'
remarks."

"It is too hard to assemble or loc_te."

"Many times the students' different t(:achers
have conflicting viewpoints in regard to the stu-
dents problem. Many times I never know that a
student is entertaining a problem and not because
I am indifferent about my students either."

"Mobility of guidance records is not too
good. It tares too long to get necessary informa-
tion from counselors."

"So often the information given me does not
fit the student as I see it after having him in
class. So often I get students they rate as poor
and I find them to be a good student for me. You
must know the student better to be able to judge
him."

"All the guidance inform:tient except the
little I have in my own records, is in the main
business office and is not to be removed from
there. The material itself is cumbersome and I
must leaf through so much in order to get a little
information. With so many in classes as well as
advisory, there is a tendency to only refer to
folders of the very poorest or best students.
Poor averaze!"

"Lack of cooperation from the guidance de-
partment. Administration riving little considera-
tion to students' needs. Courses and require-
ments determined (without departmental consulta-
tion) by VIP's who know little about business
education standards, trends, or objectives."
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"Lack of aptitude tests for shorthand and
typing. There seems to be little correlation
between these skills and other skills. lso,
in relation to the question above, I feel th*It
interest inventories are inadequate."

"Not enough background in psychology and
guidance activities - at present I feel guidance
is best accomplished for my purposes if it is
incidental - I go through students' folders,
interpret the tests tae best I can and then begin
digging about the student - how he feels, likes,
etc.; then I have a basis to talk and lead up to
some questions to which I feel I need the an-
swers - they open up freely and like tc, discuss
themselves."

"Students must be educated so thbt they may
get the most out of guidance services. Guidance
in our school is just beginning to mean something
to the students."

"The informntion i.s not easily accessible,
nor is it kept up to date nor complete., The
guidance counselor never consults the business
teacher concerning advisement."

"I feel very strongly thnt the business
teacher should do the guidance if a student
picks the commercial curriculum or at least have
a helping hand in guiding the student."

"I often take time in class tc work and talk
with individuals: sometimes taking a small group
that has a common problem. The teachers are not
furnished complete information on students' back-
ground or previous problems. 7o attempt is made
by the school to coordinate services of counseling."

"I need a course in guidance. I do not feel
that I'm well enough prepared for this type of
thing."

"Failure of some members of faculty to supply
the informntion they ,re- requested tn insert in
card file. This leaves many gaps in the progress
of some students."
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"Intelligence tests given are usually group
tests and seem subject to variation. Information
pertaining to relations with other teachers more
often indicative of personality conflicts r ther
than a particular student deficiency."

"Perhaps the availability of records for use
and evaluation. Records are not easily available;
i.e., Principal's office, superintendent's office,
:hysical Pducation Department, etc..There are so
many students that time is not available to -et
and use information as would be necessary in a
good guidance procedure. Can help only a small
number of those who need guidance aelp."

"Lack of time. Lust do all interviewing
during supervised study tirle. Full schedule with
no period without a class all day long and with
only 0 minute noon period. Rural high school
means busses bring students late and take them
home early unless I arrange otherwise with their
parents."

"Do not feel that I have the background to
interpret the tests correctly."

"The guidance information I have to use is
often what I have collected myself and probably
he greatest difficulty in getting results is -et-
tin: the full cooperation of the child and getting
them to use or follow my advice to its best ad-
vintage. Sometimes getting the other teachers to
cooperate presents a problem."

"I don't have enough inform-tion, and need
training and experience in using it if I had it."

"The time and inconvenience involved in
checking individual files, talking to the guid-
ance director and then making a proper appraisal
of the items revealed in the individual folders."

it."

"Guidance files are two blocks from my room."

"Having it where you want it when you want

"Information must be used in office--thus
much detailed information is passed over even
though important."
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"Have tendency to catalogue student before
I know his capabilities and standards in the
classroom."

Selected Comments by Reimbursasle Teachers as to
Difficulties Encountered in Using Guidance Informntion

"The information pertains more to college
preparatory students than students who won't go
to college."

"Interpretation of available Information
to the extent that it becomes a logical basis
to use for making sound recommendations to stu-
dents in a manner in which they can easily com-
prehend yet do not become discouraged, dissatis-
fied and resentful toward me."

"Most guidance information has been very good
and helpful. Most inform tion has been made for
classes of people and much of it will not fit the
needs of the individual."

"FindinEl; students w-tose aim in life coin-
cides with their best abilities, or convincing
them that their talents are in lines they think
they wouldn't like."

"It is only educational in nature. It isn't
the personal information I would like about stu-
dents wo are going to be employed part-time and
represent the school, the business department and
the co-on pro ram."

"Obsolescence of much material makes it
quite ueless."

"Guidance information is often too old to
be pertinent. Makes a bad impression on students
when too old and out dated. Getting good new
fresh informntion on occupations, etc."

"Getting it organized for easy reference.
Getting information on courses to take in nigh
school important to certain types of jobs, tht
is, high school courses for someone who wants
to be a forester, etc."

"Statistics are too general."
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"How much to count on then t tell a true
story of what the youngster can do, how no can get
along on an actual job situation."

"Too many ideas are not workable in individu-
al cases. Some tests are not valid (interest tests
etc.)"

"Subject matter too broad to accurately deter-
mine field for student. Students too young to
know or understand their wants in life."

"Not always as complete a picture as desired.
Instructors ratings--comments--differ at times in
contrasting ways."

Is There a Full Time Guidance Person and an Organized

Guidance Program in Your School?

There are a number of factors affecting the niidance

activities of the business teachers. Section twelve of the

questionnaire asks several questions which can be or are

;actors affecting the extent to which teachers partici-

pate in the guidance functions.

High schools having an organized gaidance brogram, as

well as a full time guidance person, will probably have

extended services for the teachers, such as in-service

training in guidance. Too, teachers working under an

organized guidance program should be able to acquire more

guidance materials and information as a result of the

schools having a guidance department.

Tables XXII and XXII-A show the extent the two groups

of teachers are employed in schools where a full time



TABLE XXII

NONaEIMBUASABLE TEACRAS' aESPONSES TO QUESTONS: "iS THERE A
FULL TIME GUIDANCE pasoli .tYPLOTED Ir. YOUR SCHOOL?" AND
"IS THEE AN ORGANIZED GUIDANCE PlOORAM IN YOUR SCHOOL?"
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:',uestions

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown
Non D.E. of 618 Yes No
lesponses Teachers 7(7777 r,10.

1. Is there a full time
guidance person em-
ployed in your school? 617 100 3L1 55 276 45

2. Is there an organized
guidance program in
your school? 589 95 451 77 138 23

TABLE XXII-A

aa1t3USABLE TEACHOSI XESPONSES TO QUESTIONS: "IS THERE A FULL
Tin- GUIDANC PENSON L,PLOYLD IN YOUR SCHOOL?" AND

"IS THERE AN OaGANIZED GuIDOCE IJAWRA IN you ECfIOOL?"

Questions

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown

D.E. of 163 Yes No
Responses Teachers n707--7 No.

1. Is there a full time
guidance person e7i-
?l0yed in your school? 159 98 95 60 64 40

2. Is there an organized
guidance ..2rorall in
your school? 158 97 126 32 20



guidance person is employed and whether or not they ere

employed in schools having an organized guidance program.

In answer to the first question, 55 per cent of the

nonreimbursable teachers and 6O per cent of the reimburs-

able te_chers stated that there was a full time guidance

person employed in their schools. It can ee noted by the

responses to the second question that 77 per cent of the

nonreimbursable teachers and 80 per cent of the reimburs-

able teachers checked that there was an organized guidance

program in their schools.

The percentages show that slightly more than half of

the schools in which the teachers of both groups are em-

ployed have a full-time guidance person. On the other

hand, slightly more than 75 per cent of the teachers in

both groups are teaching in schools having an organized

guidance program.

How Many Years of Experience Have You Had as a Business

Education Teacher?

The number of ye rs experience a teacher has had may

have some effect on the number of guidance activities in

which he participates. The teachers who have had more

years in the field oftentimes have had more experiences

in the guidance functions and perchance have become more
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familiar with guidance materials. Too, the teachers with

more years of experience may have been rallod upon for

guidance by more students and, as a result, may have

learned th t there are certain areas of guidance in which

they can perform more capably than others.

Tables XXIII and XXIII-A show the number of responses

to this question and show the mean number of yers of ex-

perience for both groups.

Ninety-seven per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers

responded to this question. The mean number of years ex-

perience for the 599 nr-,nreimbursable teachers is twelve

years. The average was taken for the 159 reimbursable

teachers. The mean number of years for this group is 6.6.

It can be readily sen that the nonreimbursable busi-

ness teachers, as a group, have had many more years of

teaching experience than the reimbursable teachers have.

Have You Had One or More Courses in the Field of Guidance?

A factor which may have a great deal of influence on

whether a teacher performs many of the guidance activities

is whether or not he has had courses in the field of guid-

ance. One who has taken work in this field may take the

initiative in giving more help to students tilan will some-

one who does not have a familiarity with guidance principle
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TAT3L-LT; XXIII

1:...,ZPONSI..5 TO QUESTION:

"HOW 7..'LAHY YS )CP I1NC HAVE YOU HAD AS A I3USINZSS
DUCAT:TON TEACHaa?"

Question

Number of
Non D.E.
qesponses

::ean '.:.Tumber Years

Per Cent L;:,..z..::erience of Non

of 61t ; 7.1.L.;,, Teachers

!ow many years experience
have you had as a business
educaton teacher? 599 97 12

TAME XXIII-A

1172,17,7.-.;U7:SABT,E; T:3ACHERSI lESP017,5E-S TO !.:;,1112,3T :ION:

"1:0T 7.211..:17 Y:.:;A:713 2 U TIA.T...) AS A T2;USTTESS

EDUCAT:ON TEACHil;R?"

%-kuestion

Number of
D,E.

les)onses

7iean Number Years
Per Cent ...7,c-oerlence of 7%7.

of 163 Teachers

How many years experience
have you had as a business
education teacher? 159 6.6
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Some teachers have not had course work in the field of

guidance, but have become interested in it, and have red

a great deal about it on their own time. These people

certainly will recognize their resonsibilities to the

guidance function.

Tables XXIV and XXIV-A show the extent the teachers

in each group have had guidance courses. Of the number

of nonreimbursable people responding to this question, 66

per cent stated that they had one or more courses in the

guidance field. A larger percentage of the reimbursable

teachers, however, h9ve taken guidance courses. Of this

group, 31 per cent stated that they have had one or more

guidance courses.

Table XXIV-A indicates that a much greater percent-

age of the reimbursable teachers have taken work related

directly to the field of guidance in their academic train-

ing than have the nonreimbursable teachers. It is interest-

ing to note, though, that two-thirds of the nonreimburs-

able teachers hve taken guidance courses, which seems to

indicate that these people realize the importance of offer-

ing guidance services to students in the business curricu-

lum in the secondary schools. Certainly, this indicates

that guidance work is not being taken lightly by many

business teachers.
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TABLE XXIV

NONEINBURSABLE TACHERS' lESPONSES TO QUESTION:
"HAVE YOU HAD ONE OR ADE COURSES TN THE FIELD O: ClUIDANCE?"

Question

Number of Per Cent Per Cent of 3reakdown
Non D.E, of 61L les 0

Responses Teachers No E,

Have you had one or
more courses in the
field of ;11idance? 533 86 353 66 180 34

TABLE XXIV-A

HEIMS7J.,:SALE TEACHERS' ::tESPOISES TO ',..XESTION:

"HAVE YOU HAD ONE Oi HO LZE COU23ES IN TUE FIELD OF GUIDANCE?"

Question

Number of
D.E.

Responses

Per Cent Per Cent of l?reakdovn
of 163 Yes No

Teachers No.

Have you had one or
more courses in the
field of guidance? 144 35 116 31 28 19
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Business Teachers Have Taken May Guidance Courses.

The teachers who have had guidance training listed

approximately 40 different courses in response to the re-

quest in this section. A few of the teachers did not pro-

vide the course title as requested, but rather put the

word "many" in the blank provided.

r_rbles XXV and XXV-A reveal the guidance courses

most often mentioned as the lles having been studied by

the nonreimbursable and the reimbursable teachers. The

courses--listed in rank order--show Principles of Guidance

as the course most commonly studied by the nonreimbursable

teachers. The reimbursable teachers listed Vocational

Guidance first and Principles of Guidance second. Counsel -

in;, -, and Guidance is second for the nonreimbursable teachers

and third for the reimbursable group. Tests and Measure-

ments is listed fourth by both groups.

Psychology was listed as fifth by both groups of

teachers, although they did not state the specific course

title. Other psychology courses follow in sixth, seventh,

and eighth places for the nonreimbursable teachers, while

D.E. Courses in Guidance, Child Psychology, and Organization

and Administration of Guidance are courses frequently noted

by the reimbursable teachers. A few of the nonreimbursable

teachers listed courses other than those shown in the table.
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TABLE XXV

GUIDANCE COUASES TAX N BY NONREINBURSABLE TEACHERS

7_ost ',Tfequent Guidance Courses Taken
by N.onreimbursable Teachers

Number of
Teachers Aar*

Principles of Guidance .... 109 1
Counseling aid Guidance 94 2

7ocational Guidance 92 3
Tests and :easurements 39 4
Psychology 38 5
Personality (7sycholoy 21 6
Adolescent tsycliolo:y 15 7

Personnel Procedures and Organization 14 8

Personnel Practices 14 9

Child Psychology and Develo-)ment 12 10
ental Hygiene r, 11

Guidance in 'Iusiness Education 8 12

TABLE XXV -A

GUIDANCE COUHSES TA= BY Iti4z.K3u: E TEACHERS

lost Frequent Guidance Courses Taken
by Reimbursable Teachers

Number of
Teachers ;dank

Vocational Guidance
Principles of Guidance
Counseling

Psycholoy and Guidance
Tests and :!eLsurefients

',.,. Courses in 'Guidance
Child _sycl-oloy
Organization and Ad .nisuraton of Guidance
Psycnoloy of Personnel .lana:e lent ..

Vocational Education

30
25

18

16

15
6
6

5
,

,t

4

1

2

3

4
r,5
(0

7

u

9

10
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Some of these courses ire Counseling for Dean of Women,

High School Guidance Problems, Character Education, Guid-

ance in Extra-curricular Activities, and Fa.Aly Life.

ere These Guidance Courses Taken before or fter You

Started Teaching?

Tables XXVI and XXVI-A show the response to this

question. Twenty-eight per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers stated that they took the guidance courses before

they started teaching and 72 per cent stated they took

them after they started teaching. On the other hand, 43

per cent of the reimbursable teachers noted they took the

guidance courses before they started teaching and 57 per

cent said they took them after they began their regular

teaching duties.

The tables tend to indicate that many of the nonreim-

bursable business teachers recognized the need for guid-

ance training and returned to school to study in this

field. Likewise, the reimbursable teachers who did not

take these courses before they started teaching returned

to do so. It is intersting to note tht the great major-

ity of business teachers have done some work in the guid-

ance field. This tends to indicate the importance placed

upon guidance services by business teachers in both groups.
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TABLE XXVI

NON;lariTitSADLE TEACILP s °USES T9 QUESTION:
":,E1 L THESE GuIDAnch. couasEs TAKEN 'EFORL 01 AFTER

YOU STARTD TEACHIN?"

Alestion

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown
Non D.E. of 613 7grui-----TrEuF.---
3.esponses Teachers :To.

ere guidance courses
taken before or after
you started teaching? 104/4 72 123 23 321 72

TABLE XXVT-A

iiMEXMABLE T:EhCHERS1 'RESPC)%SES TO ;:UESTION:
fl rTtaE THESE MIDACE COURSES TAEN 7E2OTE OR APTER

YOU 3TATIED TEACHINr,i?"

Cxestion

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown

D.E. of 163 Before After
'.esponses Teachers TR-7 No.

Were Guidance courses
taen before or after
you started teaching? 160 93 63 43 92 57
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Did You Receive Lny Training in Guidance from Your Business

Education Department Courses When in Undergraduate Training

to Become a Business Teacher?

Table 7aXVII and Table XXVII-A show the extent business

teachers resaonded to this question. Thirty-one per cent

of the nonreimbursable teachers said they received some

training in guidance in their business education course

work while in undergraduate school. The reimbursable

teachers' answers indicated that they did not receive much

more training in their undergraduate business education

courses than the other group. Thirty-seven per cent of the

reimbursable teachers stated that guidance was emahasized

to some extent.,

The tables are indicative of tie lack of guidance be-

ing stressed in the undergr duate course work for the busi-

ness teacher. This would seem that many teacher educa-

tional institutions are overlooking this important phase

of education.

Can You State briefly What This Training Was and the Extent

of It?

Very few teachers responded to this question as can be

seen in Tables XXVIII and XXVIII-A. The low response is

due in part, no doubt, to the small number of teachers who
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TABLE XXVII

NONIUMBURSABLE TEACHERS' JESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DID YOU RECEIVE
TRAINING IN GUIDANCE IN UNDERGRADUATE

BUSINESS EDUCTION COURSES?"

Question

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown
Non D.E. of 618 Yes No
Tiesoonses Teachers 737-77 No,

Did you receive any
training in guidance
from your business
education department
lien In undergraduate
training? 170 31 379 69

TABLE XXVII-A

R.EL:BUILABL',G TLACHERS1 1_,SPON33 TO -611E0TION: "DID YOU 1_,C,IVE
TLAYNTT IN GUIDANCE IN 1 NDEZGLADUATE

'US'N SS EDUCATION COUZSES?"

Question

Per Cent of
Number of Per Cent Breakdown

D.E. of 163 Yes No
Responses Teachers No. .;t, No.

Did you receive any
training in guidance
from your business
education department
when in undergraduate
training? 145 89 53 37 92 63
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TABLE XXVIII

NON,LIT'U/SALLL, TEACH,,RSI 1ESPONS-S TO 0,011:
'tCAN YOU STAT-1 F. ,FLY TAT THIS TV,-NTY: AS PT Ti, JT-NT OF IT?"

..xtent of Training

Number of
Responses dank

Incidental or woven into other courses,
ethods courses

53
19

1

2

Supervised teaching 3 3
Vocational and personnel zuidance 1

Distributive education COUL'Se 1

Total

TABLE XXVIII -A

ZITMUSA7L rACHASI 1SAIIESS TO CMSTION:
"C_U YOU STAT .I211ETTZ " T MIS TaArITNG WAS V.fl THE, ff.J3NT OF IT"

1.xtent Training
Number of
lesponses Rank

Incidental 18
:et'_-,ods courses

Supervised teaching
coordinator course for distributive education....

13
1
2

3

Total 42
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stated they had received no training in guidance from

their business education courses while taking their under-

raduate work.

The tables indicate, however, the thinking of the

teachers who did report that a certain amount of guidance

training was emphasized in their business education

courses. Fifty-eight of the nonreimbursable teachers and

27 of the reimbursable people mentioned the extent of this

training as "incidental." Nineteen of the nonA5imbursable

people specifically noted that they had received some

guidance training in t'tleir "methods courses," while only

four of the reimbursable aeople specifically noted the

"methods courses" as being the source of their guidance

instruction. Only three of the nenreimbursable people

and eight of the reimbursable teachers noted "supervised

teaching," which indicates that teacher educational insti-

tutions practically are overlooking this area as a means

of providing guidance instruction to the student teachers.

The tables indicate that the small amount of guidance

training received by the ',Dusiness teachers from t e busi-

ness education department courses while studying to become

teachers was considered to be "incidental" by the vast

majority of the people in both P:roups.
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Training, and Experience of the Most Active Nonreimbursable

and Reimbursable Business Teachers.

The questionnaire contains a total of eighty-three

"frequently" blanks. A number of teachers in both groups

checked "frequently" fifty or more times. It is interest-

ing to note the similarities of the "most active" business

teachers in each group, who on the basis of their "fre-

quently" checks, seem to be doing more over-all work in

guidance than are the other business teachers included in

this study.

Thirty-four nonreimbursable teachers and 36 reimburs-

able teachers checked "frequently" fifty or more times.

In comparing these teachers by groups, three factors are

taken into consideration: (1) Whether or not there is an

organized guidance program in their school; (2) The mean

number of years experience of these teachers; and (3)

Whether or not they have had one or more courses in guid-

ance.

Regarding point number one, is there an oranized

Z11111E222E2LITEIE=A91221?, 23 of the 34, or 82 per

cent of the nonreimbursable teachers, stated "yes," while

36 per cent or 31 of the 36 reimbursable teachers gave

the sal-de answer to this question.

The mean number of years experience for these 34

teachers of the nonreimbursable group is seventeen and
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one-half, while the mean number of years experience for

tie 36 teachers of the reimbursable group is nine.

In regard to the third point, have you had one or more

courses in the field of .,guidance, 27 or approximately 30

per cent of the 34 nonreimbursable teachers stated that

they had one or more guidance courses, while 94 per cent

or 3)4_ of the 36 teachers in the reimbursable group checked

that they had one or more courses in guidance.

Slightly more of the 'most active" reimbursable teach-

ers are in schools having guidance programs than are the

"most active" teachers in the nonreimbursable group. How-

ever, when the "less active" teachers are compared to the

"most active" teachers, more of the latter group are found

in schools having guidance programs.

It is interesting to note that the mean number of

years experience f r the "most active" teachers is consi-

derably higher than the mean number of years for the re-

mainder of teachers. The "most active" nonreimbursable

teachers in guidance have a mean number of years experience

of seventeen and one-half as compared to nine for the

"most active" reimbursable people. The mean number of

years for the "most active" groups is considerably higher

than the mean for the remainder of the business teachers

in both groups.

It is also interesting to note that a greater
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percentage of the "most active" reimbursble teachers had

more formal guidance training than did the "most active"

nonreimbursable Aachers--ninety-four per cent compared to

80 per cent respectively. In comparing the "most active"

teachers of both groups with the remainder of the teachers,

the training of the former has been noticeably greeter.

It is definitely indicative that the "most active"

teachers in both groups are ones who are teaching in

schools living guidance programs and who have had more

teaching experience than the average teacher included in

this study. Also, the most active teachers in guidance

seem definitely to be those who have had training in guid-

ance. A further point that bears this out is that all but

three of the "most active" teachers stated that they had

two or more courses, while the majority in each Troup

stated that they had three or more courses in guidance.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY A7D RECOMMEMATIONS

This study has been made in an effort to ascertain

the present guidance activities of the business eduction

teachers 1.--i the secondary schools west of the Mississippi

River and to compare the guidance activities of the nonre-

imbursable business teachers with the reimbursable (distri-

butive education) group of business teachers. Because

guidance services as a program in the secondary schools is

a relatively new movement in many of the schools, it was

thought desirable to initiate a survey among the business

teachers.

It is hoped that the study may be of value in the

following ways: (1) to furnish information to business

education teachers that may be utilized in the selection

of guidance courses; (2) to college business teachers in

p-ebaring guidance materials which will most likely bene-

fit prospective business teachers; (3) to aid school ad-

ministr tors and voc,tional education directors in further

understanding the business teachers, problems in guidance;

(4) to aid guidance directors in better utilizing business

teachers in the school guidance pro7ram; and (5) to aid

business teachers in determining and evaluating their own

activities in guidance and their relationship to the
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guidance program.

Guidance activities in varying forms seem to be per-

manently assured within the schools. Business teachers

have acclaimed guidance to be most worth while and are con-

cerned aaout their own deficiencies in dealing with guid-

ance problems; also, they are concerned about the provi-

sion of an adequate guidance oranization in their schools.

The vast majority of the business teachers are con-

scientiously attempting to help students individually re-

solve their problems. This is noted from the responses to

the 2248 questionaires mailed, from which responses were

received from 334 and represented a return of 37 per cent.

The nonreimbursable and reimbursable responses represented

returns of 35 per cent and 43 per cent respectively.

There are 781 usable returns included in this study.

The vast majority of the teachers in both groups are

utilizing guidance information about the student as it is

found in the cumulative folder. The nonreimbursable teach-

ers do not utilize the information as much or as "fre-

quently" as the reimbursable teachers do, but approximately

75 per cent of the teachers in both groups utilize all the

points to some extent. The items receiving the most em-,

phasis are home background data, health status, statement

of unusual abilities, class achievement ratings, work ex-

perience outside school, data concerning occupational
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fields discussed, data concerning educational plans, and

statements of vocational plans. However, so many of the

teachers stressed each item in this category to such an

extent that it can be concluded that no point is, or

should be, taken lir-htly. Also, that guidance training is

essential to the reimbursable group, as well as the nonre-

imburs:ble group.

In regard to the teachers keeping guidance information

in their own files, it is noted th t a much greater per-

centage of the reimbursable teachers maintain this infor-

mation than do the nonreimbursable croup. Approximately

0 per cent of the teachers in both groups keep informa-

tion in their own files rega..'dliv, class achievement rat-

ings, work experience outside school, data concerning

occupational fields discussed, data concerning educational

plans, and statements of vocational plans. It can be con-

cluded that the reimbursable teachers have a much greater

felt need for. guidance information in their own files.

The fact that a great number of the teachers in both

groups stress the future plans area or vocational area of

the students, is indicative of the great need for informa-

tion of this type being made available tc the teachers for

their own files.

T e extent business teachers gather information and
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pass it on to the guidance department is quite astounding.

Not an item listed is wholly neglected by either group.

The reimbursable teachers gather more information and pass

it on than do the ncnreimbursable teachers. Approximately

50 per cent or more of the teachers in each group gather

information about the students concerning home background

data, health status, unusual abilities, class achievement

ratins, work experience outside school, and data con-

cerning eductional and vocational plans. The future

plans area of the students is again an area in which many

of the business teachers gather information for the guid-

ance department.

The area regarding the utilization of test results

brings out that business teachers have a high regard for

tests as tools of guidance. The reimbursable teachers

use test results more "frequently" than do the nonreiMburs-

able teachers--especially interest inventory and adjust-

ment inventory results. Approximately 90 per cent of both

groups utilize intelligence test results. A sufficient

number of the reimbursable group utilize special tests,

such as "sales aptitude," to such an extent that it can

be concluded that special tests of this type are vitally

important to this group. Over 50 per cent of the teachers

in both groups utilize the results of standardized tests

in guiding students.
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ApproxiwAely one-third of the nonreimbursable teach-

ers maintain test results in their own files, whereas, ap-

proximately 50 per cent of the reimbursable teachers do

so, with the exception of the state civil service and

clerical aptitude tests.

In regard to gathering test information and passing

it on to the guidance department, approximately one-fourth

of the nonreimbursable teachers do so, while approximately

one-third of the reimbursable teachers do so, with the ex-

ception of the state civil service test. The interest

inventory results are gathered and passed on by 37 per cent

of the reimbursable group. This phase is indicative that,

on the whole, business teachers are not called upon to any

great extent to give tests and pass them on to the guidance

department.

The extent business teachers recognize the need for

referring students to the proper place for aid is great.

Though business teachers do not "frequently" refer pupils

to various persons or agencies, approximately 35 per cent

or more do refer students to their counselors and to other

teachers. They are practically unanimous in stating that

they recognize individual differences and provide informa-

tion and services in their own classes on an individual

difference basis. The teachers do not refer pupils to

socail agencies or local community agencies to any
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appreciable extent. No doubt this is handled by the guid-

ance counselor, or the administration, after the teacher

has referred the nupils to them. On the basis of so many

teachers recognizing individual differences and referring

students to other teachers for help, it appears essential

that business teachers receive some training in this phase

of guidance.

Many of the teachers in the nonreimbursable group do

not visit the parents in the home, whereas 83 per cent of

the reimbursable people do. This difference is due to the

fact that the distributive education proaram requires the

signature of the parents before placing the student on a

part-time job. The reimbursable teachers tend to have a

closer relationship with the parents than do the nonreim-

bursable group, which is undoubtedly due to the part-time

work program. Approximately 90 per cent of the teachers

in each group interview parents ta some extent in regards

to failing or exceptional children. Other contacts which

the teachers have with the parents that are significnt

are parent interviews concerning educational, vocational,

aad social plaaa of the students, and pupil behavior.

Approximately 60 per cent of the teachers stated the

p_rents visit their classes a "little" or "occasionally."

Business teachers, for the most part, are cognizant of

the need for proper relationships with parents and seem to
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be utilizing some means of contacting them. Many of the

teachers in the nonreimbursable group stated that their

most successful practices in keeping up home-school rela-

tionships are parents' night, open house, PTA or other

school meetin::s. The reimbursable people noted that their

most successful practices were home visits or parents'

night. Talking to parents by telephone is a successful

practice mentioned by teachers in both groups.

Business teachers are very active in presenting occu-

pational information to the students. Though a greater

percentage of the reimbursable teachers present this type

of information than do the nonreimbursable teachers, the

vast majority of both groups utilize several means to a

great extent. Ninety-four per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers and 93 per cent of the reimbursable teachers uti-

lize occupational briefs, pamphlets, and monographs, and

present information on opportunities for voctional train-

ing. Other means utilized a great deal by both groups are

occupational books, film strips and motion pictures of

occupations, guest speakers, instruction on sources of

occupational information, and aid the pupil in rating his

personality from the viewpoint of the employer. The

sociogram is not used a great deal, as only about 25 per

cent of the teachers in each group use it to some extent.
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It can be sen that the teachers in both groups put great

emphasis on properly briefing students on occupational

information.

The section on educational information was regarded

highly by practically all the business teachers in both

groups. Approximately 90 per cent or more of the teachers

provided information to pupils in regard to curricular

offerings in school, extra-curricular offerings, scholar-

ships, and entrance requirements to colleges and other

schools. One point, however, stands out in favor of the

reimbursable group. It is, providing information to stu-

ents about completing school requirements while working.

Seventy-six per cent of the reimbursable teachers "fre-

quently" provide information regarding this phase as com-

pared to 31 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers.

Ninety-nine per cent and 33 per cent respectively of each

group inform students on this point to some extent.

Placement technilues are important to the student's

understanding prior to seeking a position. Proper train-

ing in this area is evidenced by the emphasis placed upon

it by the business teachers. Approximately 90 per cent

or more of the teachers of the nonreimbursable group and

95 per cent or more of the teachers in the reimbursable

group stress how to answer want-ads, how to write letters
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of appliction, how to fill out application blanks, how to

state qualifications for employment, how to maintain prop-

er employee-employer relationships, and how to conduct

oneself during an interview. One hundred per cent of the

reimbursable group also stress how to secure a social

security number, compared to 33 per cent of the nonreim-

bursable group. No area was taken lightly by either group.

Many of the business teachers do not actively engage

in making or assisting in follow-up studies. However, one

area of follow-up work which is relatively imporant for

the reimbursable group is that of making regular follow-

up studies of business graduates. Eighty-five per cent

stated that they make regular follow-up studies of busi-

ness graduates; also 41 per cent of this group said that

they did so "frequently." The areas that do receive much

emphasis in regard to the placement and follow-up section

are contacting potential employers and providing place-

ment in part-time jobs outside of school. Ninety-four per

cent of the reimbursable teachers perform these duties

"frequently" and approximately 30 per cent of the nonreim-

bursable teachers do so to some extent. The majority of

the teachers assist in placing business graduates, but

many neglect the business drop-outs. Eighty-five per cent

or more of the teachers in each group stated that they
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counsel former pupils.

Business teachers discuss certain problem areas in

their student interviews to a groat extent. Current class

work and course planning and future educational and voca-

tional plans seem to be the areas in which the majority of

the students have problems. Over 50 per cent of the non-

reimbursable teachers and over 75 per cent of the reim-

bursable people state tht their interviews with students

"frequently" involve these two points. The other phases

are also highly regarded in teacher interviews as 83 per

cent or more of the nonreimbursable teachers and 94 per

cent or more of the reimbursable teachers stated that

their interviews with students included such points as

social and emotional adjustment, home life, personal prob-

lems, and understanding of individual ratin7s.

The teachers in both groups noted the most common

problems of the pupils in their departments to be those

centering around current class work and future plans.

Future vocational and educational plans was stated in the

teachers' comments as tie most common problem of the stu-

dents. A number of the reimbursable teachers particularly

noted th:it employer-employee relations was also a common

problem. It can be concluded tht the majority of stu-

dents have problems pertinent to their present and future
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welfare, as the great majority of teachers are cognizant

of them and are attempting to help the students solve them

by interviews.

Over 50 per cent of the nonreimbursable teachers p.ide

comments regarding their greatest responsibility in inter-

viewing pupils. It is noted after classifying their com-

ments that this group feel that their greatest reseonsi-

bility is to gain the confidence of the pupils so they will

relate their problems. number of other teachers stated

their responsibility was to develop in the student proper

attitudes and a sense of responsibility. Not many of the

reimbursable teachers made comments regarding this point,

but the most common responsibility noted by this group was

to t the student to "see himself" and make chan7es. The

comments indicate the need for students and teachers to be

able to work together with common understandings in order

that the students will continue their work with confidence

and feel a sense of revonsibility. The comments are in-

dicative of the fact th t human relationships play a major

role in obtaining desired results from the interviews. It

appears evident that the teachers feel the need to inter-

pret students' problems.

Many comments were made by teachers in both groups re-

garding their greatest difficulty in interviewing pupils.
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In classifyin the comments, it is apparent that lack of

time is the main difficulty encountered. The nonreim-

bursable group particularly noted that this lack of time

was due to several factors, one of which was being over-

loaded with class teaching hours. It is important to

note, also, that the teachers stated that it was difficult

to arrange interview time due to the unavailability of

students. Some teachers, especially in the reimbursable

group, stated they lacked privacy. The teachers in both

groups commented, too, that they had difficulty establish-

ing rapport in the interview and that this difficulty was

partly due to the lack of guidance information. The non-

reimbursable teachers noted that they had difficulty in

the interviews in trying to help the students solve prob-

lems concerning the home.

A much E;reater number of the reimbursable teachers--

82 per cent-- require an interview of each pupil in their

classes as compi-ed to 18 per cent of the nonreimbursable

teachers. Seventy per cent of the reimbursable teachers

said that they had time provided in their schedules for

interviews, whereas, only 20 per cent of the nonreimburs-

able people answered "yes" to this question. Approximate-

ly 90 per cent of the teachers in both groups stated that

their interviews were informal and incidental. Business
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teachers unanimously are attempting to help students indi-

vidually resolve their problems. One hundred per cent of

the teachers in both groups answering this question stated

that they make this attempt "frequently" as compared to 50

per cent of the nonreimbursable people who checked "fre-

quently."

Teachers of both groups have similar difficulties in

using guidance information. The five main difficulties,

as classified from the comments for the nonreimbursable

.roup, in order of frequency, are: (1) lack of time, (2)

information is insufficient or incomplete, (3) information

is not readily available or accessible, (Lb) information is

difficult to secure and to keep up to date, and (5) lack of

training in using guidance information. The five main dif-

ficulties for the teachers in the reimbursable group in

order of frequency (1) lack of tine, (2) information

is not readily available, (3) information is incomplete

or insufficient, (L.) difficulty is in interpreting and

applying information, and (5) information is not up to

date. The nonreimbursable teachers made other comments

in which they stated difficulties in using guidance infor-

mation as due to lack of an organized guidance orogram,

and, lack of sufficient personnel and help from counselors

due to their heavy loads. The reimbursable teachers did
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not have difficulties regarding these two latter points.

More of the schools in which distributive education

programs are in effect have a full-time guidance person,

as well as or Anized guidance programs. However, the per-

centage differences are not great in that 77 per cent of

the nonreimbursable people, and 30 per cent of the reim-

bursable teachers indicated their schools employed a full-

time guidance person.

The majority of the ncnreimburseble teachers have

been teaching much longer than the majority of the reim-

bursable teachers. The men number of years experience

for the nonreimbursable group is twelve yeers, compared

to six and cne-half for the reimbursable group. On the

other hand, more reimbursable teachers have had one or

more courses in guidance than have the nonreimbursable

people. Eighty-one per cent said they did have such

courses, as compared to 66 per cent of the nonreimburs-

able teachers.

In retard to the guidance courses taken by busi-

ness education teachers, the main difference was that

Principles of Guidance was the course more often taken by

the nonreimbursable teachers, while Vocational Guidance

was the course more often noted by the reimbursable teach-

ers. Only a very few of the nonreimbursable teachers, and
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none of the reimbursable techers, stated that they had

taken a course in Guidance in Business Education.

The majority of teachers in both groups did not take

any guidance curses before they started teaching. Twenty-

eight per cent of the nonreimbursable people and )1.3 per

cent of the reimbursable teachers stated that they had

taken one or more guidance courses before they started

teaching.

In the majority of cases the business eduction de-

partments are not devoting much, if any time, to offering

guidance training to the student teachers. Sixty-nine per

cent of the nonreimbursable teachers and 63 per cent of

the reimbursable people stated that they did not receive

any training in guidance from their business education de-

partment courses while in undergraduate training. The few

teachers in each group who stated that they received some

guidance training, noted tht it was incidental. A few

mentioned their methods courses as a source of some guid-

ance training, and a very few in each group mentioned

supervised teaching.

There were 34 "most active" nonreimbursable teachers

and 36 "most active" reimbursable teachers who made 50 or

more "frequently" Checks out of a total of 33 in the ques-

tionnaire. Twenty-eight of the 34 nonreimbursable teach-

ers and 31 of the 36 reimbursable teachers noted that
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there is an organized program in their schools. These

"most active" teachers as a group have had more experience

than the other business teachers included in this study

(as a group), in that the mean number of years experience

for the 34 "most active" nonreimbursable teachers is

seventeen and one-half, and the mean for the 36 "Most

active" reimbursable teachers is nine. More of these

"most active" 1-eimburs le teachers have had guidance

courses than the "most active" nonreimbursable teachers--

94 per cent compared to 80 per cent. However, a much

greater percentage of these "most active" teachers in both

groups have had one or more guidance courses than have the

remainder of the business teachers included in this study.

It can be concluded that the most active teachers are

those working in schools having guidance programs; and,

at the same time, are those teachers who have had guidance

training, as well as many more years of experience than

the average business teacher included in this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Business education teachers should receive training in

the use and interpretation of the cumulative folder

information prior to, or during the beginning semester

of teaching.
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2. Business education teachers should have extensive vo-

cational materials in their own files, as well as

background Information and information about the future

plans of each business student.

3. Business education teachers should gather as much in-

formation as possible about the business students and

pass this information on to the guidance department

for use by all teachers--particularly in the areas of

class achievement ratings, home background data, and

the future plans of the student.

4. Business education teachers should be trained in the

administration of standardized tests and aid the guid-

ance counselors in performing this duty. All business

teachers should understand the value of the testing

program.

5. Business education teachers should receive guidance

instruction in their undergraduate training.

6. Business education teachers should attempt to visit

the parents whenever possible. They should consider

the use of the telephone when personal visits are not

practical.

7. Business education teachers should work with the guid-

ance department, librarian, and with one another in

maintaining up to date and sufficient occupational and
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educational rriterials for business students.

8. The guidance department should seek the cooperation

of business teachers in orienting all students, not

only business students, in proper placement tech-

niques.

9. Business education teachers should give placement

help and attempt to engage in a regular follow-up

study of business gradutes as a means of evaluating

the effectiveness and planning for the future of the

business curriculum.

10. Business education teachers should record the reasons

for former students seeking their counsel and evaluate

the conversation in the liht of present teaching and

placement methods.

11. Business education teachers should be properly trained

in the methods of counseling.

12. The guidance department should help business teachers

interpret student problems.

13. School administrators and guidance officials should

attempt to make it possible for business teachers to

have a private place for student interviews as well

as help make arrangements for the teacher and a stu-

dent to have free time to get tocrether.

14. Business education teachers should record on a simpli-

fied form certain significant facts evolving from
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their interviews with students, even though the inter-

views may be informal.

15. School administrators and guidance directors should

attempt to keep guidance information adequate, up to

date and readily available to business teachers.

16. In larger schools, the business department should

have one teacher who is trained in guidance.

17. An attempt should be made on the part of the guidance

department staff and business teachers to compile and

ar:a.nrre guidance informntion thA; is applicable to

the local community and surrounding area.

13. All business education teachers should be encouraged

by the guidance department to participate in the guid-

ance of business students and make suggestions for

improved guidance services.

19. Teacher education institutions for business teachers

should encourage business teachers to take workshops

or courses in the field of guidance.

20. Business education teachers on the college level

should consider developing guidance units and/or a

guidance handbook for teacher trainees to use in their

methods and supervised teaching courses.

21. In secondary schools, wherever possible, a more ex-

perienced business teacher with a guidance background

should be assigned the duty of orienting a new
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business teacher in guidance techniques and organiza-

tion found to be successfully operating within the

system.
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liaTENDIX B

OREGON bTATE COLLEGE

Corvallis, Oregon Department of
Secretarial Science

September 27, 1952

To Business Education Teachers

Dear

Guidance in the secondary schools plays a very impor-
tant part in our educational program. Using this fact as
a springboard, I wish to study the guidance activities
performed by the business teacher.

Business teachers, -enerally, are interested in this
vital phase of the school program. Guidance is often done
by a department or appointed person, but much of the value
and objectives of guidance (formal and informal) can best
be provided by teachers. This study is particularly con-
cerned with finding out what you, the business teacher,
are doing in the way of guidance activities.

The study is under the direction of Dr. Theo. Yerian,
Head of the Department of Business Education, Oregon State
College. The findings of this study should be of value
not only to you as a business teacher, but to teacher
training institutions as well.

You have been selected as one of the teachers to be
included in this study. Your cooperation will be greatly
appreciated. am you please return the questionnaire
soon--if possible before your Thanksgiving holidays.

Thank you very much for the time and effort expended
in this endeavor.

Yours sincerely,

Robert M. Woodward
Assistant Professor
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APPENDIX C

OREGON STIIT COLLEGE

Department of Business Eduction

Corvallis, Oregon

To State Superintendents of Public Instruction

Dear

We are undertaking a study involving business
education teachers in the western states and urgently
need a school directory from your state. If you hav a
directory giving the names of the business teachers and
their respective high schools would you please send it
to the Department of Business Education, Commerce Build-
ing, Room 116, Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon.
If there is a charge, would you please send the direct-
ory and bill the department for it.

Thank you kindly.

RMW/lh

Sincerely yours,

Robert M. Woodward
Assistant irofessor
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A:PENDIX D

Department of oaEaol: STATE COLLEGE Department
Business Education Secretarial Science

Corvallis, Oregon

August 12, 1952

State Supervisors of Distributive Education

Dear

Guidance in the secondary schools plays a very important
part in our educational program. Using this fact as a
springboard we wish to study the guidance activities per-
formed by the business teacher. Guidance is often done by
a department or appointed person, but much of the value
and objectives of guidance (formal and informal) can best
be provided by teachers. Both D. E. and non D. E. busi-
ness teachers are included in this study.

In order to proceed, it is necessary for me to have the
names and addresses of distributive education teachers in
the various schools in your state. If you have more than
fifty D. E. people in the schaols, would you list the
names and addresses of D. E. teachers up to this number.
I should arTreciate it if you would send this list to me
as early as possible.

I hope the results of the study will repay the efforts of
many people by making the data available to them. I shall
be ;71ad to send you an abstract of the study when it is
completed.

Thank you very much for the time and effort expended in
this endeavor.

Yours sincerely,

Robert M. Woodward
Assistant Professor

RMW/lh
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AaPENDIX E

SELECTED COMMENTS OF BUSINESS TEACHERS
REGARDING THE aROGRAM OF GUIDANCE SERVICES

I believe it is true tht the fifth year of training
could be given entirely to guidance training, generally
and specifically for understanding business students, but
mere experience as a classroom teacher often fails to pro-
duce value or understanding. Mental Health approach is
alziost always ignored.

Our guidance program is set up according to sex of
pupils. Women counsel girls, men counsel boys. An
attempt is being made to secure more cooperation through
student referrals to subject matter specialists. In other
words, as a man teaching business education course, I have
been by passed too often in counseling girls on vocational
needs and commercial courses.

It is my belief that business teachers can and should
play a strong role in guiding students to a full, happy
vocational field, and, that in order to do this wisely and
well, the business teacher must have actual business ex-
perience in addition to teaching, as well as postgraduate
training in guidance and counseling.

I firmly believe th-at through a good guidance program
in business education, those students who are "dumped" on
the department, would be easier to discover and therefore
could be handled much better, easing the tremendous prob-
lem that type usually create, from the department.

I would love to do guidance work and have the time in
school, but I need help. I feel many of our pupils have
potential abilities which are absolutely wasted for lack
of guidance.

,ImeINMOO

One of the chief reasons why I think it is important
for every business education teacher to consider himself
as part of the counseling staff, even though he does not
have an office, is that so many of our counselors are not
either trained in business education, nor are they business
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education minded. It is therefore our duty and responsi-
bility to the students in our departments to give them
the benefit of our training and experience, Whether it is
called counseling, guidance, problems, or what. When
students have problems, we should discuss, them when they
are important to the students, not wait until they can be
scheduled to appear at some office.

Specific guidance toward trite Business Subjects is
needed in the lower classes: Freshmen and sophomores need
to realize the opportunities.

I think that the business education teacher has a
great deal of responsibility in directing students voca-
tionally. Very frequently students come to me and say,
"Do you think I should accept an after-school job as a
dental technician or should I stick to tae stenoeraphic
line? I have an opportunity to work in Dr. X's office,
1.1t I like shorthand. Should I wait and see if I can
obtain an office job after school% I need the money."

Another one will say, "If I eo to colleee, do you
think I should train for teaching work or secretarial
work outside of schools?"

The businessmen call me for help in employment vacan-
cies. Occasionally a student who is having a difficult
home situation with no money available will ask me if I
can find work for her after school, so that she can earn
enough for clothes and stay in high school until eradua-
tion.

We have no counseling set-up in this school, so the
uidance service really rests with the individual teacher.

Enough time for interviews with all members of classes is
lacking as , result.

My job is to train students, to prepare them for work
after graduation. I am often delayed by waiting for
eeidance counselors results on aptitude tests and interest
inventories.

I wonder, sometimes, if the tests ere given early
nough in H. S. career to aid the student in selecting his
choice of training.

01104.

I feel very certain in my own thinking that we are
falling far short of our resnonsibility in this most impor-
tant area of guidance.

Since such a relatively small percentage of secondary
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students go on to college, I think we should expand our
guidance facilities to more nearly meet some of the vital
needs of this great group of students that for one reason
or another find it 1.Inossible to continue their education
beyond high school.

I believe our business teachers could be used .caore
in the schools' vocational guidance program. Business
teachers don't have full time allotted for handling
personal student problems. Because of the business back-
/..ound of commercial teachers I believe if they were
brought into the guidance program more it would be of
considerable value to guidance in the school.

V.INO

If we as teachers are going to be able to help these
students we must have a very active guidance service. The
average secondary school teacher, however, hasn't the time
(nor the interest) to give any aid so necessarily required
at this time in the lives of youth. Every teacher must be
guidance conscious to be an effective teacher.

I think our greatest weakness is the fact that all
records are supposed to be kept in the Guidance Depart-
ment, However, I can see some wisdom here--too--for such
records are of no value if not confidential or if they
are segregated and only partially kept by two groups.

I think I should have had more training guidance as
I can see a greater need for it all the time. I do what
I can in the course of my daily teaching.

I believe that the business education teacher must
perform a great deal of incidental guidance in connection
with regular teaching activities and that an organized
and operating guidance program would be of inestimable
value. I do not think it is possible to have an organized
and operating guidance program unless sufficient time and
personnel are provided. It is undoubtedly true that some
guidance" takes place in most classes but I feel that
some effort at coordinating this incidental guidance and
furnishing definite services is essential if a school is
to be considered to have a guidance program.
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I believe time should be allowed each department
head to enable interviews to be scheduled and records to
be kept.

We (meaning the guidance department and teachers)
work together encouraging capable students to prepare for
the best jobs and placing the less capable ones in less
responsible positions which they are able to fill success-
fully. I feel sure this system would work in any school..

We cooperate with the placement office in placing all
commercial students, and we have established many contacts
directly with personnel officers of the various companies.

The guidance person in our school and I work very
closely on all placement problems and on most personal
problems pertaining to vocations, professions, etc. We
both encourage as much actual visitation on jobs as we
can. We cooperate on solving problems that arise, both
personal and business, among our students. I think our
programs are both very beneficial and we are very suc-
cessful as a result of our cooperation.

We work together in placing students in business or
in advising them to go to college. Sometimes I have more
influence than the guidance teacher.

The business teacher does a great deal of individual
counseling with the students in her classes. This, too,
is the heart of ::ood guidance--the good relationships es-
tablished in the school room. Guidance cannot be isolated.

In regard to guidance, I believe in many cases, the
classroom teacher is in a better spot to do it rt the time
necessary, rather than suggest the pupil go to a counselor
whom he or she may not know very well. A good teacher is
constantly counseling and guiding, but I do wish we did
have time to contact parents personally.

There is a very close relationship, as our guidance
director recognizes the fact that the B. h. department
does probably more in the field of guidance than any other.
The B. E. teachers are on his counseling committee.


